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Abstract 

By conducting a case study of Intelligarde International, The Law Enforcement 

Company, this dissertation considers the increasingly important role of the parapolice for 

maintaining social order within late modem capitalism. The theoretical orientation for 

this investigation emanates from a consideration of risk society, governance, pluralist, 

and Mmian understandings of social control and the private police. A risk markets 

perspective is proffered which emphasises the processes of fear and cornmodification. 

previously undeveloped in these literatures. This thesis investigates first: how discipline 

and surveillance is achirved organisationally and sold extemally to risk markets, and 

second: how both secunty agents and those they are tasked with policing resist social 

control. 

This line of inquiry produces questions answerable through archival (including 

statistical) and observational data. Critical ethnography, field interviews (n=jO), an 

analysis of'occunence files (n=340), a 'bannings' database (n=2,6 17), personnel files 

(n=14 1). intemal correspondence (n= 15), and media reports were utilised in this 

investigation. In pursuing an ethnography of the Intelligarde parapolice, this dissertation 

departs fiom previous research that neglected to investigate the role and mobilisations of 

private security personnel from the perspective of line officen. Additionall y, new 

descriptive infotmation is made available about the crime control and order maintenance 

function of this parapolice organisation. 



Findings show that InteIligarde officers issued 2.6 17 b a ~ i n ç  orders in 1996-97. 

and that they affected arrests or detained persons in 32.4% of al1 recorded occurrences. 

Camparisons with the Metropolitan Torontc Police demonstrate that the parapolice, on a 

per uniformed officrr basis. arp more likely to file papenvork on the public. are three 

times more likely to suffer liom proceedings being launched against them, and are five 

timrs more likely to be attacked in the course of their duties. These findings, along with 

observational and marketing data. establish the crime control function of the parapolice. 

The data also demonstrate the means by which the very techniques utilised for 

arnassing information about suspect populations and for controlling their own workforce 

is sold s 'product' to the client by Intelligarde managers. For almost every technique of 

hyperpanoptic management, there exists a means for its circumvention. Intelligarde 

ofticers employ many ingenious methods of 'ghosting' their presence within artificial. 

digital representations of their labour. As a resilt, managers are tasked with purchasing 

rven more comprehensive tools of surveillance or developing additional techniques to 

discipline their staff in a dialectic of control. On a much less nuanced level of resistance. 

the parapolice themselves are forced to confront groups of suspects who. on many 

occasions, physically attack and collectively defend ihemselves. Finally, the subculture 

of the parapolice (as with the public police) plays a vital role in defining occupational 

niles and organisational mobilisations in risk markets. 
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Introduction 

On my t i n t  ride-along with InteIligarde, the Law Enforcement Company, 1 accompanied 

a Quality Control Manager while he investigated an allegation of excessive use of force 

by one of his security officers. Afier speaking to a working class Romanian man in an 

arm sling - who was injured during the ordeal - and his wife, the supervisor was 

sympathetic and bothered by the occurrence and imrnediately set about finding who was 

responsible. As we walked toward the elevator he tumed to me and admonished, "this 

isn't what private policing is about" - referring to the heavy-handed mesures of his 

fellow officers.' Of course. he was only partially correct. While some of my 

preconceptions of Toronto's most talked about security force were confirmed, 1 soon 

carne to understand that 1 was missing the very big picture. This dissertation describes 

these broader political, social, and theoretical issues. 

Limitations of Previous Research 

A literature rwiew revealed that not a single published study of the private police 

has examined the dohg of security work from the perspective of the line officer. This 

project adds to the literature by providing the first ethnographie account of a private 

security Company in the tradition of past qualitative works in the sociology of policing 

(e.g. Manning 1997; Manning and Van Maanen 1978; Skolnick 1966; Westley 1970). 1 



extend this body of police scholarship into the business ofsecurity. This is not to sa! that 

researchers have not previously concemed themselves with the expanding population of 

srcurity otficers in Canada. Such studies (Erickson 1997 : Shearing. Farnell and Stenning 

1980). while instructive. have relied on survey instruments to produce demographic data 

about security officers rather than employ direct observation of private police 

mobilisations. By maintaining a from-the-outside focus rather than assessing the 

dynamics of private policing from within. information about the function and role of the 

private police has often rctlccted the attitudes of outsiders such as corporate managers 

(Shearing, Stenning and Addario 1985a). the public police (Sheanng, Steming and 

Addario l98Sb), or the general public (Shearing, S t e ~ i n g  and Addario 198%). My 

ethnographie analysis reverses this tendency by making the attitudes of private security 

officers the centre of my analysis. Thus, the parapolice of InteIligarde are asked to 

comment on management tactics, their relations with the public police, their interactions 

with the general public and their opinions of media reports. 

Previous studies of the privare police have also maintained a distanced and 

abstract appreciation for their object of analysis. Social control theorists and theoretical 

criminoIogists have astutely observed the important role of the private police and private 

justice systems in maintaining social order and resolving conflicts (Christie 1993; Cohen 

1985; Henry 1983). It is rare, however, for these analyses to be tethered to observations 

of pnvate policing in action. A notable exception is Shearing and Steming's (1 987b) 

analysis of the 'Disney order' in which the rnundane rituals and routinised procedures of 

' It was later revealed that the fellow in the a m  sling was hurt during an arrest for punching and breaking a 
window as well as being intoxicated on private property. The security oficer in question is now no longer 
with the Company. 



maintaining surveillance are rcvealed and linked to extant theory.' By analysing the 

o ficial documents, prosedures, wor!: rules, and work environment of Intelligarde 

international. this dissertation extends theory to a direct observation of the processes by 

which social control is maintained. How is cornpliance achieved? How is eviction and 

banishment handlrd? And how are the private police disciplined and surveilled as they 

control others? The answers to these questions cannot be gleaned from approaches that 

do not ernploy direct observation and interaction with street-level officers and managers. 

Objectives of this Study 

This dissertation can be divided conceptually into two major thrusts: descriptive 

and theoretical objectives. By descriptive 1 mean that 1 offer the type of exploratory 

information, through a case study of a private policing organisation, not previously 

available in published studies. Especially including information pertaining to: a) nrrest 

statistics as well as the everyday work of private security officers at Intelligarde, b) data 

on the occupational culture and recipe rules of Intelligarde security officers, and c) 

statistical information about officer's demographic rnake-up, attitudes toward the police. 

public, media, work, management, and other security cornpanies. 

In this sense, some of what 1 offer in this dissertation fulfils a necessary 

exploratory agenda for a nascent area of research. Private policing began receiving 

academic attention in the late 1970s, but the published findings in rhis area are still sparse 

and concentrated arnongst a relatively smail number of scholars. Simply because arrest 

statistics, the demographic composition of penons arrested, and the mobilising 

' In this study, the reader iç taken through a trip to Disneyland. During each moment of enjoyment, the 
authors draw attention to the myriad ways in which social control is unobûusively maintained. The agents, 



characteristics of a private security Company have not previously been rccordrd may 

itself constitute reason enough for now doing so. But this is not the overarching rationiilr 

for collccting the data prese~ted herein. The theoretical extensions and departures this 

project pursues. rnpiains the logic behind the core of what is to follow. 

At the outset, it is important to note that the theoretical foundation for this 

dissertation stems from a consideration of what 1 identify as Four, often overlapping. 

cri minological discourses. The first two inc lude the deeply intertwined ' risk society ' 

(c-g. Beck 1992b; O'Malley 1992; Simon l987), and govemance (cg .  Burchell, Colin 

and Miller 199 1 ; Foucault 199 1 a: O' Malley. Weir and Shraring 1997) literatures. The 

next two comprise Marxian (e.g. South 1988; Spitzer and Scull 1977; Weiss 1978) and 

pluralist (e.g. Shearing 1992; Shearing and Steming 1983) conceptions of the private 

police. Each of these perspectives has something unique to offer to our understanding of . 

privaie policing . Speci fically , risk society, govemance. and pluralist discourses 

illuminate the processes of surveillance and discipline inherent to social order in late 

modem capitaiisrn. These processes are typically replete with corporate logics that 

prornote actuarial practicrs as the privileged formula for making populations 'known.' 1 

argue, however, that absent a Marxian conception of cornmodification and fear (Spitzer 

1987) these approaches cannot appreciate the overriding profit motivations of private 

security fins. The private police do not engage in social control for its own sake, there 

is an obvious money making incentive to organise their businesses using corporate and 

panoptic templates. The task for the 'nsk markets' perspective I proffer in chapter one is 

to uncover these processes. 

thernselves, are not analysed in this manner. 



M y  analysis is guided by four ideas about the 'selling' of risk. First. a risk 

markets orientation recoçnises that policing is centrally alienated and comrnoditïed 

Irihour. 1 nrguc in the chaptrr to follow that the modem organisation of policing cafi best 

be understood in  this way. The early duty-bound organisation of policing gsve way to 

policing for profit as soon as the mode of production which govems it mutated from 

îèudalism to capitalism. I f  new actuarial logics govern policing institutions. how arc 

these knowledçes sold back to the consumer? This dissertation analyses police work as 

knowledge work for sale - a management systcm for hire. 

The second idea proffered in this dissertation is that 'risk society' and the 

' fetishisms of securi ty ' are inherentl y poli tical phenornena. A risk markets perspective 

problematises the recent trend in 'risk society' social theory which uncritically accepts 

the organiwtion and catrgorimtion of populations under institutional surveillance. M y  

argument is that while sociologists have correctly identified the organising logics and 

insti tutional rationales of risk systems, they have failed to offer perceptive critiques of 

these schemas. Instead, they have uncriticall y adopted these productions of knowlcid ye as 

thc actual orgrnisen of society rather than revealing thcir legitimating functions within 

late modem capitaiist economy. These processes are thus reified, as if the corporate- 

managerial epistemes that îùelled them are self-evident, transparent, and in no further 

need of inquiry beyond their rcpresentational facades. Often. this propensity is masked 

within the (misused) Foucauldian project of the archaeology of knowledge (or the history 

of the present) which supposedly sheds its critical incubus by making such political 

positionings extraneous to its project. A nsk markets perspective places the political 

process of ordering populations at the forefront of its analysis. 



The policing of Jamaicans in west Nonh York cannot be understood by mercly 

anal ysing managerial procedure and deploy ment practices. These are sermingly çold and 

cdçulated decisions that ostensibly do not have a political motivation. In the syes of both 

the sccurity ofticers rneanr to police that territory and the persons rneant to be policed. 

however. the process is nothing if not political. 

A third idea from a risk markets perspective is that. given the cominodified nature 

of both public and private policing, there appears linle ground to maintain a strict 

demarcation between the missions of these two institutions. One of the assumptions 

about the differences between the public and private police is that their goals are 

Fundarnentally divergent. That is, while the public police concern themselves with 

controlling criminal activity and especially physical hams to persons, the private police 

are tasked with preventing the thefi of or darnage to propeny. These orienting logics are 

described as rither 'loss prevention' or 'crime prevention' missions (Shearing and 

Stenning l982b; Shearing and S t e ~ i n g  1983). This dissertation challenges this 

assurnption by providing both observational and statistical evidence that, ai least in the 

case of InteIligarde, dernonstrates that the role of the modem private police closrly 

resernbles that of the first private constabularies in 18" century England. The 

' parapolice' of Toronto are in rhetoric and reality private law enforcement officers who 

task themselves and are retained on the ba i s  of their ability to 'control crime.' 

Finally, a risk markets orientation examines both the processes of surveillance and 

resistance in private policing in a dialectic of control. New 'governance' discourses and 

their correlative applications to the study of policing institutions reduce officers to mere 

automatons (Encson 1994; Encson and Haggerty 1997; Ericson, Haggerty and Carriere 



1993). This mode of investigation privileges pnper realities and organizational schemas 

at the expense of the actors imagined to fall within thcir purview. Classic studirs in thc 

socio!ouv C - of policing focused almost exclusively on the occupational culture of Iinr 

d fke r s  ( c g  hlarininy 1997; Skolnick 1966; Westley 1970). These subcultural 

approaches have a long history in crirninological inquiry, being imponed from 

anthropology by Albert Cohen in 1955 when he wrote Delinqtten Boys: The Cidritre (11' 

rhe Gang. The general aspects of subcultural criminology are surnrnarized by Ellis and 

DeKeseredy ( i  99636-371. Subcultiiral theory assumes that social life is guided and 

rcgulated by shared values and noms  and that these are different from those in broader 

society. These shared values are a product of the groups similar aversive subjective 

rxperiences - such as status frustration in the case of the parapolice - that c m  be directly 

traced to the group's social location. The conception of deviant behaviour in the 

subculture is learned and diffùsed as a collective. problem-solving behaviour. 

This dissertation examines both the managerial logics and informai rules of 

Intelligarde International and especially the dialectic interplay between surveillance and 

resistance. Each of these four ideas act as scnsitizing constnicts to guide inquiry? 

organize ideas. and suggest theoretical advances. 

Organisation 

Chapter One examines previous theorising on the private police as well as recent 

developments in the sociology of policing. I explore the connections between critical and 

wgovernmentality' discourses affecting analyses of the police. Recent 'risk society' 

approaches are problematised, as are more dated Marxian interpretations. 1 proffer a 

perspective aimed at fusing critical and post-structural theoretical applications in an 



attempt to understand the modem manifestations of private policing uithin politicallj and 

crnotionally charged 'risk markets.' How do private police organisations rffect 

survc.illanct: and why are thcy charged witn these responsibilities'? What changes in the 

structure and ideology of neo-liberal risk markets give these initiatives Icgitimacy'? i 

argue that the nature of modem parapolicing is organisrd around the fetishistic desirc for 

commodified security and the management of risk. This process is fuellrd by nediberal 

actuarial logics that simulate surveillance while simultrineously selling it. This is 

achieved in multiple ways but reiies upon making both security agents and those the. arc 

tasked with monitoring 'known' to the parapolice machine. 

Chapter two outlines the methods smployed for this dissertation: critical 

cthnography, formal interviews, and archival rcsearch. The multiple investigative 

approaches used mesh with both the descriptive and theoretical objectives of the 

dissertation. The formai interviews focus on the negotiation between surveillance and 

resistance by examining the attitudes of both management and line officers. The 

interviews also clearly establish the private law enforcement and culture of 'crime 

sontrol' amongst Intelligarde rmployees who work under conditions of ' prrpetual dread.' 

This critical ethnography links the micro-sociological practices of private policing to the 

macro-sociological processes of risk markets. Through direct observation of patrol dutirs 

1 reveal the embedded commodified nature of parapolicing and attempt to expose the 

mundane procedures of private law enforcement and sur:eilIance as products of neo- 

liberal actuarial rationales. This fuifils an exploratory mandate for providing a first-hand 

account of parapolicing, absent from the literature. Ethnography demarcates the heated 

political nature of relations between Intelligarde security offices and the populations 



they police. The archival materials (bannings database, occurrence reports. personnel 

Iiles. intemal documents. and media reports) statistically establish the crime control 

function of the parapolice and thus their saleabiiity within late modem risk markets. The 

materials also provide descriptive orgenisational information about personnel and 

prac tice. 

In chapter three 1 begin my analysis of the new 'parapolice:' that body of sccurity 

cornpanies (or contracts) that explicitly bridge the gap between the public and private 

police. thereby increasingly rendering the distinction meaningless from an analytic 

perspective. These are the private prison, court security. and resideniial police of Nonh 

America. They are not solely concemed with loss prevention as their only responsibility. 

They are also vanguards in the emcrging risk markets of urban fear and neo-liberal 

rationales. 1 then explore the powers of the lntelligarde parapolice of Toronto and 

conduct a statistical cornparison between their activities and those of the public pol icc. 

Finally, 1 take the reader on what one of the officers called 'a trip through the sewer' - a 

patrol of lntelligarde sites in the Sherbourne and Dundas area - as an indication of the 

h n c  tions of the parapolice. 

In chapter four, 1 continue my exploration o f  Intelligarde International by 

examining the recruitment, pre-employment testing, and training practices of the 

company. 1 consider the destabilising effect of new recruits on the culture of 

parapolicing before providing a statistical profile of the security staff at the Law 

Enforcement Company. Finally, toward the end of this chapter, 1 begin to consider issues 

of race, claçs, and gender in both the intemal machinations of the company as well as the 

external politics of parapolicing Toronto's imer-city neighbourhoods. It is here that 1 



tirst discuss alleçations of excessive force and racism lodged against the Company by the 

Toronto media as well as advocacy groups. 

Chapter fivc catalogurr the hyperpanoptic characteristics of Intelligarde's 

surveillance system -as it  effccts both the security officrrs doing the monitoring and 

those meant to be monitored. At this point I set aside the dialectic of çontrol and 

resistance inherent to al1 systems of surveillance and entertain the fantasy of total çontrol 

and perpetual examination of the physical and virtual architectures of panopticism. Most 

imponantly, however. 1 reconnçct this virtrtui system to the very rnurrriul necessities ot' 

sel1 ing surveillance in late modem risk markets. While selling policing and the ski11 of 

making 'unnily' populations 'known' is not a new practice, the virtual ordering, digital 

representation, and fluidi ty of information exchange rnakes the process qua1 i tativel y 

different. 

In the sixth chapter 1 take up the modes of resistance rmployed by both 

InteIligarde staff and subject populations to avoid detection within the Law En forcement 

Company's hyperpanoptic surveillance system. The reader is introduced to modes of 

routinised resismce such as the art of 'ghosting' as well as more base responses to the 

'police machine' including mob justice and 'swarmings.' Intelligarde's occupational 

culture of fear and mutual assistance is then described as facilitating an often 

romanticised mercenary 'legiomaire' quality. This revolves around feelings of' isolation. 

reliance on fellow officers, and the perceived abandonment by the public police and 

communie. 



Chapter One: Theorizing the Private Police 

This chapter is organisrd into four pans which delineate a theoretical orientation for this 

dissertation. I t  draws on a review of rxtant theorizing on private policing and social 

control by dividing the literature into four overlapping areas of scholarship. hly 

discussion begins with Manian orientations that identifi the function of the private 

police as instruments of class domination, whereby the private police serve as tools Ior 

maintaining a disciplined labour-force. Second, 1 consider approaches that eschew 

notions of 'state crntrality' and argue that the privaie police are best understood in the 

context of an integral plurality of state and corporate interests. The next two discoursrs 1 

identiQ comprise the emerging 'risk society ' and govemance Ii  teratures. Since thcy are 

ofien linked in the literature. 1 consider them in tandem. Each of rhese models of inquiry 

uniquely contributes to Our understanding of the private police and social control. and 

each also suffers frorn limitations. 1 propose to transcend these theoretical constraints 

through a 'risk markets' orientation formulated for understanding the private police. 

In the final section of this chapter 1 proffer a theoretical framework that builds 

upon the scholastic traditions reviewed. At the same time. however, the theoretical 

perspective posited herein is unique (in its own right) for the distinct research agenda it 

produces and the divergent questions it elicits. My approach is a re-connection of the 



nctuarial. risk. and pluralist discourses with Mmian  conceptions3 of 'commoditication' 

and 'trar.' These are impofiant strategies for understanding the private police because 

the. focus attention on both the supply and demand side of selling xcurity. Consumers 

buy the alienatcd product of security to alleviate feu. whilç security firms u e  tnsked with 

dsmonstrating that they are actually engaged in the business of stopping crime (or othctr 

fear-inducing activity), thereby creating a number of unintended but interesting ironics in 

the process. I wi I l  l a v e  a discussion of rhese attributes of comrnoditicd security for rhe 

final section of this chapter whrn 1 take up the topic in greater detail. For now, it is 

important to establish a requisite introductory backdrop for the discussion to follow. 

One of the reasons private policing has received increasing acndemic interest is 

due to its tremendous growth. If there is one 'truism' about private security. i t  is that the 

size of the sector has been expanding exponentially in the post war era (Cunningham. 

Strauchs and Van Meter 1990; Kakalik and Wildhom 197 1 ), overtaking the public police 

in personnel in the United States around 1977. Since then. private policing has continued 

to grow, tapering off oniy slightly in the last decade uhere today, private security agents 

outnumber the public police by approximately thrre to one in the United States 

(Cunningham, Strauchs and Van Meter 1990). In 1994, there were over 100,000 persons 

employed as 'watchrnen' or guards in Canada, and over 19,000 of them were licensed 

security guards in Ontario (Leclair and Long 1996: 15)" +4dditionally, there were 1,6J 1 

dual security guard/private investigator license holders operating in Ontario. Although 

the 199 1 census reports that there were 6 1,500 police officers and 104.800 security 

' I do not mean to constnict essentialist notions of the private police. Rather, these concepts may be 
understood as new a r e s  of investigative priority. 
' This does not inchde the sizeable in-house security guard population. 



guards in Canada. current interpolations place the public police down to 54.3 1 1 and the 

number of security guards ai over 200.000. This means that the private police now 

outnumber their public counterparts by an almost four to one ratio in Canada (Palango 

1998: 10). r\s :hc number of persons enîployed in private sccurity increases. so does 

academic interest wi th this social phenornenon (e.g. Kakal ik and Wildhom 197 1 ; 

Shearing, Farnell and Steming 1980; Shearing and Stenning l982a). 

'Police' has historically been linked to the idea of the city-state itself in the 

context of Ancient Greece (from rro;iuç -polis meaning city) and later with the notion of 

sûfety and security (Shearing 1992). But 'policing' has now corne to include a broad 

collrction of social controls which may cncornpass both private and public techniques of 

yovemance (Shearing and Stenning 1987a). As the relative size of the private security 

sector vacillates in comparison to the public police. it becomes increasingly important to 

understand the different roies of the state relative to these changes. I t  is no wonder. 

therefore. that policing theorists - whether focusing on the public, private or both spheres 

- also consider the importance of state apparatuses in their discussions. Since policing is 

a "multiple subject" that enjoys many meanings, "policing, there fore. is both a political 

process and a politicized structure" (McCormick and Visano 1992:xii). 

Mamian Approaciies: The Centred State 

There are multiple Mamian theoretical applications in the study of the privatc 

police. In-each case, there appears either an instmentalist understanding of the state as 

a managing comrnittee for bourgeoisie affairs (e.g. Couch 198 1 ; Klare 1975; Weiss 1978) 

or a conception of the state as a focal point frorn where developments in private policing 



may be analysed (cg. South 1988; Spitzer and Scull 1977). In either rvcnt, the rolc of 

the statt' is at the centre of analysis. 

Th<: historic dcployment of the privnte police as 'private amies' to supprcss 

labour is undeniable. There is ample evidence to illustrate. at least in the United States. 

that early private police forces consisted of little more than ruffians and strike breakers 

employed by overzeaious fimis such as the Pinkerton Detective Agency. or consolidated 

into semi-public bodies such as the coal and iron police (see especially Couch 1 98 1 ). 

Often. clashes between striking labourers and paid pugilists led to bloodshrd. 

There is much to be learned from ihese critical analyses. To be sure. thsre is 

strong evidence to suggest that most western democrac ies experienced vary ing degrers of 

state-sanctioncd private policing under the direction of industrial interests. Cnlike the 

United States. however, Canada and England quickly mobilized public. federal police 

organizations to quel1 anti-governrnent peasant revolts or MCtis and Native rebellions. 

Private agencies. like the railway police or the coal and iron police, existed alongside the 

North West Mounted Police in Canada, or the police of the hletropolis in England, but 

they hardly rivaled their Amcrican counterparts in their use of violence. So whilr the 

%on fist' of oppression (Cooper et al. 1975) was ofien flexed by dites. industrialists and 

landowners in the U.S.A. with the blessing of the state, this was a rarity in other 

developing nations of the period. Aside from this spatial limitation, instrumental 

approaches do not help explain temporal changes in private policing. In fact. there serms 

little amoig private security companies today5 that resembles an organized strike- 

suppression capability or mission. On the contrary, most social control exercised by the 



privatr police is accomplished with the hl1 compliance of subject populations. This is 

wc!! documented by Shearing and Stenning (l987b) when thcy exmine the 'Disney 

order' of compliance. lnstead of using intrusive mesures to control populations. visitors 

io Disneyland pass through myriad controls aimed at maximizing eiijoymrnt, minimizing 

risks, and avoiding litigation. 

The instrumental Manian tradition tiom which these studies emanate may wcll 

explain the organization of private security in the early development of the American 

labour movement during an era of industrialization, but would have difficulty rxplaining 

the multifarious nature of security arrangements in late modem capitalisrn. blm, for 

example, had very linle to Say about the need for security outside direct production. but 

commercial and residential settings are now the predominant sites of security 

deployment. In otlier words, the private police do considerably more than pacify labour." 

Aside from instrumental approaches, however, othcr state-centred formulations 

tàl l  into similar traps. Some Mmian approaches have descnbed a process of state-police 

relations that go beyond uni-dimensional, instrumental notions. Spitzer and Scull ( 1  977). 

have proffered a three-stage description that seeks to incorporate the changing nature of 

private and public police functions in relation to the state. They theorize that capitalist 

development erodes the b a i s  for traditional foms of social control paralleling changes in 

' lncluding &encies involved in sarly U.S. strike-breaking that continue to operato (e.g. Burns and 
Pinkertons). 

Rather than focus on the state and labour, Klare ( 1  975) has likened post-World W u  2 private securitj 
firms in an era of McCarthyism to 'private C.I.A.st that collude with state intetests in arnassing information 
on organizations and persons deemed a security threat to the establishment. But his account does not 
adequately explain why this information is kept and its purpose. For Klare, it is insidious enough that such 
rnaterials are arnassed in the first place. The context of this piece impiies the private police are part of m 
agenda to undermine progressive politics. 



the mode of production.' The second stage is characterized by an rstablished capi talist 

statc sharinç in policing costs by inaugurating a public domestic force. This. the authors 

argue. is donc bscnusr it is more attractive than prit:ate arrangements in facilitating 

legitimacy and promoting a 'false consciousness' among labour. Finally, a stnte tïscoi 

crisis resuits in the redistribution of policing responsibility to large corporations "to 

guarantee profits and secure an environment for uninterrupied growth" (Spitzer and Scull 

The relative autonorny of the police from the state is most clearly advanced by 

South ( 1984) when he argues: 

It is a commercial compromise behveen the sovcrcignty of the state, which constituiionally represents rht: 
status quo, and those sections of society whose commercial intcrests are most benetïted by the maintenance 
o f  that status quo. In accommodating the devclopment of the private security sector with whatever mixed 
dcgrees of caution or enthustasm. the state is not simply 'saving money.' It is not reducing its cornmitment 
to more social control intervention - economically or politically. It is, at one level, acceding to a new (or rit 
least renewed) dimension of capital's assertion of its relative autonorny from the state. ( 190) 

Accordingly, whether we view the advance of privatintion as creeping laissez faire 

capitalism. a crisis of state budgets, or ncially-inspired stigmatization (see Johnson 

1976), the police (both private and public) have their own distinct interests and agendas. 

but they nonetheless collude with the bourgeoisie to promote an environment for protits 

and econornic growth. For South (1  981: 109; but see also South 1987; South 1988). the 

private police provide a 'buffer' hnction for capitalist interests. By portraying 

' A slightly different interpretation has been offered by Johnson (1976) who makes race central to his 
sociohistoric account. Labour in the eastem U.S. cities, Johnson argues, has stnick a relationship of 
solidarity with the public police. This alliance prornotes a 'legitimating' atrnosphere of persecution rigainst 
cheap black labour. As blacks are kept out of the labour pool through arrest and stigmatization, whites 
enjoy wage and job security. Since criminal record information is routinely passed benveen public and 
privats police services, blacks are thus restricted fiom accessing the job market. For their part, elites have 
repeatedIy tried to 'professionalise' the police, but according to Johnson, this challenges both police and 
popular sensibilities about the function of the constabulary as an intervening line between the proletariat 
(whites) and the lumpenproletariat (blacks). 



thcmselves as ncutral arbitcrs in law enforcrmenf, the police act to disguisc the political 

motivations bchind law rnacfment. 

i ikc instrumental models, relative autonomy perspectives centre the state as the 

focal point of analysis for understanding the police. lohnston ( 19922 10-2 14) has 

criticized this tendency because it limits Our understanding of the multidimensional 

nature of both the state and the police. It is assumrd that at the essence of state interests 

are fixed and rver-constant goals: through whatever means possible to advance the 

intcrests of the bourgeoisie. This assertion. however, raiscs doubts about the state-police 

relationship espoused by Marxist theorists - doubts that may not be entirely answerable 

using relative autonomy or instrumental conceptions. Does the 'state fiscal crisis' occur 

in al1 quarters at the same moment and for the same duration? It is undoubtedly truc. in 

the first place, that the structure and relationship of the state-private police arrangement 

varies considerably over space and time (Spitzer 198756-57). Second, however. these 

Mamian perspectives seem to inevitably trace the cause and effects of social control back 

to the tùnction of a reified state. The paradox surrounding such approaches is that in 

societies where there is the weakest link between the state and the private police - i.e. 

advanced western democracies - theorists place the greatest emphasis in establishing 

such a link. 

Pluralist Approaches: The De-Centred State 

In antithesis to conceptions of the state which assume its centrality in al1 social 

relations, including especially social control (e.g. Cohen 1985; Cohen 1987). Foucauldian 

theorists argue for local, fragmented, conceptions of power that incoiporate notions o l  

discipline and surveillance (e.g. Burchell, Colin and Miller 199 1 ; Miller and Rose 1995; 



Rose 1996; Rose and Miller 1992). De-ccntering the statc as an objcct of analysis \r.hcn 

investigating powcr (Lowman 1990) runs through most recrnt studies of neo-liberalism 

and its effefect on systcms of discipline (O'blalley 1992: O' Malley 1993): 

By focusing primarily on the scmi-autonornous relations o f  policinç domestic security dcveloped by prnritc 
insurance compmics, it has emerçed quite clcrirly that the major proccsses of law enforccrncnt rue  lo~iited 
in the nonstate tield. and that tht'sr are formed in vcry significant ways independently of strite initiatitcs t'or 
control. (O'blalley 199 1 : 186) 

Laissez-faire econornics and their correlative modes of çovernance ;ire linked to a retreat 

of the state (Garland 1996) from its post-war proclivity toward providing assistancc to 

boih citizenry and the market - a Keynesian logic (O'Malley and Palmer 1996). In place 

of this mission, state logics abdicate responsibility to citizens for providing the menns for 

their own safety, security, and general well-being (Rose 1996). In tandem. communities 

are promoted as a locally mediated solution to the crime problem. Thus. in opposition to 

what they see as Mmis t  sociology 's inherent reductionism and essent inlism. pluralist 

theorists insist that the objectives of governmental power are multiple. and that thesr 

techniques are dispersed and differentiated through locales largely beyond the state. 

Additionally, they argue, people relate to this exercise of control as autonomous subjects 

and not 'ideological dupes' (see Garland 1997: 183, for a review). 

In the same tradition, Shearing and S tenning (1 983) have proffered the most well- 

known thesis on private policing which focuses on the emergence of ' m a s  private 

propeny' holdings by large corporations. They argue that under the guise of 

privatization, a fundamental shift in the responsibility of maintaining (and ihereby 

redefiningj peace is being transferred to corporate entities (Shearing and Steming 

1983503). North Arnerica is thus experiencing a 'new feudalism' wherein huge tracts of 



property, both private and public spaces. are controlled and policed by private corporate 

interests. 

These emerging conccstions conjure up an image o f  a world in which corporate 'private governments' exist 
rtlongside state govemments.. . of shifiing relations and claims with respect to sovereignty thitt change over 
both tirne and terrains. (Shearing 1992425) 

Under such arrangements. policing is reconceptualised as a 'generic Iùnction' ihat is not a 

rnonopoly of the state. The state is but only one guarantor of order among others. In this 

rmerging redistribution of security the state is no more relevant to the protection of 

property or people than the local '~ovemment' of the corporation. To this we might cidd 

local community groups and tenancy associations who also purchase security in addition 

to guaranteed state-tùnded public policing.8 

Accordingly, the analyst is encouraged to account for the local contingencies that 

lead up to or facilitate changes in police functions. We are left with a series oldifferent 

questions that are best answered utilizing more robust theoretical applications not 

tethered to universalizing notions of the state. The piuralist perspective. however, is not 

without its limitations. 

Although the pluralist approach maintains that both the state and corporations are 

interchangeably important in security provision, and that their horizontal and autonomous 

natures are "characterized by considerable fluidity and flux" ( see also Henry 1983; 

Shearing 1993), there is nonetheless an adherence to a conceptual dichotorny between 

corporate and state security interests. Additionaliy, there is no funher consideration of 

alternative policing arrangements not sponsored by either the state or large corporations. 

One of the differences assumed about the public and pnvate police is that their goals are 

"(n fact, much of InteIligarde's client base depends upon such arrangements. 
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hndamentaliy divergent. Whilr the public police concem themselves with controlling 

crime and especially physisal harms to persons. the private police are tasked with 

prcwnting the H, rninimiziiiy the chance of l itigation against the propcrty owner. and 

preventiny property damage. Thus. while the public police conccm themselvrs uith 

making 'good pinches' undçr their crime prevention mandate, the private police drop 

'snowflakrs' (or notices of risks to propeny) in order to responsibilize workers undcr 

thcir 'loss prevention' mandate (Shearing and Steming 1982b; Shearing and Stenning 

1983). 

This binary understanding of the organization of security provision elicits 

conclusions about the nature of private policing that camot account for its multiple 

manifestations. In chapter three 1 take up this argument in grrater detail. but for now it 

will sufice to say that many private security companies do engage in crime control 

activities. whether they be at prison, court, or public sites. In addition. many public 

police agencies are actively pursuing 'prcventative' logics and cmploying business 

terminology to legitimize their activities and budgets. Besides large corporate ownership 

and management of policing services, there also exist more complicated arrangements 

such as private police offices working for public housing corporations under the 

directorship of elected tenant's  association^.^ The private police in this scenario (or 

parapolice), I argue, take on the responsibiiities of crime control and become a de fucto 

small municipal police service. Thus, dividing up the deployment logics of policing 

services into public-private, crime prevrntion-loss prevention, and state-corporate can 

miss much of the divenity in modem policing arrangements. 



Governance and Risk: A Critique 

Criminological applications of the Foucauldian concept cf govemmce and rccrnt 

trcatiscs un risk arc both closely linked to pluralist understandings of the state. In ihis 

section. 1 critically analyse the basic assumptions of thesr IWO schools of thought and 

çonsider how they have been applied to the study of policing. This acts as a necessary 

introduction for the final section of this chapter, where 1 srek to wed these discourscs to 

h lmian  conceptions of commodity. 

Many cite the end of World War 2 as the starting point for the emergence of w hat 

has recently corne to be known as the 'risk society' perspective (Beck 1991a; Beck 

1997b; Castel 199 1 : Defen 199 1 ; Ericson and Haggeny 1997; Ewald 199 1 ; Giddens 

1991 ; O'Malley 1992; Reichman 1986; Simon 1987). I t  was not until the last three 

decades, however, that risk became central to the organization of social institutions 

( Douglas 1986) and m 'insurance-based' (Reichman 1986), ' pnidentialist' (O' Mallcy 

l99?), actuarial (Simon l987), 'codbenefit' (Lowi 1990) epistemology became a 

dominant social phenornenon. Simon (1994) attributes this interest in actuarial prediction 

atier the war to "the prestige that systematic quantitative analyses gained in militas. use" 

(1 72). In the 1950s and 1960s. multiple regression and other multivariat~ 2~.3I!!;~a 

facilitated the spread of predictive modrls into first, the social sciences, and later the 

These tenant's associations pay for their policing services indirectly through their rent - bot!! public and 
private. 



corponte world. Equipped with this new information capability. institutions were able to 

aggreyrite knowlrdge of populations for thrir own intcrests (Ewald 199 1 ; Poster 1990). "' 
intcrests in actuarialisrn retlect the need for surveillance amony social institutions 

in order to minimise risk. both litigious (West 1990) and economic (Lowi 1990). 

Surveillance, however, should not be construed as something clandestine ( M a n  1987) 

but rather it is the amassing of knowledge about and supervision of subject populations - 

which translates into processes of monitoring and cornpliance (Dandeker 1990). Idcally. 

surveillance mec hanisms are established so that populations produce knowledçe about 

themselves, routinely and voluntarily. Risk. the pivotal condition around which late 

modem society is said to revolve, comprises two linked notions: first, as a threat or 

danger and second, as a probability statement (Hacking 1 99 1 ). Subject populations 

brcome the objects of knowledge in order that they can be classificd and profiled into 

risk categories. Secunty connotes assuredness, confidence and safety ( Spitzer 1 987:J-l). 

I t  simultaneously signifies the 'rational' need to minimise risk through science and lrgal 

remedy, while also signiQing the irrational need to alleviate individual and institutional 

feus. With the march toward scientisation "dl productive forces are being convertcd in 

one way or another into applications of science" (Bohmi: and Stehr 1986: 16). Science is 

crucial to production in late modem society but it also creates risks such as environmental 

degradation and 'dangerous' populations. While these new threats can be detected and 

countered through new technologies, even more risks are uncovered in the process. This 

"system-immanent normal form of the revolutionizing of needs" (Beck 1992a208) 

1 O Poster ( 1  990), has argued that transformations in the way we cornrnunicate reflect more than an 
incidental change, but rather a schism in the preferred mode of information: "the conquest o f  space and 



nieans that risks can be symbolicaily controlled but never climinated. producing an 

c.n~*ironrncnt o E ' limitless dread' (Ericson and Haggeny 1997). 

Within this frarnework. the police are said to Occorne an expert system of 

 communications policing' (Ericson, Haggeny and Carriere 1993) wherein societal 

unease with both the lack of state intervention and impending dangcrs elevates the 

constabulary to the status of a risk reducing information hub. As the focal point of 

information exchange for risk management cirnong social institutions. the public po 

are an important facilitator of knowledge for vanous security units including. perhaps 

most importantly, insurance companies (0'4lalley 1992). in the same way as the expert 

system of public policing formalizes and routinises information, i t  has been greatly aidrd 

with the emeryence of these security units working in large public and private 

bureaucraties. Private "security operatives have specific documents. as well a s  

information banks, which can be 'plugged into' by the public police" (Ericson and 

Shearing 1986: 143). ' These emerging, automated private conirol rnechanisrns are not 

new (Henry 1983) but they are characteristic of the immediacy of communication 

(telematicism) found only in late modem society: 

But now surveillance c m  be practised without any contact with, or even riny immediate representation of. 
the subjects under scrutiny. Doubtless the police have long kept their secret files. But the logic of such 
subterranean dossiers now mains the sophisticated and ptoudly proclaimed fom of 'scientific' 
predetection. (Castel 199 1288) 

time by electronic media augurs more for institutions and for theory than a mere retuning of practices and 
ideas to new communications frequencies" (3). 
" A s  previously mentioned Klare (1975) holds that private security companies maintain millions of files 
for personnei and other client interests, bringing hem closer to a private C.I.A. than a private police force. 
O'Toole (1978) notes that at least a half-million files are kept on shoppers and employees by just one 
information network managed by New York City store owners and their security agents. Some prospective 
employees have been denied jobs because of suspicions entered on the automated nework - which operates 
outside the realm of 'access to information' legislation governing public databases. 



Associated with this trend toward the scientisation of policing. is bureaucratization which 

entails a de-skilling of the police officer and the centralization of discretion amongst a. 

sclcct Ièw senior ofticers. For Dandeker (1990). this process is part o f  the overall move 

to ' professionalisation' but this is un fortunatel y a misnomer since pro fcssionalisin cntails 

discretion is invested with the constable or streeVline officcr. To the contrary, Ericson 

and Haggerty (1  997) make the case that police officers arc now only data collectors in thc 

larger machine of communications policing. reducing the constable to rnere tieldworker. 

1 want to take up this last point as entry into a discussion of what 1 see as some of 

the limitations of Foucauldian-inspired analyses of the techniques of social control 

(govemance). In order to understand what is meant by govemance. and from where 

schoiars using this mode of analysis (e.g. Burchell. Colin and Miller 199 1: Miller and 

Rose 1995; Miller and Rose 1997; Rose 1996; Rose and Miller 1992) procure their 

theoretical sensi bi lities, we rnust retum to Foucault ( 1 97?) who argued that disci pl inc 

'rnakes' individuals - it is a specific technique of a power that not only regards 

individuals as objects but as instruments of its exercise. I t is a modest, suspicious power 

that operates in the mundane procedures and modes of institutions. I t  is not a majestic 

and irnposing power like that of the state but is just as relevant and important. Discipline 

is achieved through hierarchical observation. normalising judgement. and examination 

and is wedded to the practice of surveillance. 

The tension between doing Foucauldian-inspired discourse analysis and critical 

sociology is best expressed in the contradictory assertions of the theoretically astute 

David Garland. Aber reviewing the governmentality literature for its applicabiiity to 

criminology and sociology, Garland (1997: 186) notes that "this approach will tend to 



impl y ri critical stance - insofar as it is describing modes of sxercising power" but instead 

"it se& to mairitain the neutral gaze uf  an analyst rather than the hostile çlare of a rival 

with çompcting truth claims" which Garland bis "valuablc." Now, 1 will lcave for ri 

moment the iong since resolved impossi hili ty of 'ncutrality ' in criminoloçical thcorizinç 

(Becker 1967). to quote from Garland only a few pages later: 

But, alongside this knowledge of the authorities' knowlcdge. I ulso want to be able to propose a diffcrcnt 
rcading of what causes crime, why controts are failing, and why pcnal-wartàre measures no longer sccm 
ridequate. 1 want to be able to offer an account of the dynamics of  the social field. or the life-world that is 
to be soverned, that may be at odds with that of the governing authorities. ( 199720 1 ) 

Of course, there should be nothing to stop Garland (or anyone elsr)" from doing so. 

except for the fact that rhis means that we are no longer engaged in a strictly Foucauldian 

analysis. I t  means ihat scholarship on techniques of govemmce has been extended to 

snvelop critical sociological problematics. And this, 1 am arguing. is a positive 

development. It allows the piercing analytic tools of 'govemance' theorists to be takcn 

up by critical scholars (ser also O'Malley, Weir and Shearing 1997503-505). 

Some govemance theorists have often constructed more totalising and 

deterministic models than their state-centred predecessors. Thesr theorists have been 

able, however, to couch their assertions within the language of 'system imaginaries' 

(Bogard 1996) or schemas and programmes (Foucault 199 1 a), wherein responsibility for 

analysing how paper realities translate into praxis is bypassed: "[ylou see that this has 

nothing to do with the project - an admirable one in itself - of çrasping a 'whole society' 

in its 'living reality"' (Foucault 199 1 b: 18 1 ). When asked about how the experiences of 

the prisoners within a Benthamite panopticon might translate into his own geneaiogical 

approach, Foucault replied: 



... if 1 hrid wanted to describe 'rml lik' in the prisons, 1 wouldn't indced have gone to Bentham. But the 
fact thrit this red life isn't the same ris the theoretician's schemas doesc't entail that these schemas are 
thcreforc utopian. imaginary, etc. One could only think that if one hrid ri very irnpct4shed notion of the 
real. For clne thing, the eiaboration of these schemcts corresponds to a whole scries of diverse practicts and 
jtratcgies.. . For another thinç, these programmes induce 3 whole series of effects in the real (which isn'i of 
coursc thc samc as saying that they take the place of th.: real): they crystaltize in:; institutions, they in tom 
individual behaviour, they rict as grids for the perception and evahation of things. (Foucault IWI b:8 I ) 

In thcsr cases. submersion within the logics of an institution's techniques of social 

control often results in an unfettered acceptance of these schernas. misrepresenting the 

realities of those meant to be ensnared by the system. In shon order. its members, 1 i kc 

Foucault's prisoners. are reduced to mere automatons: 

The essential componcnt of intervention no longer trikcs the form of the direct face-to-face relationship 
between the carer and the cared.. . It cornes instead to reside in the establishing offlorvs ofpopulurron 
based on the collation of a range of abstract factors dçemed liable to produce risk in çeneral ... The 
specialists find themselves now cast in ri subordinate role, white managerial policy formation is rillowd to 
develop into a completely autonomous force, totally beyond the surveillance of the operative on the ground 
who is now reduccd to merr executant. (Castel 199 1 2 8  1 ) (italics in original) 

The way governrnent is imagined in programmatic form. how it is re-imagined in 

the face of failure, how subjects are made govemabie are al1 important questions within 

the çovemance literature. But as O'Malley et al. (1997) argue, this is different "From the 

more farniliar historical and sociological approach of' examining rule through the 

observation and documentation of 'what ociually happened"' (502). Now, these issues 

have surely been debated elsewhere (O'Malley, Weir and Shearing 1997: Seidman and 

Wagner 1992). but 1 think that here we c m  see the first important instance in which 

Foucauldian conceptions and methods may be ai tension with the general sociological 

enterprise. Foucault cannot be faulted for not theorising about something he had no 

intention of examining in the first place. And this is not my intention. But rather than 

limit investigations to the 'paper reality' of schemas and imaginary systems, there is 

" See Henry and Milovanovic ( 199 1 ). 



nothing to preclude us from cxtending Foucault's analysis to the lived realities of those 

within the widrr systern or programme. 13 

In Ericson and Haggerty's ( 1997) treatment or risk sy stems cperating in the public 

police throughout Canada. wc see this same dynamic dcveloping. As iiuditing systems. 

report formats, and the hierarchy of communications becomrs privilsgd. the street-level 

oficer is re-imagined cis a tkldworker checking off boxes in a prescribed non-narrative 

reponing system. Police officers are thus de-skilled and have a limited range of decision- 

making choices - al1 of which must fit within the policies and procedures constructed by 

professional senior officers and policy makers. Ericson is arguing here against his own 

work on police subcultural 'recipe rules' and occupational mores ( 1  982) as important 

determinants of actions and mobilisation. Even within Ericson and Haggerty 's risk 

trcatise, however, there are many exarnples of police officer resistance to these de- 

skilling systems, including the circulation of bootleg report forms. the rnisuse of 

information technology, and the refusai to work with cornputers. Instead of systcm- 

sidenotes, these garnes of resistance demonstrate the fail ibility of Foucauldian 

applications thai privilege the rcgimr ahrad of its players (ssr also Manning 1992; 

Manning 1996). '" Absent an appreciation for the agency of its rnembership, the paper- 

reality of an institution through policy and procedure or the operational logic of 

13 OOMalley et al. (1997) note: "[tlhe tendency to separate out programmes from the processes of their 
'messy' implementation, and the related silencing of the constitutive role of contestation, almost inevitably 
produces a characterization of programmes as if they can be captured or encapsuiated at a moment that 
exists between successive implementations, failures and evaluations" (5 12). 
'' In the case of responding to 'domestic violence' for instance, policy books and legislative amendments 
produce wildly varying levels of cornpliance between and within police departments. Even when there are 
legal and procedural requirement to enforce a restraining order on behalf of a battered woman, for example. 
the police rarely do so (Rigakos 1995). 



management does not reveal al1 therc is to know about a police organisation. Contrary to 

the intcnt o t' post-structural malyses: 

[slocia! rheorists hue,  as elsewhere, 1311 into the trap of constituting o rd inq  pcoplc as 'cultural dopss.' 
i t  hcrcas in practice they may "u just 3s fast (perhaps faster) at rccoçnizing the potentiril effects of c.mt.rgt.n: 
regimcs. Thus if ihe dançerous classes could ccme to recognize thcmsclvrs under disciplinary rcgimc.~. so 
tu0 may those grouped under the actuarial cateçories of risk. iO'Ma1ley 1993: 164) 

Bogard ( 1996) is even more daring in  his treatment of hypercontrol in triematic 

societies. l 5  In his social scienceficrion project he argues that "a picturc ernerges of an 

'observation machine' that fashions its own images for its own consurnption" (Bogard 

199624) where nothing is left to chance and everything has bern accounted for from the 

very b r g i ~ i n g .  The police officer of the future allows the cornputer to scan information 

on the network for profile anomalies and selects tagets that are immediately arrested: 

Direct, 'hands-on' surveillance, if you will, is bypassed or short-circuited: it's alrcridy done, or iit lerist on 
riutornatic. Havinç to watch or wait for an infraction is a thing of the past, if you're ri policç officer. 
(Bogard 1996%) 

To be fair, Bogard's exercise is a study of a system irnaginary, in which none of thcse 

trends actually exist in their ideal today . Li ke other Foucauldian-inspired approaches. ' 
there is little concem with the individual agency of those affected by the regirne. In 

Bogard's understanding of telematic society, labour (cyborgwork) is allowed leisure time 

but only because this ultimately feeds back into the totalising system of  production. In 

other words, even loafing is actuarially pre-coded to elicit maximum protit. Nothing. 

therefore, escapes the monolithic march of the machine. as rvery action and reaction has 

already been accounted for (read: actuarially predicted) and serves on1 y to feed bac k into 

the system. 

l 5  See Rigakos (forthcoming) for a detailed review. 
16 Bogard is as intluenced by Baudrillard ( 1  983) as he is by Foucault. 
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With a few exceptions (see Simon 1987; Simon 1988; Simon 1994). most autliors 

\.vl!hin the risk socirty discourse are post-structuralists. Discipline and sovereignty are 

said to be pervnsive enough to permeate al! institutions. transcending the state and 

inter! inking police forces, insurance bureau, seçuri ty firms. etc.. until civeryone and 

everything has been risk profiled. In Ulrich Beck's ( 1  9 V b )  trratment of risk. we are 

presented with a litany of declarative sentences - obiter dicta (Lriss 1 994) - on the nature 

of latc modem society that aim to explain how social inequality has become 

individualised. In one of these assertions Beck argues that class divisions have been 

transformed by risk society 's boomerang effect:' 

Some people are more affccted than others by the distribution and growth of risks, that is socrd risk 
posrtions spring up ... Risks of modemization sooncr or later also strike thosc who produce or protit frorn 
them. They contain a b ~ f ~ t ? W ~ f ? , g  zflecr. which breaks up the pattern of class and national society. 
Ecological disaster and atornic fallout ignore the borders of nations. Even the rich and powerful are not 
safe from them. (Beck l992b:X) (italics in originai) 

How s a n i t q  to speak of 'risk positions.' instead of ghettos. hoods, barrios, and projects. 

Of course, the affluent can and rlo escape the fallout of risks - both environmental and 

social - by simply moving to ' safer' neighbourhoods (see Davis 1990) or purchasing 

technology, health care, and insurance. Additionally, third world citizens bear the brunt 

of toxic dumping and lack of pollution standards - which Brck identifies as 'new 

international inequalities' but are elsewhere better understood as the symptoms of 

capitalism at its highest stage (Lenin 1952 1975). 

Following from Beck, Ericson and Haggerty (1997) have recently argued that the 

policing of risks can be besr understood by compartmentalising these disciplinary 

techniques into territories, securities, commercial regulation, financial instruments, 

insurance, credentials, health, and finally identities including age, race and ethnicity. .An 

indirect reification has taken place: institutional risk profiling mechanisms have been 



uncriticdly accrpted as constitutors of idrntity rathsr than classitiers. This is an 

important distinction because the probabilitiss themselves are ssen to be constructing 

~ I ; ~ S S L ' S  ( Ericsor! and Haggerty 1997: 1 30) rather than the other way ciround. f o borrow 

the Iangurigc of actuaririlism: the compartmentalising of risk idcntitics is actually ri 

spuriously correlated constellation of traits that. in reality. h ing  upon the cict,rril 

predicfors of soc ioeconomic statu. race. gcnder and age. In other words, c o n t r q  to 

Ericson and Claggerty's ( 1997) 'political economy of the self.' one's position in society 

dictatcs one's çredit rating. health benefits, and the amount of attention one is affcrded by 

policing institutions. The banking and insurance practice of 'red-lining' geoçraphic 

districts populated by low incorne residents in the U.S. is rnerely a cold. instmmcntal 

dccision designed to minimise economic risk. but i t  is sirnultaneously a poli tically Iieatsd 

resolution that serves to ghettoise biacks. Similar statistically-based 'policing' decisions 

are made daily about dangerous populations that, as it tums out. tend to target 'suitable 

cnemies' (Christie 1986) that are low incorne. ethnic rninorities. We must pay careful 

attention not to misread risk systems as operating on a separate or deiciched logic frorn 

' unscientific' impulses suc h as ncisrn. heterosexism, ciassism. etc.. 

In sum. theorizing about the privatr police (specifically), and the organisation of 

social control (more grnerally) add to our understanding of the new parapolice in the 

foollowing ways: 

1 .  Studies of govemance and risk draw Our attention to the nuances of exercising 

control in late rnodernity by examining the way in which populations are made 

'known' through the disciplining practices of surveillance; 



3 -. The actuarial practices of institutions create new risk categorirs that hrlp detine 

organisational actions; 

3. Pluralist ripproitches draw our sttention away rrom the state and toward ihe 

important role that private corporations play in maintaining social control in both 

large public-access spaces and workers' environments; 

4. Mamian approachrs alert us to the political nature of security provision and 

cornpel us to ask the question 'security For whorn?' 

On the other hand, thcse perspectives are not without their limitations. 1 have also argued 

in this chapter that: 

Instrumental M a i a n  approaches assume a coercive and uni-dimensional mission 

for the private police by defining them as tools for a state machinery that is 

simply a management cornmittee for the bourgeoisie; 

Both instrumental and relative autonomy M m i a n  perspectives erroneously centre 

the state in policing analyses while ignoring other security arrangements in latr 

modem capitalism; 

Pluralist approaches divide the public and private police along the overstated 

deployment logics of crime versus loss prevention; 

B y privileging the paper reality of managerial techniques, sorne applications of 

govemnentality and risk theory result in totalising institutional models that ignore 

processes of resistance; 

Risk perspectives depoiiticize gender, race, and class by uncrirically accepting the 

organisational logics of institutions as constitutors of identity and by accepting a 

cold, rationale terrain for actuarial practices. 



The task 1 have set for rnyself in the final section of this chapter is to build upon 

these cxtant thcorics by addressing their limitations. 1 argue that research on the privüte 

police has much to gain from an approach that investigates the processes of 

commoditication and fear fuelling changes in public and private police relntionships. In 

what is to follow. I set about delineating a 'risk markets' perspective 2s the thcoretical 

orientation for this dissertation. 

Commodified Social Control: Critical Ethnography of Risk Markets 

Critical crirninologists have repeatedly lamented the cont inuing appeai of 

retributionism ahead of any sanr preventive techniques aimed at stopping violence in the 

îïrst place. There is no evidence that populations or their govement s  care enough about 

prevention (read: prediciion) to place it before vengeance on the political agenda. A 

CNN/Gallup public opinion poil taken in 199 1 shows that of the 76% of Americans who 

said they were in favour of the death penalty, 13% cited detenence as a reason. 19% çited 

protection, and 50% revenge. Are we to believe that the cold logic of instrumental 

science will surpass the heat of retribution? As O' Malley ( 1993: 163) has noted: "the 

rmerging regime of neo-liberalism relies less on risk-based power. and more on 

contractual and punitive (sovereign) forrns than nsk theorists perceive to be the case." 

Contrary to the assumptions of cold, actuarial practices. a risk markets perspective places 

fear and the emotional need for security at the core of its analysis. Here, 1 am heavily 

influenced by the intent of Spitzer's (1987) article on the Fetishism of security in 

capitalist societies. In it, Spitzer critiques Marx's conception of the state while retaining 

his insights on cornmodification and the subjective nature ofsecurity. This analysis 

reveals that while capitalist (and perhaps socialist) societies need security, this 



conservatism is actually antithetical to market economics. As Spitzer puis it: "[t ]O be 

securc is to be safe. but to be safe is to be moribund - at lrast within the general logic of 

tlir capi!nlist systcm" ( 1977:47). In addition to this. people rire compellcd to make rhcir 

existences sak. but the mort we invest in the alienated product of security, the more 

detac hed physically (through walls and gates) and psycho logicall y (through mistrust and 

fear) we become from our fellow citizens, furlling this cycle in perpetuity. Unlike 

blar'rian and other economic utilitarian approaches to the study of security we must 

"seriously consider the role played by needs in the organisation of social control [and] 

attention must be focused on the ways in which fears and desires are channelled through 

social institutions" (Spitzer 198757). This means that attention must be diverted d o m  

toward 'consumption comrnunitirs' and 'lifestyles' in addition to idealised nation-statc 

agendas. Within this more localised context: 

. . .sccurity bccomes a personai and immediate concern, a problem which is rnuch more likely to be solved 
by purchasing the right product or service than by either persecuting an objectionable minority or 
conquering the world. (Spitzer l987:58) 

The task for researchers of privatr policing becomes mapping the how security is 

constructed and sold in the very act of its provision. 

Before embarking on an exposition of the perspective 1 proffer throughout this 

dissertation, it is wise to define the concepts 1 intend to use. Cornmodification is defined 

as a process by which an object attains the ability to be cxchanged. The commodity has 

the power to satisS> some human want and has the power to command a negotiated value 

( M m  1972378). Security becarne commodified at the moment i t  attained these 

characteristics. This transition is signalled by the mutation of the mode of production 

from feudalism to capitalism. 



In zeneral, man (isolatrd or social) always cornes on to the stage as a propeny owner before he appttarz as ~i 

worker. even i f  the property is only what he procures for hirnself from nature (or kvhat he ris a mernbcr o f  
the family, tribe. communal organisation, procures panIy from nature. panly frorn the means o f  produchri 
which have rilrtaciy becn producsd in cornrnon). And as soon as the tirst animal state is let'! Sehind. nian's 
proput)-. in naturc is mcdiated by his existence as ri mcmbttr o f  a communal body, t'rimily, tribc, ctc., by his 
rtlaiionship to other men, n hich dctermines his reiationship to nature. fhe 'propert>lrss Iahourer' as a 
'fundamental principle' is rather a creature rif civilisation acd, on the historical scale. ot"capita1ist 
production' (Marx 1972:378). 

Therr was a time when policing was not alienated labour or a comrnoditisd service. In 

the political economy of policing, pre-capitalist safety and order maintenance was 

guaranteed through various non-commodified policing arrangements. These 'collective 

liability' orders were organised around the presumption o f  srlf-help. Thus, under the 

Anglo-saxon 'frankpledge' system, each member of a 'tything' would be responsiblc for 

the othrr nine in his group. A Hundred was a group of ten tythings. Any timr a crime 

was committed the information was passed onto the tythingmen and Clundredmrn of the 

district who would be responsible for the culprit's capture. If the criminal was not 

produced before a court of j ustice where he was summoned. his ninc fellow pledges w r c  

responsible for producing him within the month, and, if failing that, his property. Xny 

additional compensation would be charged tirst to the ty thing, and second the Hundred 

(Lee 1901). Sirnilar duty-bound arrangements existrd in pre-capitalist Japan, China. and 

even during ihe Inca empire (see Spitzer 198 1 :3 18-32 1 ). 

Thus. pre-capitalist policing comprised of persons who redeemed the full value of 

their security labour. In blarxian terms, these were hatural production units' that did not 

produce surplus value for an employer. The nature of security was communal and direct. 

Each member of a tything, poa-chia (China), or Shogunate (Japan) was responsiblc for 

their fellow member's conduct and protection. Thus, as security work (or what we now 

cornmonly refer to as ' policing') becomes divorced from its communal and duty-bound 

structure, it attains a reified air. It becomes sornething that can be purchased to fil1 the 



need for sakty and to alleviate fear. In Manian terrns. it attains an rthereal quality 

Yccause O t' its * fetishistic' symbolism. The commodity system O t'sccurity tnkes on 

rncminys which arc. divorccd tiom the proçcss of production and arc sociaKy representcd 

through the clairns and promises of the industry (both public and private) thnt srlls it 

(Spitzer 1987:j?). " 

In chapter three I detail the difficulties of maintaining the dichotomous adjcctivcs 

of 'private' and 'public' to describe policing. This is because both torms of policing are 

commodities, htrt no( rqrurlIy commodifird. The distinction arises not from thcir state or 

private status, but rather from determining whether they produce 'surplus-value' for thcir 

employer. The municipal police do not operate in this way, but municipal police ot'ficers 

do engage in pay-duty functions, ofien oqanised by their union, for which the union 

charges its usual rnembership dues. Who is the employer in this case'? The private 

citizen, the union, the police service, or the officer himselt? Atternpting a rigid public- 

private demarcation is Iess fruithl than conceding that policing exists on a continuum of 

comrnodificntion in capitalist societies." This does not mean that the concepts of 

'private' and 'public' should be abandoned by sociologists - in fact 1 use them 

throughout this dissertation. But while private and public specifications tell us somcthing 

about ownership and official designations, these adjectives should not connote any 

additional attributions such as organisation, mobilisation. mission. quality, or legitimacy 

when preceding the noun 'police.' Even under capitalism. the possibility of non- 

17 The provision of security is part of the 'service economy' of late modem capitalisrn. Orthodox blarxisrn 
would have trouble incorporating the service industry, such as today's security corporations, within its 
analyticai rnodel because while Marx's materialist stance enabled him to understand the use-value of 
production, it left him i l 1  equipped to understand commodities with extramaterial effects. 



commoditicd policing also exists in the f o m  of vigilantism (Johnston 1996) or local 

uncompcnsnted citizen patrol initiatives. Of course, this is hardly the nom.  In this 

dissertation. 1 andy SC Intelligarde International as a case study of the new parapolice - a 

cornmodiikd policing organisation that closely resembles its public. municipal 

counterpart. 

The 'new parapolice' refers to that element of the private policing sector that 

actively seeks to promote itself as a solution to volatile or high profile risk markets which 

ofien include. but are not limited by. policing arrangements normally managed by the 

state in advanced capitalist societies. Risk markets constitute individuals represeoting 

organisations. or groups of people typically located in a specific territory. demanding the 

risk management skills of cornmodified policing. This demand is fuelled by individual. 

communal, or institutional fear and/or the need to maintain ordered spaces. 

Commodified social control thus refers to the processes by which conformity is enforccd 

through disciplinary techniques of surveillance by purveyors of commodified security. 

1 think what is needed for a sociology of private policing is a synthesis between 

Marxian conceptions of capital and cornmodification with post-structural notions of the 

state ensconced within a nexus of corporate-institutional social controls in an 'integral 

plurality.' Even grandiose global political movements have specific effects on 

criminality, dangerousness, uneasiness, and risk. O fien, neo-liberalism rei fies "the 

spread of a civilization in which the pursuit of personal economic gain becomes 

increasingly the dominant organizing principle of social Me" (Currie 1997b: 15 1 - 1 52) .  

This has serious repercussions for a collective sense of safety and well-being because 

18 My thanks to John McMullan who helped organise my thoughts on this maner during our many 
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'market societies' and 'market cultures' leave citizens to their own device in mustering 3 

sense of economic. social. and phy sical security. A perpetual fear becomes dominant and 

risk crûdication becomes a scirntised commodity to be bought and sold: 

b1rirkt.t society promotcs violent crime in part by creriting sornething akin to a perpetual state of interna1 
wrirfare in wliich the advancement of some is contingent on the fall of others, and in which a correspond in^ 
ethos of unconcern - of non-responsibility for others' well-being - often legitirnized under the rubric of  
beneficent cornpetition, pervrides the cornmon culture and the interactions of daily life. (Currie 1997b: 163) 

The commodity of security can be exchanged. liquidated. and competitively sold. 

This operation is intrinsically cultural because commodities are aitached values within 

social and econornic contexts. Ewick ( 1993 ) has argued that 3 strict definitional 

demarcation needs to be employed when discussing commodification and privatization 

because there is an assumption of unitary historical process in the case of the latter term: 

Whereas 'privritization' connotes the crrculation of subjects and the ~run.$erence o f  power frorn thc public 
sphere to the private sphere, 'commodification,' morc broadly detïned, suggests a process that generates 
new forms of power and constitutes new subjects. (Ewick 1993: 140) (italics in original) 

We are in m age where the use of private policing is a morc common and probable 

developrnent. But there have been ~ t h e r  such tirnes in history resulting in quite different 

policing and power-sharing arrangements. The Pinkertons of the late 1 91h crntury United 

States, the scmi-public Commissionaires of post-war Canada. the prc-public thief-takers 

and monied police of London, the new corporate concierges staffing the highrises and 

condominiums of late 20" century North America, and the recent parapolice of risk 

society reflect very different subjects and sites of surveillance, invoking drastically 

divergent responses from employees, the media, politicians and the corporate eliie. Of 

course, we may just as easily cite a litany of cases where the reverse has occurred: 

conversations about the cornmodified nature of policing. 
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episodes during which the state has taken over policing duties formerly handled by 

p r ime  intmsts. I '1 

To talk of privatization when drsçribing policing ofter? misses the point because 

public Inw enibrcernent agencies iire engagcd in the w r y  procrss typified by private 

enterprise. cornpetition, and the trade of comrnodities. In thc history of Canadian 

policing, cornpetitive contractual 'bids for service' have been the historical nom as 

federal. municipal, and provincial police services vie for policing contracts. Privatr lirms 

are now invited into the bidding proccss - as in the new municipality of QuinteWest. 

Ontario ( Palango 1998: 17). Dors this mean that the process has inherently changcd? I t  

makes little sense to assume that the nature of privatiwtion is intrinsically different tiom 

commodification when discussing policing. There is no unitary historical mo\fenient. no 

general ized effect in the transference of responsibili ty, and most irnportantly, no rcal 

value in assuming that the public and private police are more or less de finable as 

commodities. They are on a sliding continuum in this regard, both because of their 

historically variable importance in security provision. and because late modem market 

culture h a  transformed the citizen into a consumer (~Lliller and Rose 1 997). This point is 

missed by Johnston (1992: 137- 179) who concentrates on responsible and autonomous 

citizenship. The police-citizen inter-associations he identifies - such as 'specials' and 

uncooperative 'vigilantes' - do not re flect the conternporary nature of security provision. 

Rather than choosing between the bipolar extremes of opting 'in' or 'out' of sanctionrd 

police CO-operation, the vast majority of citizen connections with the police (both public 

and private) in North Arnenca are actually commercial in nature. An individual's 

19 As in the case of the Thames River police of the early 1800s. They were at first private, then jointly 
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relationship to the police is fiequently govemed by their place in a procurement hierarchy 

- both at home and at tvork. Ofien, this will include the formation of residential 

'purchasing collectives' (in lieu of communities) to ensure sûfery and take on 

responsibility for self-protection. Thus any -power' smanating from 'rcsponsibilisation' 

discourse seems to inevi tably translate into a commodi fied process i n  capitalist soc icty . 

In short. policing, both public and private, is a commodity to be bought. sold. 

managed. marketed. and tested against corporate templates in assessing 'success.' Whar 

is the value per cost? 1s customrr satisfaction high? How is service delivery managcd'? 

What is a particular service's compctitive advantage? During the rwiting of this chapter. 

the city of Moncton, New Brunwick dissolved its constabulary and contractcd the RCblP. 

These episodes are now comrnon. I t  is no wonder that the next conference of the 

Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police (Edmonton Aberta. August 1998) will focus on . 

'Innovative Methods for Evaluating Policinç Initiatives.' The circular notes: 

"[e]valuation has becorne increasingly important in recent years as police organizations 

are required to maximize their results and achieve greater efficiency during times of 

fiscal restraint." 

I argue that a notion of the state as 'central' to the operation of private policing. or 

approaches that ignore the profit motivations of the private security sector need to be 

abandoned. Similarly, an appreciation for the complexities of govemance and actuarial 

logics should not supplant an investigation of the political implications of risk and neo- 

liberal political economy. Instead. we need to continue analyses of both the rnacro- and 

micro-sociological minutiae that make up an institution's existence. Rather than 

financed by the state and river elite and eventually becarne h l l y  public. 



privileging organizationnl schemas at the expense of its rnembership. and calling this 

'go\ srnancc. ' a sociology of (private) pül icing shou ld invcstigate the dialect ic natures of 

systems of discipline and sun~eillançr with that of techniques of resistance. 

In this way. critical ethnography aids our understanding of social control in risk 

society. *'As a metaphor. critical ethnography directs attention to symbols of oppression 

by shifiing and contrasting cultural images in ways that reveal subtle qualities of social 

control" (Thomas 199320). In exarnining how risk systems penetrate and are blockcd by 

social groupings, we must understand the historical processcs that shape resistancs and 

aquiescence in prepatterned ways within a given organization. Ethnography entails that 

the researcher defines as hisiher goal, the discovery of the values. noms and meanings of 

a small cornmunity or social group. T'hese relationships rnust tell us how these attitudes. 

symbols and narratives relate to the whole. In this sense. rthnographers are also 

'cryptographers' (Alvi, DeKeseredy and Ellis forthcorning; see also Goffman 196 1 that 

also charge themselves with understanding the codes people use to justify their behaviour 

and the actions of those who act with, against. or upon them." By doing so. we avoid the 

trap of relyiny solely on paper realities and thus ignore the lived reali ties of those wi thin 

the system. 

In the case of the private police, I use ethnography to explore how constellations 

of influences affect the daily operations of business. At one level, governrnent regulntion 

will dictate the limits of organizational and individual conduct, yet these boundaries c m  



br tested. expanded. and even breached by private security companies. Additionûlly. 

niacro-pol itical intluences. such as neo-liberal rationalities tha have st oncc ::ansformed 

thc citizen into a consumer and the state into jus! rinother powerful arbiter of social 

control will have mure than ethereal effects on both the organization o f  private policing 

and its constituent players. This means that mapping the ephemeral and transforming 

techniques oî'govemance is an important task, but not insofar as it will eclipse our 

interest in how these processes affect those persons wi thin their scope of influence. Such 

regulatory and pol itical developments affect a rnultipl icity of actors. including the public 

police. Commissionaires, alam companies. clients, the media, and the general public. 

that respoiid wi th compet ing motivations to developments in govemance and 

surveillance. Al1 of these üctors (and more) must bc mitiçatcd by the orgrinimtional and 

cultural interests of the private security organization under scrutiny. 

r\s techniques of surveillance and control become diffuse throughout late modem 

society. private policing organizations are called upon to manage risks to persons and 

property. These developments create new markets and potentials for policing. As 

longstanding alienated labour, to varying degrees both public and private policing is 

commodity and the ability to purchase more security per cost becomes of paramount 

importance to a consumerized citizenry. Motivated by a political economy of risk 

reduction, the private police respond to new dangers and insecurities as an avenue for 

expansion and opportunity. Sociologists of private policing are thus tasked with 

'O As Currie (1997a:J 1 )  observes of the connections between market culture and its effects on individual 
emotions and psychology: "[tlhere are other links as weIl among the growth of market society, market 
culture, and crime. A full anatysis of those connections would need to consider, for example, the impact on 
crime of the specifically psychological distortions of market society - its tendency to produce personalities 



understanding how private policing organizations navigate within thcse politically 

charged 'risk markets.' Rather than separating neo-librrûl. provincial. and cven 

inunicipal poiitics from the whole, we must query how such strategics affect persons and 

organizations within and without the system. How is discipline achievcd organisationally 

and sold extemally? Flow do both security agents and those they arc tasked with policing 

resist social control? These questions. which constitute the problernatic for this 

dissertation. are answered wiihin the context of profit-motivation and the local political 

and economic situations under investigation - rmploying critical ethnography to expose 

the linkages. 

less and fess capable of relating to others except as consumer items or as trophies in a quest for recognition 
among one's peers" 



Chapter Two: Methods of lnquiry 

In the previous chapter. 1 outlined a theoretical framework for this project that serks to 

bridge gaps in previous research. while also asking new questions about the parapolicc. 

This investigation extends the scholarship of pluralist. risk. and govemance discourscs 

whilr emphasising the role of Mamian conceptions of commodity frtishism and fear. :\s 

Wagner ( 1  984) has pointed out, behind each set of research questions. there sxists a 

sometimes explicit, sornetimes irnplicit orienting strategy. The assumptions for the 

analysis to come arc based upon the literaturcs reviewed in the previous chapter and may 

be summed in the tollowing way: 

1 . The modem institutional response to risk relies heavily upon the production of 

knowledge about 'dangerous' populations. This knowledge is based upon 

actuarial practices and seeks to make risky populations known through the 

disciplining practices of surveillance. Although these techniques appear to 

depoliticize the construction of suitable enemies by erecting rationalistic and 

rconomic decision-rnaking templates, they nonetheless reproduce the sarne 

dispari ties. 

2 .  Actuariai practices come to define both intemal and extemal risk categorisations 

for both organisational staff and populations to be policed. These managerial 

techniques provide insight into the operational logics of an institution but do not 

explain the multiple modes of resistance, and subcultural logics of the policers 



and policed. For every disciplinary scherna, there exists a correlative mode of 

resistancc in a diafectic of control. 

-! 

J .  The modem organisation of security provision dcrs not typically revolve around 

the stair. Multiple private arrangements operate under corporate and oiher locd 

controls that defy artificial dichotornous formulations such as public-private. 

crime prevention-loss prevention. and state-corporate constructs. 

1. The nature of security provision in laie modemity is charactcrized by the selling 

of commodified social control to fcar-induced risk markets. This process is 

ampli fied by neo-libcral assessrnent logics and the continued consumerization of 

citizens. 

This dissertation carries these assumptions into a case study of the Intelligardc: 

parapolice. The central research questions ernanating from such a model. and that drivc . 

this project, are: 

1 .  How is discipline and surveillance achieved organisationally and sold externally 

to risk markets? 

3 . How do both security agents and those they are tasked with policing resist social 

control? 

These questions first task the researcher with describing the provision and 

marketing of comrnodified secui-ity and second, explaining how this process is resistrd by 

both the populations meant to be policed and those doing the policing. In the summer of 

1997,I conducted research on the private security i n d u s t ~  in the Greater Toronto Area 

(GTA) with Margaret Beare. The focus of the project was to query selected security 

executives about the privatisation of policing and the overlapping functions of the public 



and private police (Brare and Rigakos 1997). In the course of that srpüratc study 1 came 

upon [ntelligards International, which ;;.x the most active in extendhg thé scope and 

îùnciion of  private policing to the public domain. In fact. during data collection 1 was 

coniinuously dirccted to Intelligarde by competing security enecutives who would oficn 

derisively refer to their "breaking rhr law" or "trying to be cops." After meeting with 

compmy president and owner Ross McLcod. it becarne obvious to me that if the 

sociology of policing was to get serious about ' cornmodification,' 'privatisation.' 'risk 

management,' and the new parapolice in Canada, it would have to start here. 

A s  the Canadian public grows uneasy about security provision (both public and 

private). Intel ligarde International has begun to receive conside rable media atteniion. 

During the course of my research. Intelligarde was featured in Canada's national news 

magazine ( Palango 1 998 j and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation' s Witnrss program 

(Jan. XrJ, 1998). The company is a six-million dollar business and has been operatiny 

for 16 years. I t  functions primarily within the GTA, although it rnay soon have a 

presence in srnall communi ties across Ontario. 1 will discuss InteIligarde's structure. 

dçploymrnt, mobilisation, and personnel in upcoming rhapters. L'nlike many othsr 

firms, lntelligarde policy dictates that security officers shall make arrests and the 

company takes on parapolicing hnctions such as clearing crack-houses, processing 

evictions, and even disrupting the business of 'dmg gangs.' 

The methods employed for this research project reflect the overall objectives of 

this dissertation. That is, they serve both descriptive and theoretical rationales'' which 

'' As such, the absence of particular data in the Iiterature rnay refiect the absence of requisite theorising to 
preceed it. 
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nsccssitatr multiple investiyative techniques.-- There are scven sources of data for this 

dissertation: ethnography. formal interviews. the occurrence database. personnel liles. the 

banning database. InteHigarde communications and intemal documents. and media 

rcpresentations OF InteIligarde (including a search of the Toronio Siur database)." This 

research project was negotiated in latr August. but data collection did not commence 

until mid-September 1997. In this chapter I consider each method in tum. discussing the 

theoretical and descriptive rationales behind them, as well as the actual proccss of data 

collection. 

Critical Ethnography 

Lofland has argurd that "in order to 'do' qualitative field resrarch. one nreds only 

himself [or herselfl, time. some people to watch and/or talk to, and writinç materials. It 

is organizationally and technologically the most individualized and primitive of reseürch 

genres." ( 1 974: l I 1 ). 1 have already noted. however. that cri tical ethnoçraphy involvcs 

more that simple observation. Critical researchers begin frorn the tenet that al1 cultural 

(and subcultural) lifc is in a constant state of tension between control and resistance 

(Thomas 1993:9). Even mundane events are exposed for their broader social processes of 

çoercion, evasion, control, and reforrn. These tensions are to be found in the rituals, 

behaviours, sustaining narratives, communications systerns, and general mores of a given 

culture. 

The complete absence of ethnographic analyses of the private police in the 

published literatures rneans that an entire constellation of questions that anend to the 

17 -- Such approaches have elsewhere been described as attempts at 'triangulation' (Denzin 1978) - a  series o f  
methods utitised to limit the margin of error or inaccuracy when only one investigative tool is employed. 



weryday routines of private sccurity officers have not been answered. This absence is 

pxtictilarly striking for the sociology ofpolicing where ihere exists a long tradition of 

ctlinoyraphic analyses of thc public police (cg. Skolnick 1966; Westlry 1970). blorc 

importantly t'or 3 risk markets perspective is that absent an ethnography of parapolicing, 

w r  cannot answer the empirical questions posited above. W ithout immersing onesel f into 

the dai ly practices of maintainine surveillance and managing risks. the nuances of sel l ing 

commodified social control would remain unanalysed. 

Unlike recent work on the police which has invoked intellectual schisms betwcen 

carly subculturaf investigations ( cg .  Ericson 1982; Manning and Van Maanen 1978; 

Skolnick 1966; Smith and Gray 1983) and modem analyses of 'govcrnance' (e.g. 

Dandeker 1990; Ericson and Haggeny 1997; Ericson. Haggeny and Carriere 1993). ri 

critical eihnography of risk markets does not cornpartmentalise investigations of control 

from resistance, systems from persons, or govemance Rom agency. Exposing the 

dialectic nature of these relationships is central to the ethnographic enterprise (cf. 

Goffman 196 1 ). 

Thus, a risk markets perspective employs criticai ethnography to unravel the 

processes by which discipline, surveillance and resistance are negotiated. By doing so. 

critical ethnography links the micro-sociological practices of private policing to the 

macro-sociological political processes of risk markets. The mundane procedures of 

private law enforcement and surveillance as products of neo-liberal actuarial logics are 

revealed for their cornmodified nature. In chapter five I examine the modes of control 

exercised on both staff and the yeneral population, while in chapter six 1 analyse the 

' My thanks to Stephanie Duncan at the Toronto Star switchboard for her assistance. 
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multiple rneans of resistance used by both groups. A culture of surveillance and 

resistance rmergrs. In addition to this, it is difficult to examinc the çompetinç logics of 

commodi lied police organisations wi thout üctually witncssicg what transpires on a düi ly 

basis. It'IntelIigarde security ofticers engage in crime cuntroI, then this \vil1 becorne 

cvident during the ethnogrriphq. 

In the case of investigating the (private) policing of 'risk markets.' thcref'orr. N-s 

must understand how the drvelopment of current practices impact the lntelligarde 

parapolice. How is surveillance and discipline irnagined and how is it resisted by those 

within and outside the organization? Linked to this: how is InteIligarde's social control 

capability sold as commodity to private clients. tenants' associations and police boards'? 

In the next section 1 outline how 1 went about conducting formal field interview 

with an assortment of respondents both within and outside the organization. Although 

the primary aim of the interviews were to gain an understanding of the goals. fears. and 

desires of respondents, field observations sometimes yirlded more candid responses. On 

tape, secutity officers would occasionally be reserved but when they congregated in 

groups (as they ofken did) the banter and story-telling generally proved more interesting - 

revealing 'war stories,' and gossip that quickly suffùse the organization. These 

gatherings typically took place in the briefing room. in front of the duty desk, the car bays 

iwhen the supervisor was absent) or at selected sites in the downiown area. It 

irnmediately became apparent to me that certain stories had achieved the status of 

subcultural fore since 1 would hear hem repeatedly from both veterans and rookies. i 

make reference to these fieldnotes throughout the dissertation. 



Field observations began in Srptember of 1997 and lasted until early Novcrnbcr. 

1 s p , ;  most of rny  time with either mobile or static officers. 1 would ride dong with 

?J mobile patrol o tlicers as they attended 'hits. alann responses. or backed up frllow 

officcrs. In other instances. 1 would be movcd to a vehicle patrolling an adjacent district 

or 1 would request that 1 be dropped off at various sites to interview staiic otficers. While 

1 rnanagcd to conduct formal interviews with one-quartrr of uniform officers. 1 actually 

spoke to and noted the cornments of a considerable number more. lncluding both 

tieldnotes and interviews, 1 recorded contacts with approximately half o f  htelligarde's 

staff? The ethnographic firldwork produced 350 pages of notes26 and approximately 126 

hours of observational data. Daily field observations lasted bctwcen one to 14 hours. 

Throughout this dissertation, I provide observations in a narrative format. 

intermixed with recorded discussions and other occurrences are my own subjcctivc 

interpretations. M y  placement in relation to the data is a task of paramouni importance 

for doing good critical ethnography (Thomas 1993) and so 1 provide data on my 

movements and speech relative to the activities around me. Most importantly, the direct 

observation of parapolicing allowed insight in the processés of surveillÿnce and 

cornmodification. 

Formal Interviews 

Much like the general ethnographic enterprise in this dissertation, the purpose of 

the formal interviews was to gain insight into the commodified nature of security 

'' Retèrs to scheduled visit and patrol of site insting behveen 30 - 50 minutes. 
IS Based on fieldnote entries. 
I6 Most of the fieldwork also involved audio-taping respondents. These recordings, however, were quickly 
transcribed. This allowed me to Save the tapes for future interviews. 



provision in risk markets. More specifically. intewicws place a focus on the negotiation 

bctwen suneillance and resistance by enamining the attitudes of both management and 

linc ol'ficers. Thus. more candid information about the logics of company mobilisations 

became available that tvould not have otherwise corne to light by mercly invcstigating 

internai and extemal operations and sales documents. Interviews also scek to establish 

the mission of parapolicing as crime fighting within a 'wannabe' culture. thus revcrsing a 

tcndency of prcvious research which focuses on the attitudes of corporate managers 

(Shearing, Stenning and Addario l985a). the public police ( Shearing, S t e ~ i n g  and 

Addario 1985b) or the general public (Shearing, Stenning and Addario l985c).:' Instead. 

the panpolice are asked to comment on their perceptions of outside agents. 

There were a total of 50 interviews conducted for this dissertation. Ten 

interviews were of security eaecutives and a former president of the Independent 

Proièssional Alarm Dealers (I.P.A.D.) association, which also formed the basis of an 

earlier investigations (see Beare and Rigakos 1997: 1 )." These interviews were desiyncd 

to test the attitudes of select security executives about the history. prowvth, and future 

direction of private poiicing (set: Appendix for interview schedulr). In almost al1 cases 

the open-ended style of  the interviews, and the company-specific nature of the inquiries 

resuIted in considerable deviation frorn the interview schedule . 79 

~esearchers have distributed surveys to Ontario (Shearing, FanieIl and Stenning 1980) and Toronto 
(Erickson 1993) security officers but the research instruments did not query them about attitudes. 
'' Representing the following t i n s :  InteIligarde International, Metropol Security (West Toronto), lntrrcon 
Security, Wackenhut Security. Metropol Security (East Toronto), Burns Security, Pinkerton's (Canadian 
H Q  - Montréal), Pinkerton's (Toronto), Group 4 Securitas, Fidelity Alarms. 
'9 The original study's selection criteria targeted respondents who worked for companies that: 

offer innovative srcurity products such as complete vertical product and service integration: 
or currently held high protile contracts that were formerly within the realrn of the public sector: or 



In addition to the ten extra-organisational interviews. JO interviews were 

conducted with lntelligarde staff, ranging in rank from president to seçurity officer. 

Di firent questions were posed to Inteliigardr field stai'i: management and other srcurity 

executives. In  brief, the interview schedule rtddressed issues concerning persona1 

attitudes toward work. the company, media coverage of Intciligarde, training, career 

aspirations, contact with the public police, and any additional issues that rnay have arisrn 

throughout the interview (see Appendix for the full intemiew schedule). blanagement 

staff was asked about the organisational direction, history, and rnobiIisritions of the 

company. In each case, job-specific queries were also made. 

Table 2.1 illustrates the number of interviews conducted with various personnel in 

the course of research. Unlike the interviewee selection criteria for security executiws, 

choosing from InteIligarde personnel was less systematic. Of the total 14 1 unifom 

security personnel in the ~ o r n ~ a n ~ , ' ~  35 (14.8%) were assigned to mobile patrol. 91 

(65.2%) to static sites, and 6 (4.3%) were engaged in both functions. Additionally, six 

(4.3%) employees were working in dispatch as communications officers. An equal 

representation of mobile and static security officers was anempted because there were 

grounds to believe rhat divergent subcultural mores rnay be at work. This was evidenced 

by cornpetitive pronouncements by each group against the other regarding the difficulty. 

O are part of large multinational security syndicates that are engaged in private correctional services. 
public-purview policing (such as court security or prisoner transport), or consulting on the 
reformation of former Ester Bloc police services; or 
maintain a high-profile guard force uained in self-defence ancilor dog-handling, are instructed to 
make arrests, or are engaged in other non-custornary security functions. 

1 make no ctairns about the representativeness of this simple for this study. For instance, private policing 
outfits such as forensic accounting firms and other 'high end' corponte security companies rnay constitute 
another level of parapolicing activity (e-g. PERF, KPMG, FIA Inc., Deloitte Touche, and Public Safery 
Innovation). 
'O Job placement for two of the lJ 1 employees could not be obtained. 



rxcitcment. and rewards ofrcspective postings.3' Thrre is also rvidcnce to suggest that 

thcre is 3 diffcrencc in status between mobile and static nssiynrnrnts. as Intelligardc staff 

ulicn relate that it is a "privilege" to work in motorised patrol. Special efforts were also 

made to oversample mernbers of visible minority populations and womrn. In fact. of the 

1 1 women employed in uniform duties for intelligarde. 1 interviewed [ive (45%) of ihrm. 

Similarly, 1 spoke to nine (28?/0) of the 32 visible minority members employcd by 

Intelligarde. In total. therefore, 1 conducted formal interviews with 35 of 141 (24.8%) 

uniform personnel and five of the seven members (71%) of the management or oflice 

staff. Many of Intelligarde's employees perform multiple functions which makes it 

difficult to categorise their activities. This is especially tme of personnel listed as both 

mobile and static site ofticers. Most of the management staff are licensed security guards 

and Wear uniforms while doing office work. The Quality Control Manager spent a 

considerable moun t  of his shifi in the office. but would alternately engage in patrol and 

investigative functions, ofien dong with the Operations Manager who would exchange 

his suit for a uniform when on patrol. 

The process of obtaining interviews began by approaching security officers and 

presenting them with a letter of permission signed by Intelligarde's Director of Sales and 

Marketing (see Appendix). Thereafter. I would ask the prospective respondents if they 

would provide me with an interview. Ofien. I would conduct interviews during the 

course of ethnographie observation. Typically, this involved in-car or on-site interviews 

while the mobile or static officer was on patrol. In othcr instances, interviews were 

conducted at the station while 1 was analysing electronic databases, or immediately after 

" I will discuss this - and the subcultural mores of Intelligarde officers generally - in greater detail in 
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briefings. Only two security officers initially refused to b<: intervirwed. In both cascs. 

howevcr. they later approached me and agrcrd to be questioned. In the first instance. a 

sccurity officer \vas kilometres away from his assigned property and did nu: want to be 

recorded astray liom his post. In the other case, the security officer was too busy to talk 

and rventually sought me out when Our priths crossed two werks latrr. For the most pan. 

Intelligarde security officen were initially suspicious of outside intrusion. as in the case 

of the public police (cg. Ericson 1982; Manning 1997; Rigakos 1995: Skolnick 1966). 

but they gradually accepted the research project.'' Some officers were convinccd that I 

was a spy for Company presidrnt Ross McLeod and I had to assure them to the contrary. 

In other cases, however, some security officers wanted me to pass messages onto 

management regarding working conditions and morale so long as anonymity was 

guaran teed. 

Table 2.1 : Forma1 Interviews Conducted 

u corning chapters. 
"Since lntelliparde has received considerable media attention of late. some select veteran security officers 
who are typically interviewed by the press at management's direction, rreated rny inquiries as routine. it 
was clear that this was not the first instance in which they found themselves being questioned and taped. 

! (N=14) 1 I 1 
Static security officer 1 m-17) 
Communications oficer 
W=4) 
tntelligarde 
management (N=5)  
GTA Security 
executives (N= I O )  

14 

4 

5 

10 

35.3 

O 

O 

O 

82.3 

100 

100 

100 

6 

O 

O 

O 

3 

O 

O 

O 

17.6 

O 

O 

O 



41ost interviews (45 of 50 = 90%) wcre recorded to audio-tape but a few 

rcspondents rcqucsted that notes bc kept iiistead. On another two occasions 1 ran out of 

tripe. In total. 1 rccordsd over I l  hours of inicrvicws that wcre çventually transçribed. 

The intcniews lnsted betwren 15 minutes and one hour. The original tape recordinçs 

wcre destroyed in accordance wi th ethics requirements conceming thc contidrntial i ty of 

respondents' answers. There are no identifiers on the transcripts exccpt for the officrr's 

rank. ethnicity. and gender. In order to maintain a dcgrer of anonymity. officc or 

managerial siaff will be referred to as ' Intelligarde managers' when they are quotcd 

throughout this dissertation. These interviews add the cornponent of greliter structure and 

consistency of data. 

Occurrence, Personnel, and Bannings Databases 

Occurrence reports are used to relay important information in narrative rom to 

both Intelligarde management and clientele. This makes them vitally important for 

understanding the mobilisations of the Company. The modem institutional response to 

threats is wedded to the production of knowledge about 'dangerous' populations. The 

occurrence reports c m  help test whether the parapolice of Intelligarde are indeed engaged 

in crime control activities - providing triangulative data to support or challenge 

ethnographie observations. Data gathered from the occurrence reports also fulfil a 

descriptive mandate because statistical information on the parapolicing mobilisations has 

not previously been available. 

Unlike the routine reporting of patrols, these documents communicate ' incidents' 

considered special or out of the ordinary. Unfominately, there is little systematic 

understanding arnong line officers about what constitutes cause to produce an occurrence 



report. Olirn. relatively unimportant rnatters such as rcsidsnt qucries or noise cornplaints 

are routindy filcd 3s occurrences at one site but not at rinother. Often, this wouid retlcct 

clicnt dcmands and is, iri itself. an exaniple of the cornmodification o f  information. 

Altcrnately it would reflect the inexprrience of newer security ofticers who were 

reportedly more likely to produce papenvork in hopes of looking busg and impressiny 

management. Whenever policc or outside agencies were involved or arrests were made. 

Intelligarde secunty officers would invariably file occurrence reports for litiyation 

purposes and. 3s one respondent put it, in order to: "C.Y.A. mai;. cover your ass." 

Intelligarde International files al1 occurrence reports complcted by sccurity 

officers. Most of the more recent reports had not yet been tiled and were rnost likely to 

be rcferred to in case of client requests. 1 thus selrcted a one year period (September 

1996 to August 1997) for analysis that would not interfere with the immediate operations 

of the Company. These files were archived by month submitted and site. dong with othcr 

routine site reports (e.g. mobile inspection reports). The occurrence reports had to be 

separated frorn their folders, coded, and input to a SPSS data tile. The variables 

constructed frorn the occurrence files inciude: 

the type of occurrence 

the badge number of the security officer filing the report, 

whether police, ambulatory, fire or other services were called, 

the number of security officers involved, 

whether a weapon was used and its type, 

the outcome or result of intervention, and 

whether injuries resulted and to whom. 



Thrre were a total of 1.703 occurrence reports filed ai Intelligarde headquarters 

bctwren Septernber 19% and August 1997. A systrmatic randorn ~ a r n ~ l e ' ~  of these 

yic.1dt.d 5-10 reports for coding, data entry, and analysis. This rcsults in a margin of crror 

at the 95% confidence interval of 14% @= 05). 

Who are these private cops'? Whrre do they corne frorn? What expericnce do 

they have? What rducation do they corne equipped with? If we are to begin answering 

these questions. we have to know about the demographic particulars of Intelligarde's 

staff. Access to the company's personnel files was granted by the president, marketing 

director, and general manager after consultation with the director of human resources. In 

total. 1.C I files were coded and input to a SPSS database. Sixteen files rrpresented 

lntelligarde ernployees securing an Ottawa shopping mall ('satellite site') and were not 

included in the sarnple population. An additional 34 tiles were omitted from the 

personnel database because these employees were no longer with the Company. 

The major source of persona1 information in the staff files was the employer's 

application for a securi ty guard and/or private investigator licence. These forms included 

the applicant's date of binh. country of binh, residence, criminal record, complexion. 

height, weight and other optional paniculars such as past empioyment as a security guard 

and education. The company's application ~orms~~offered additional information that 

may have been incompleie on the security guard application form. A h a 1  source of 

information was the applicant's resurné which typically included training information and 

previous sécunty, police, or military experience. Unfominately, some files were 

'' me occurrence reports were shuffled to avoid systematic sampling bias due to Intelligarde's procedure of 
organising the files by site. A six-sided die was rolled and every fifih file thereafier was selected until 340 
were picked. 



incornpletc and 1 was not permitted to contact Intelligarde personnel by telephone to 

çomplete the dossicrs due to Company privacy policies. In any case. the file inforrxtion 

tt as coded onto an Intclligrirde Security Oftker Persoilnel Surnrnary Sheet (see 

Appendix) and included the smployee's name. license information. residence. previous 

rimployment. citizenship. height, weight. complexion. cducation, offences. and training 

with the company. After the surnmary sheets had been prepared, they were tumed over 

to Intelligarde's chief scheduling ofticer who would indicate whether the rmployee l u s  

working in mobile patrol or at a site and what duty the security officer was qurilified to 

undertake. 

InteIligarde's 'banning' database is integral to the daily operations of the 

company, and is the primary source of information about individuals issued a N.P.E. 

(Notice Prohibiting Entry) on properties they secure. The police produce information 

about risky populations in response to institutional demands for safety. In this regard. the 

NPE database is central to Intelligarde's operations and the maintenance of its risk 

markets. The ability to amas information about a corporation's populations considered a 

threat is a comrnodified ingredient of modem policing arrangements and simultaneously 

helps guide appropriate police actions in the future. The construction of 'persons known 

to the police' is a powerful determinant of subsequent police-citizen interactions. If we 

are to answer the question posed earlier (how is discipline and surveillance achieved?) we 

must analyse the information upon which an organisation cornes to 'know' the 

populatiocis under its purview. 

3 They have changed frequently in the last few years. 
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1 he bannings database was not constructed by the author but pre-sxisted in 

cltxtronic formut for a nurnber of years. I selectrd ali rntries bctween r\ugust 1996 and 

Sepirmber 19%''~ in order to constnict a one year sample. The database was then 

scanned and triinslatcd into SPSS format. in the process converting thousands of string 

variables into numeric codes. Although the database served InteIligarde's 

communications needs. i t  could not be used for statistical analysis without signi tÏcant 

manipulation. Surveillance variables that would appear on an N.P.E. such as the banned 

individual's hair lençth. height. weight, clothing style, markings or tattoos. or even 

cyewear was omitted frorn analysis. Signiticant re-coding was requircd of al1 other 

variables, including sex. location. complexion, age, address, and the reasons for banninç. 

In total. there were 2.6 17 cases gleaned for statistical analysis from the 

Intelligarde banning database representing one year of mobilisations by lntelligarde 

security officers. This raw frequency alone demonstrates the impressive social control 

function performed by ~ n t e l l i ~ a r d e . ~ ~  Data from this information source is referred to 

repeatedly throughout this dissertation. 

Communications and other Internai Documents 

Like other policing organisations, Intelligarde invests a tremendous arnount of 

time collecting and disseminating information (Ericson and Haggerty 1997; Ericson. 

Haggerty and Carriere 1993). These materials provide tremendous insight into the 

" This proved quite difficult because there was a lack of  standardisation in the 'date of offence' field. 
Often, months and days were variably ordered which made it nearly impossible to tell iFa N.P.E. had bern 
issued on, for example, January 10" or October 1". Since N.P.E.s were often entered chronologically. 
however, 1 was able to rnake some judgements about their inclusion in the sample. 
l6 There are probably just as many individuals banned hom lntelligarde sites informally - warnings are 
given and no papenvork ensues. 



workings of the company and reveal the marketing techniques and visionary goals of the 

Grm. The sclling of parapolicing involves both public and private clients who ncrd 

cvidcnce of a tangible security product. Endemic to the management ofrisks is a litany 

of ,<port writing that serves multiple purposes, rnost irnpoïtantiy in monitoring both staff 

and public and rninimising liability. There are over a dozen report forms to till out. 

including: tag tow reports. parking tickets. weekly time sheets, rvidentiary cover reports. 

occurrence reports, a l m  reports, a lam rcsponse reports. 30 minute plus alarm rcsponse 

forms. N.P.E.s, equiprnent and key sign shcets, mobile inspection reports, checklists Ior 

tire related incidents, run sheets (including 'non-revenue' items), vehicle inspection 

sheets. officer k-9 reports. and roll cal!. Additionally, intemal memorandurns ( n =  1 O) .  

training rnaterials, and letters or faxes into or out of the company (n=j) were utilised to 

understand the mobilisations and organisational logics of Intelligarde. In total. the report 

formats, training literatures, and communications amount to over 300 pages of 

information. 

The Media 

A final area of investigation involves media depictions of Intelligarde. This is not 

only important from the perspective of arnassing information about the company's 

reputation among joumalists or the general public, but also affects the Intelligarde 

security officer's own self perceptions. Often, police officers m e s s  job hlfilrnent and 

'good pinches' in relation to cinematic and media portrayals of the police occupation 

(Mallen 1996). We also know that the dramaturgical nature of police representation 

depends heavily upon public presentations and the symbolizations and meanings attached 

to h e m  (Manning 1997). The private police are no different. 



Recent mass media stories about Intclligarde coinçidcd with the period of data. 

collection - these includcd bnth national print and television stories. In 'Toronto. thcre 

has bcen a long-standing curiosity aniong the print media with Intelligarde's operations 

(Bragg 1987: Bugbee 1983; Di Matteo 1997; DiManno 1993a; Di.Manno 1993b; Girard 

1989: Hall 1993; Mascoli and Pron 1991; Mitchell 1990a; Mitchell I990b; Pratt 1995: 

Stancu 1996) that has produced wildly different, but mostly simplistic. interpretations of 

Intelligarde's function. Thrse stories have an important rffect on private policing 

because InteIligarde security officers commonly refrr to media depictions as touch-stonrs 

for other issues. A 'misunderstood' social yroup can oîlen rally against 'misplaced' 

vilifications or around positive and re-affiming portrayals - it is important to rnap thcse 

tendencies and their effects on lntelligarde personnel. 

Although this dissertation employs multiple methods it is not organised around 

distinctions in data collection. 1 do not believe it fruitful prcsenting qualitative and 

quantitative data in different sections or chapters for the sake of maintaining a misplaced 

allegiance to methodological divisions. Instead, divergent sources of data are often 

presented simultaneously (or altemately) and organised on the b a i s  of general 

observational themes. Having outlined the theoretical orientation and the methods of 

analysis for what is to follow, 1 now tum to contextualising the new parapolice in the 

following chapter. 



Chapter Three: The New Parapolice 

As one enters terminal three at Toronto's Pearson International Airport. one 

notices the newness of the structures, the clranliness of ihr walls and ceilings. and the 

brightness and bustle of the building. Passrngers move about various cues for airlinc 

tickets. baggage checks, and car rentals. Perhaps less noticeable may be Canada's kderal 

police talking to a pair of constables from the Peel Regional Police Service. As they 

finish their discussion. the RCMP officers begin to patrol. nodding in acknowledgement 

to a pair of security officen from Excalibur Security making similar rounds. Funher 

dong, they watch two armed Brinks' guards carry money satchels frorn a nearby 

currency exchange kiosk. They continue to wind by both Commissionaires issuing 

parking tickets and Group 4 Securitas security guards checking the luggage of 

passengers. On the lower level, Canada Customs agents check a suspicious traveller and 

cal1 the RCMP and an Immigration Officer to attend. In a processing centre just off the 

tarmac, security guards from Metropol Security meet with the immigration officials as 

the suspicious detainee is handed over to the security firm for transport to the privately- 

run Mississauga Immigration Detention Centre (MIDC). The detainee is handcuffed and 

placed in the caged rear of an unmarked van until his anival. The Centre is on the airport 

stnp and disguised as just another inconspicuous motel. When one gets close enough, 

however, a 12' chain-linked fence topped with barbed wire encircling the rear of the 

building cornes into view. 



Just an unremarkable tour of Canada's busiest airport? Perhaps. but after iciking 

ihis short imagina? stroll you will have come under the gaze of three federal policing 

agcncies. one municipal police service. n quasi-public security force. four privately 

contracted security companies, and an unknown nurnber of in-house airiine security 

agencies al1 working alongside one another in a generally unproblematic chah of 

surveillance. This is the nature of securing peoples and properties in a risk market 

system. The RCMP took on the policing contract at the airport but must work alongside 

the local police service to conduct investigations and pass information on otknd'-.rs and 

other threats. Part of the contract involves hiring a private security firm to undenake 

more monotonous policing functions. Similarly, the RCMP hired the Corps. of 

Commissionaires to issue parking tickets so that their officers did not have to do so. The 

bagage-inspec tion contract was a separate bid won by the securi ty multinational Group 

4 Securitas. For their part, the Department of Immigration also contracted out the MIDC 

and detainre transport to Metropol Security. There are myriad threats to social order in 

an airport, creating myriad opportunities for the selling, trading, and contracting of 

security provision. Al1 of the providers, however, are govemed by the sarne market 

logics for maintaining their clients: provide a service for Tee that is cornpetitive and 

attractive to the buyer. In the US, growing litigiousness in the civil courts (Priest 1990) 

has resulted in institutions taking steps to minimise liability by enforcing regulations in 

certain spaces. Enforcernent necessitates surveillance and agents to point out and react to 

violations: By attempting to minimise the risk of liability, therefore, social institutions 

come to rely more heavily on private security agents and technologies. 



While it may be worthwhile investigating specitic sites oî'security provision 1i.r 

may just as rasily trace respective security organisations instead. In ihe case of the 

Toronto airport scenuio we may, for example. decide to more cloxly sçrutinise Group 4 

Securitas. WC would tirst have to note that this trans-national corporation has security 

offices in 29 countries including Canada. Second, they own security technology 

companies in 1 1 countrirs and run private correctional services in  the United States, 

England. and Australia. And finally, their opentions are quickly spreading with new 

policing contracts to safeguard New Zraland's parklands. and much of southem 

Australia's prisoner transport and correctional services (Stemman 1997). Ws rnight 

imagine therefore, having Our carry-on luggage checkrd through metal-detectors opernted 

by Group 4 Securiias at Toronto's airport and then observe Sccuritas guards similarly 

checking passengers when we arrive in Australia. If we were to take a trip to a south 

Australian maIl or condominium, we may very well be under the writchful gaze of 

Securitas. IF, for argument's sake, we were caught shoplifiing, a Securitûs guard would 

arrest us  and tum us over to the police. When we appeared for court we might be 

surprised to find a man in a Group 4 Securitas uniform providing security. Had we donc 

something more heinous and were detained, chances are that a Group 4 Securitas guard 

would be patrolling outside our cell. If found guilty and sentenced to a jail terni, we 

would be transported in a prisoner van by Group 4 Secuntas to a Group 4 Srcuntas-run 

private jail such as Mount Gambier or the Metropolitan Men's Prison. 

Al1 of this makes most people nervous for various reasons ranging from the 

multinational nature of security provision and the correlative questions of accountabiliiy 

that are thus raised, to more mundane concerns like questioning the training, cornpetence, 



and motivations of those who staff such organisations. hl ul tinational sccurity 

corporations such as  'Wnckenhut.' 'Burns,' and 'Pinkertons' are making Our trip through 

Sccuritas' sccurity network less and less unusual. As post-war public policing functi~ns 

have bccn slowly taken over by privatc security firms. we are left with some rather 

imponant questions about the conceptual division of 'public' and 'private.' Does this 

dichotomy disguise more than it rcveals about policing? 

Public vs. Private Policing: The Problematic Dichotorny 

Co-operation between the public and private police is oFten facilitated by the 

movement of retiring police officers to the private security sector. This 'old boys 

network' (Shearing. Farnell and Stenning 1980) is yct another mechanism for the 

rxchange of information between agencies. It rnay come as little surprise, for examplc. 

that Excalibur security - the firm contracted by the RCMP at Pearson International 

Airpon - is owned and run by a former RCMP officer. Relations between the public 

police and private security sector have becomc so close that South East Florida policc 

cadets receive security instruction as part of their standard training (Bottom and 

lMcCreedy 1984). In some cases, police and security firms have formed CO-operative 

associations to meet and discuss topics such as bomb threats. executive protection and 

burglary investigation (Peterson 1983). 

Increasingly, the police have becorne not only institutional partners with private 

security units - under the umbrella ofcommunity based policing - but advocates also. 

The International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) now has a liaison cornmittee 

devoted to strengthening ties with the pnvate security sector in an attempt to "give the 

police agency additional eyes and ears with which to locate wanted persons" (Hertig 



1986). The IACP, dong with the American Society for Industriai Security IASIS), drcilis 

mode1 lsgislation and advocates for its passage. The lcgislation is gearcd towards 

üllcwinp private tirms access to police records as a tool in employce screening (kloulton 

19â7). In Amarillo Texas. the police and Allstate Security have worked oui some 

interesting agreements. Beginning in August 198 1, Allstate had assumed rcsponsibility 

city-wide, for responding to alarm calls. Within the same period, Amûri l Io police hi red 

security officers to patrol the downtown core dunng prak hours in tandem with the 

police. Today "most clients.. .cal1 Allstate on minor emergencies or prowler calls" 

(Pancake 1983:36). Similar initiatives are in place in New York City where a policc- 

private security liaison program links police precincts with 30 security organisations in a 

"structurcd anti-crime effort" (Bocklei 1990). In Tacoma and Philadelphia (see Greene. 

Scamon and Lrvy 1995). as in Amarillo, private security guards assist the police in 

patrolling the downtown areas. There are wen more drastic examples to be found in 1.0s 

.Angeles where middle-class citizens/consumers have pooled their resources to build 

privüte residential enclaves, patrolled by armed private security (see Davis 1990: chapter 

4). In Canada, the explosion in closed developments has mostly bern a regional 

phenomenon. British Columbia is home to numerous such gated cornrnunities. 

The situation in shopping malls is just as interesting. Despite being 'public places' 

(but also pnvate spaces) most shopping rnalls are patrolled by private secunty personnel. 

Increasingly. however, community based policing has meant the installation of 

community police kiosks or storefronts within malls. The result is that police and private 

securi ty agents are responsible for the same ' patches' (terriiories). In some situations. the 

police alone are asked to patrol the mal1 on a contract basis, at a cost shared by the city 



and maIl management (Ryyier 1983). In other situations, the mal1 tenants bear the full 

pricc. In North York's Jane-Finch maIl, the .Metropolitan Toronto Police share officc 

spact. and evcn information and photogrÿphs about banned individuals. :s i t  meaningful 

to cal1 one police officer a private agent ma the other a public agent on the ba i s  of 

sponsorship? This is a long-standing question in the sociology of policing (Becker 1974). 

There are clearly many difficulties associated with using sponsorship as grounds 

to differentiatc between public and private policing. In the rxample of shopping malls, 

Pearson International airport. or even downtown Toronto. this becomes glanngly 

obvious. Does the real funciion, purpose, or operation of a private security firm 

signiticmtly change depcnding upon the client? To a certain extent it does. but does this 

change depend upon the public or private ncirure of the client'? The answer again, 1 think. 

is not very clear. A private security firm dors not cease bçing 'private' if hired by a state 

client. This applies even if the security firm is hired by the public police - a more and 

more cornmonplace arrangement. This is also true of pay-duty police officers employed 

by private interests. In this latter case, the officer is paid privately via a police 

association or union but is a state law enforcernent officer making additional moneys by 

selling his or her training, expertise, and most importantly, air of authority. In essence, 

al1 of these attributes are thrown onto the market as commodity in cornpetition or co- 

opention with other private security services. This is funher evidenced by the RCMP 

contracting services in airports io both the quasi-public Corps. of Cornmissionaires or 

private security. 

In Sussex Borough, New Jersey the municipal police could no longer be afforded 

and were dissolved. The Borough was to rely on the State police and hired a private 



security firm to provide a more constant uniforrned presence. I t  became clear. howcwr, 

that the ncturtl mission of the security f i l  111 :vas to act as an independent municipal police 

rlcpartment. Whrn the security officers began to immediately issue traffic tickets, 

sumnonses, and detain and arrest suspects. the Sussex county prosecutor soupht an 

injunction against the Borough. In a published paper on the issue, the Sussex county 

prosecutor notes that had the security firm constructed some hierarchy of accountability 

similar to the public police and had the contract stipulated that competing firms should 

follow state guidelines for screening and training. the private contracting of policing 

would have been legal (O'Leary 1994). Today, a new Ontario municipality is entertaining 

bids for policing from private secunty finiis (Palango 1998). Does this transform private 

security into public policing? 

In Canada. the cal1 for greater "strategic pannerships" (Normandeau and Lriyhion 

1990) with pnvate security will continue to accelerate these developments under the 

rubnc of community based policing. Thirteen Montreal area municipolities hired security 

firms to shore up a perceived lack of police patrol. Although their powers are limited 

primarily to enforcing parking bylaws, by 1987 at least nine municipaliiies had passed 

motions requesting that the police officers be granted powers to enforce moving traftic 

violations (Forcese 1992: 1 13-1 14). Intelligarde International has contracts with 

Cityhome properties, the Toronto Economic and Development Corporation, the Toronto 

Parking Authority, and Peel Living. This means that Intelligarde polices a great share of 

both Toronto's and Mississauga's affordable housing, the Toronto Harbour and beach 

areas, and al1 of Toronto's ninety public parking lots. When one adds Cabbagetown 



propertirs alongside Metropolitan Toronto Housing Association (MTHA)" buildings. the 

nurnbcr of c itizens under Intelligarde's purview is staggcring. 

In this dotvntown Toronto area, Intclligar.ie policcs a nsighbowhood the sizc of 

nine city blocks. The Company has negotiated arrangements with at ieast two diffcrent 

landowners of over a dozen building complexes allowing intelligarde security officers to 

l a v e  sites unattended and assist their partners at adjacent properties in need of assistance. 

This unique contractual reciprocity benefits al1 clients because cuiprits can be pursucd. 

captured and banned without fear of crime d i~~ lace rnen t .~"~  aalso creates a multi- 

cliented, multi-tasked, multi-territoried, CO-operatively govemed police service that 

closely mirrors the municipal police. Geographically. the area is bordered by Howard 

Street to the nonh, Wellesley Street to the south, Sherboume Street to the West and 

Parliament Street to the east. If we include the handful oFMTHA buildings dotting the 

sarne territory, private agents police over three square kilometres of high-rise buildings. 

walkways, and roadways, ris well as over 30.000 working-class persons in the heart of 

Toronto. Cityhome, Intelligarde's major downtown client, is a publicly hnded 

corporation with elected tenantso associations who oversee security provision. 

Intelligarde International is fûnctionally answerable to these associations: 

Look, we're paid by Cityhome management but we're also paid by the tenants because they pay rent. 
Often, thcre arc some subsidies involved so, in effect, the iaxpayer also chips in for our services. Thcn, 
wc're answerable to an eiected and very political body called a tenant's association. One phone cd1 from a 
disgnintled tenant association president to the property owner and we're in serious trouble. A couple more 
phone calls and we could lose a major contract. So it's our job to make sure these people are satisfied with 
their service.. . That means making arrests, cleaning up the streets, letting them know we care about their 
neighbourhood. The only difference between us and the cops is that we can get fired. But the way I figure 
it, if we're there, they've already been fired. (Intelligarde manager) 

37 MTHA has its own in-house security - many officers have the power to issue Provincial Offences 
Tickets. They are, in effect, Provincial Offences Officers. 
1 a Displacement refen to the direct effect police (or other) interventions have in moving criminal activity to 
another area rather than actually stopping it (see Gabor 198 1 ). 



Add this to Intelligarde's law enforcement focus, and there are strong grounds to 

question the utility ofusing a rigid privaie/pubIic distinction to understand the police - 

this division becornes less and less n~eanin~ful .~ '  

l u s t  as convoluted as sponsorship, however, is the question of lrgal status. 

Security and police officers in Canada are governed by separate Iegislation. In Ontario. 

security guards are govemed by the Privatr Investigarors und Seciwity Glturd Act (R.S O. 

1990) and the police by the Police Services . k t  (R.S.O. crmended 1997. But bcsides 

police officers, security guards, and private investigators. thcre exist a litany of other law 

enforcement statuses: municipal law cnforcrment officers. Cornmissionaires. special 

constables, provincial offences officers, and a wide assortment of federal and provincial 

agents empowered by regulatory acts governing parklands, transportation, immigration. 

customs. etc.. Al1 of these titles have typically been assigned to state bureaucracies or 

institutions with specific regulatory mandates. 

Special constables, for exarnple, usually comprise university security services or 

parliamrntary protective bodies in canada."' There is nothing to suggest, however. that 

t h r x  statuses cannot aliernate between public and private policing srnices or that 

deployment govems legal status. To the contrary, many private security services in 

Ontario used to qualib their security officers as special constables in order to issue 

parking tickets on private property. Along with the security officer's power to enforce 

municipal codes, however, came general 'peace officer' powers, usually reserved for 

l9 A similar arrangement is in place in the Borough of Southwark, England. In that council estate. private 
security is employed to conduct low level dnig enforcement. The security guards report to twenty local 
councillors, a local community tenants' representative, a neighbourhood housing office, and community 
safety CO-ordinators (Lee 199 1 ). 



public police services (Freedman and Stenning l977:Y 1-271; reprintrd in Stcnning and 

Shearinç 1979: Appendix A). Today, a new status exists that confines authority to 

iiiunicipal parking regulations: the Municipal Law Enforccmcnt Officer (9.4LEO). It  is 

not wise. therefore. to link drployment or tasks to legûl status. Large privritc security 

tirms. or cven in-house security bodies, arguably engage in more arrests and order 

maintenance in downtown Toronto malls'" or public places42 than many sleepy suburban 

or m a l  Ontario police forces. They do so routinely without peace officer powers. Both 

the University of Toronto and York University have similar security requirements. At the 

U of T they are met by a police service (or special constabulary) whilr at York, much to 

the officers' chagrin, it is a simple in-house security arrangement: 

The actual taks  performed by the coppers and the hiçhly positive attitudes that they display toward ~hcir 
peace keeping and crime tighting work reinforce the strategy of richicvinç collective upward mobility by 
means of professionalization. 00th their work and iheir occupational ideology buttrcss the pursuit of 
special constable status. (see also Miccuci 1995; Micucci l994:39 1 ) 

So, while job tasks may imply varying levels of policing status, this is not to say the. arc 

borne out in practice. To the contrary, local and extra-local needs are tempered by 

individuals in positions of authority who rnust rnake decisions about the needs of a givrn 

organisation. At Saint Mary's University, the quasi-public Corps. of Cornmissionaires 

hold the security contract. 

More divergent than the operational scopes, mandates, and missions between 

Intelligarde International and the Metropoli tan Toronto Police Service (MTP) are the 

di fferences between Intelligarde and other security fims. While Inielligarde considers 

'O in England they have a much more pronounced role as functioning auxiliaries to the public police 
(Johnston 1992: 140- 156). 
" i am referring here to the Eaton's Centre, the Jane-Finch Malt, and Dufferin Mall. 
42 As in the case of Intelligarde's cabbagetown properties. 



itself a The Law Enforcement ~ o r n ~ a n ~ , " ~  erxscutives from othcr security companics 

rcgilrd this pronunciation with considerable resewations: 

:do. 'Phcre'j no overlcip. Ws're a securitv Company that provides z guard service and quite a lot o f  aiam 
responsc but I kecp heriring you say policinç, private policing and we don't do thrit.., Sce, thcre rire 
campanics who takt. thrit on, who think they're police but they're not. We dcn't go around hrirassing 
people, wt. rire the eyes and ears o f  the police and management and wt. safeguard properties but we don't 
make arrests. That's not our job. (Srcurity executivc) 

in another case, one executive's need to create a sharp demarcation between InteIligarde 

and his own operations results in outright disdain and an assortment of groundless 

accusations: 

Yeah. Intelligarde, which is basically run by an ex-policeman who has close associations with certain 
divisions in the police force, who is trying to trike on. and lobby for taking on certain functions which arc 
currently being provided by the police. Who [sic] is breaking laws right now. both in tems o f  their 
uni foming standard and their behaviour - literally. (Security executive) 

1 do not intend to analyse outside perceptions of lntclligarde until later chaptcrs. 

but these cornments illustrate that there is arguably more distance betwen Iniell igûrdc 

and other security companies than Intelligarde and the public police, both in terms of 

mobilisation and mission. This last point is an important one because previous theorists 

have argued that private and public policinç organisations have been govemed by two 

very different logics: the police are concemed with crime control and apprehension while 

the private security sector is concerned with loss preveniion (Shearing, Famell and 

Steming 1980; S t e ~ i n g  and Shearing 1979: 16 ). It is assumed that while the public 

police task themselves with *'good pinches," private security agents drop ~asnowflakes""" 

in a more subtle f o m  of coercion (Shearing and S t e ~ i n g  1982b). This is clesriy no 

longer the-case, if it ever was. We know that, in the history of the monied police, these 

53 They have trademarked this phrase. 



t ~ o  duties wcre intertwined within a 'poliiical economy of thief-taking' (McMullan 

. . . jtate rcwarrlç, unsystematic at tirst, eventually enhrinced thc role of nionied policc.. Proclamations and 
orders from King and Parliament offered sums of money or commodititls in kind to enterprising searchcrs. 
Neighbours and fetlow trndesrnen were encourriged to spy and turn cvidence on each other ... In London, 
intorm iiig and thief-taking devcloped into special ized trades and carne to prom incnce w ith ihs devcloprnent 
of çovernment rcwards, inducements and pardons for checking crime and social unrest (Elmsley 1987: 175). 
(kIciv1ullan 1995: 123 and 125) 

In the face of today's neoconservative politics that legitirnate privatc prisons. private 

prisoner transportation. private court securicy, private forcnsic accouniing. private sccond 

tier policing, and private security in expansive outdoor residrntial areas. privatr policing 

is clearly not just about loss prevention. This is especially true when one considers the 

iremendous risk aversion and f e u  (Hollway and Jefferson 1997) - particularly of violent 

crime - endemic to neo-liberal risk markets. But even ris traditional private security 

arrangements may be just as much about crime control as loss prevention, so is public 

policing equally about loss prevention as it is about apprehension. This latter dynamic is 

typified by public police CO-operation with insurance companies aimrd at minimising 

loss (O' Malley 199 1 )  and new 'communications policing' (Ericson, tlaggerty and 

Carriere 1993) approachrs geared io encourage the public to police themselvrs. A 

process of ' responsibili sation' - well entrenc hed among private corporate log ics - 

ironically seeks to irresponsibilise corporate elites and police managers from both ethical 

and litigious liability. This downloading of responsibility, of course. fuels unease among 

the generai workforce, neighbourhood, or purchasing collective, eliciting further demands 

14 When a particular omission or negligent act is observed that places peoples or property at risk, the 
security officer leaves a fom (snowflake) aimed at bringing the potentially risky situation to the attention 
of the employee and management. Habituai violators are thus tracked and reprimands cm be issued. An 
exarnple of a violation might consist of leaving a portable computer insecured. 



for protection against industrial accidents. crime, or intrusion - accrlrrating the need for 

commodified security. 

The pursuit of security, therefore, is both a state and corporate business. Not 

unlikc plans for the CACP con ference in Edmonton (sec chapter one). the National 

Institute of Justice's report on 'measuring what rnatters' in policing (Greene 1997). 

retlects an ongoing trend to corporatise state institutions (including welfare). The 

j ingoism of market dynarnics, segmentation. and demand has already infiltrated the logics 

of public police management as the nced to justify resources becornes pararnount. 1-low 

does a police chief justify cost, improve products, diversify her product line, and compete 

with the industry nom?  How different arc: these operational decisions from the 

deteminations being made by private security managers across the globe'? Especially in 

light of the fact that public and private police agencies no longer secure different 

populations, territories, or markets. "We're looking at whcre this industry is going and 

whcre individual firms in the marketplace are" notes Greene (1997:s). Police chiefs are 

no longer traditional managers - even their titles are being re-imagined as Chief 

Executive Officers. 

It is also more difficult than one might think to label police services as either 

'public' and 'private' on the basis of profit motivation. Canada's federal police force 

actively seeks out contracts - an entrenched historical practice - in an increasingly 

lucrative and cornpetitive market. Not unlike the sales literatures of private security 

kirms, the Solicitor General disseminates circulars promoting the RCMP product: 

With more than a century of expertise, CO-operation and respect to build on, and a national infrastructure 
that extends from the nation's smallest, remotest communities to the international level, the RCMP is 
equipped to deliver objective, efficient and sympathetic policing services. 



The RCMP provides excellent provincial and municipal policing at a cost equal to or less than whrit i ts  
contract prirtnrrs would have to spend on police forces of their own. ISolicitor Gsneral Cariada 1996) 

In a nilirketing tcchnique most corporate exrcutives wou!d cnvy. the Solicitor Genrral's 

long-tcm policirs have rrsulted in the gradua1 retrcat of frderally-ossisted funding l'or 

contracted police services. From 1928 to 1966, the fedrral govemment paid for 60% of 

local or provincial budgets. By 1990, the federal share had droppcd slowly to 3096 and 

continues to decrease by one or two per cent per year (Solicitor General Canada 1996). 

With an nnnual budget of one billion dollars and a staff of 1 O.-iOO police officcrs and 

civilians delivering services under contract. the RCMP brings the govcrnment $700 

million in revenue every year (Solicitor General Canada 1996). While it still suffers a net 

loss of $300 million each year, through a process of 'vote-netting' the RCMP recovers 

this ioss from general government revenue. 

Today. the RCMP competes for contracts on a direct cornpetition basis becausc 

the federal govemment no longer subsidises the contract services they provide. ,411 

'expansions' in contract services must be 'cost neutral' to the federal govemment. In 

other words, when the RCMP 'won' the municipal policing contract for Moncton. New 

Brunswick, they did so by bidding with 100% of the proposed cost to them (personal 

communication: Staff Sgt. Barry DUM, Policing Contract Services, Finance Branch. July 

3 1 998). This is already the case in many British Columbia jurisdictions where the local 

'partners' (read: clients) pay between 90- 100% of the policing cosü. In this sense. public 

police services now actively compete for both mature and newly emerging risk markets. 

In order to become more cost-effective, InteIligarde International is hoping local police 

services will sub-contract Tier II policing with them. 



There are a multiplicity of factors, therefore, that blur our ability to accurritcly 

make distinctions between public and private pot icing. Johnston ( 1992: 195- 1%) has 

cirgucd thnt wç arc best served locating policing institutions on two interacting 

continuums: t'rom public to private forms and from local to supranational levels (sec his 

tigure 9.1). As I have noted above, however. this does not tell us al1 therr is to know 

about different forms of policing. Just as important as sponsorship may bc functional 

xcountability, the environment being policed, the veracity and frequency of dctention 

and/or arrests, l egal status, training, and even uni forming. These are equally important 

factors in gaining cornpliance from the public. There have even been discussions about 

changing the mandate of Toronto's Police Services Board by wrestling responsibility for 

policing functions into the hands of city council, incorporating private sccurity companies 

within a new scope of oversight alongside the public police (Stenning 1997). This has 

already happened in certain jurisdictions. In Nova Scotia, the Police Commission 

regularly sets aside time in its itinerary to hear cornplaints açainst private security guards 

licensed in the province. So practically connected are notions of public and private 

security that even police research centres are proposed with t h  overlapping function in 

rnind - as in the case of York University's Centre for Police and Security S tudies 

(Eustace 1992). 

The new parapolice are thus conceived of in this dissertation as that body of 

security companies (or contracts) that explicitly bridge the gap, both philosophically and 

hnctionally between the public and private police - increasingly rendering the distinction 

meaningless from an analytic perspective. These are the private correctional, coun 

security, and residential police of North America. They are not simply concemed with 



loss prevention 3s their sole responsibility. They are actively engaging the new risk 

markets of urban fear and shrinking state budgets to redetine policing. They have takcn 

dvantagc of neo-libcral rationales and sold themselves as not only viable additions bu: 

nlso alternatives to the public police. This is the type of organisation increasingly 

ty pi fisd in North America by 'law en forcement companies' such as lntell igarde 

International. To a certain cxtent, the adjective 'nrw' preceding the noun 'parapolicc.' is 

a misnomer. 'This is because there is a hisrorical precedent for parapol icing arrmgemcnts 

(as detined above) - rspecially in the history of British policing. Notwithstanding this 

tàct, I want to draw specific attention to new developments in both societal drmands for 

changing security forms and the industry's response. Additionally. as 1 have 

demonstrated above, the drastic differences between Intelligarde and other security 

companies in the GTA undermines attempts to group ail security firms within a single 

mode of ana~~s i s . ' ' ~  

Powers of the Parapolice 

We don't have special powers. Everybody always asks us where we Set our authority from. I've teen to 
contract bids, presentations, with even a cop on the panel, a police officer and he should know bettcr. and 
he asked the same stupid question: 'you guys aren't cops. how can you do al1 the things you promise?' 
Well we just do our job and we use the powers every citizen and every landowner already have. it isn't 
magic, it just takes guts. It takes training. lt takes skill. And it takes a company chat will back up their 
officers if someone wants to sue. We are that company. lt's what we like to cal1 'pushing the envelope.' 
(Intelligarde manager) 

1 do not intend, in this section, to present an exhaustive summary of case law 

concerning the limits of search, seinire, arrest or detention powers for security personnel. 

This has k e n  expertly considered rlsewhere ( S t e ~ i n g  and Shearing 1979). Instead, 1 

want to briefly discuss the sociolegal context in which Intelligarde security officers ply 

45 This is butressed by assertions made by both Intelligarde and other security executives. Indeed, other 
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their trade. In upçoming chapters 1 will more closely examine how the enabling and 

disabling qualities of thesr powers affect Intelligûrde sccurity ot'ficers' sense of job 

satisfaction and Icad to a malaise within a 'wannabc' culture. For now, 1 intend to 

provide a rudirnentary understanding of the iegal deviçrs lntelligarde security sral-f 

employ on a daily basis. A s  i am sure will bccome obvious. lntelligarde staff do not have 

special powers. They have an organisational philosophy, and security officers willinç to 

'push the envelope' in citizen and Iûndowner-agent powers. 

In order to understand the fundamental nature o f  security work in Ontario. onc 

needs to appreciate the form and context of private propeny ownership. This is the 

incontrovertible 'right' of every person in capitalist society - the right to the exclusive 

enjoyment of his or her own property without trespass. In the province of Ontario. this 

entitlement is ensured by the Trespass to Property Act (R.S. O. 1980, c. ji 1). Under the 

Act. section 9(1) notes "a police officer, or the occupier of the premises. or a person 

uuthorized by the occupier rnay arrest without warrant any person he believes on 

reasonable and probable grounds to be on the premises in contravention of section 3." 

Section 2 of the Trespass io Propery Act rnakes explicit the grounds upon which an 

mest  may be effected: 

2.-(1) Every person who is not acting under a right of authority conferred by law and who, 
(a) without the express permission of the occupier, the proof which rests on the defendant, 

(i) enters on premises when entry is prohibited under this Act, or 
(ii) engages in an activity on premises when the activity is prohibited under this Act; or 

(b) does not leave the premises irnmeciiately afier he is directed to do so by the occupier of the 
premises or a person authorized by the occupier 

is guilty of an offence and on conviction is liable to a fine of not more han E 1,000. 

In other words, if an individual enten an area of private properiy to which access is 

restricted by either noticekign or physical barrîer (section 3) that person may be arrested 

than licensing, there are scant grounds for comparison but urnpteen points of contrast. 
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for trcspassing. A security officer. therefore. who is considrred an agent of the 

landoww is able to arrest any individual who enters a pivate space expressly prohibitrd 

undsr section 2(ii)(i) of the Act. Intelligarde officers are schooled to 'rcad thrm their 

riyhis.' i\ security guard. like my private citizen or pracc officer must infom suspects 

that they are under arrest, what they are undcr arrest for. that they ma); rcmain silent. and 

that they have a right to retain counsel (see section 1 O of the Constirution c l ) .  

A more interesting situation arises when a person is on a propcny with permission 

(i.e. access is open to the public) but engages in 'prohibited' activity. Obviously, 

prohibited activity is an act open to interpretation. It certainly covrrs d l  criminal 

off'cnces and may also include municipal by-laws or provincial regulations. but what of 

actions that simply offend the sensibili ties of the landowner? As frtr as Intelligarde 

officers are concerned, prohibited activity consists of anything they c m  j usti fy as 

'immoral, illegal. or unethical.' Section (b) of the Act additionally gnnts security agents 

tremendous discretion because it also allows them to ask a person to leave a property 

without having to provide a reason. In practice, however, this section of the Act is 

typically used to avoid having to make an arrest. For instance, when someone is singing 

on private property and this is not permitted, she rnay be arrested irnmediately under 

section 2(l)(a)(ii) for engaging in prohibited activity. or rnay be asked to leave. If she 

refuses, the security officer rnay arrest her under sections ?(l)(a)(ii) or 2(1 )(a)(b) of the 

Act. 

InteIligarde officers are instructed that they should request a person leave the 

property at least three times before arresting under section 2(l)(a)(b), othenvise the 

courts might view their actions as overzealous. These sweeping powers are often 



buttressed by additional rnabling mechanisms. Strategically placed signs prohibiting 

certain activities on private property can funher extrnd a private security çuard's grounds 

to arrcst. While there i s  nothing at any level of public govemance making loitering 

explicitly illegal. a well placed sign rnakes it a prohibited activity on private proprrty and 

allows a security guard to either immediatsly arrest or request the depiirture of 

undesirable persons. If the offenders resist. they can now be arrestcd under section 

3 1  )(a)(b) of the Act. in other words, while courts might frown upon private law-making 

through the arbitrary posting of signs, they cannot very well take away a landowner's 

right ta remove individuals from his property found i n  direct violation o h  prohibitcd 

nctivity. If those individuals refuse to leavc. hr is within his (and his agent's) right to 

arrest them. 

No matter what the grounds for arrest - they seem nearly limitless - the private . 

landowner or her agents rnust tum over an arrested individual to the police: 

9(2) Where a person who makes an arrest under subsection ( 1 )  is nota police officer, he shall promptly 
cal1 for assistance a police officer and çive the person into custody of the police officer. 

Of course, the police do not always proceed with charges rigainst the individual and this 

sometimes ieads to tension and frustration among InteIligarde security staff. When a 

police officer takes the arrest seriously, the security officer receives a sense of validation. 

Often, less serious offences (i.e. non-criminal) are handled through the issuance of 

Notices Prohibiting Entry (NPEs) in order not to involve the police in trivial matters. 

This allows the security guard additional discretion while reserving only more serious 

offences for police assistance. 

In lieu of arresting someone imrnediately, thecefore, a security agent may issue 

that person "orally or in writing" under section 5(1) of the Act "suficient notice." 



Almost invariably. banishrnents are handled through the issuance of NPEs - in a one )car 

period betwcen August 1996 to September 1997. Intrll igarde staff issued 2.6 1 7 s ~ h  

notices. Thc NPEs also beçin an iniportant paper trai! that makcs it  casier, or niore 

justitiable. io srrest someone aRer a second or third trespass incident. If a banned 

individual retums to a site he is not permitted to enter by NPE. no rnatter what the rcason. 

he may be arrested under section 2(l)(a)(ii)? Intelligarde staff photograph banned 

individuals at cach site but also file al1 NPEs at headquancrs so that thcse individuals 

may be entered into an rlectronic databasc for future reîèrence. If an Intelligarde otficcr 

ohtains the narne of a suspicious person he believes to have been banned from a propcny. 

hr may radio dispatch for confirmation and decide whether to issue an NPE or arrcst the 

trcspasser. 

A second arrest power for sacuri ty personnel stems from yeneral Crirnimd Code 

provisions allowing for citizens' arrests. In many ways. this power is redundant for 

private security agents since they can already arrest for prohibited activity on private 

properties they police. This power is extended, however. to al1 propenies. both public 

and private when a criminal offence is occurring: 

494 (1) Any one may arrest without warrant 
(a) a person whom he finds committing an indictable offence; or 
(b) a person who, on reasonable an probable grounds, he believes 

( i )  has committed a criminal offence, and 
(ii) is escaping from and freshly pursued by persons who have lawful authority to arrest 

that person. 

Landowners are specifically mentioned in the Criminul Code but there is nothing that 

extends the powers of arrest for private security beyond those already provided for in 

Ontario's Trespass to Properry Act: 

.'' A person may also be banned from certain sections of a private property while allowing access to others. 
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494 (2) Any one who is 
(a )  the owner or a person in lawtül possession of property, or 
(b )  d person authorized by the owner or by 3 person in lawful possession of property 

rnay arrcst  vith ho ut warrmt a person whom he finds committing a crirninal offence on or in relation to that 
p:3p+'rry. 

A s  in the case of the Trespms .Act, anyonr arrested by a citizen must bt: tumed over to a 

peace officer (section 494(3). The primary differencci betwern private citizens' powcrs 

ofarrest and those afforded police officers is that the latter rnay arrest on suspicion that 

an indictable offence has or will be comrnitted. 

There are also other sections containing redundant powen of amest throughout the 

Criminal Code. These include defence of dwelling (section JO), defence of movablr 

propeny (section 38) and defence of house or real property (section 41 ). A property 

owner or his agent can arrest for assault when a trespasser refuses to retum property or 

leave the premises. These sections of the Criminal Code are rarely. if ever. uscd by 

Intell igarde security officers. 

Search and seinire powers are chietl y limited to peace officers in Canada, 

aithough comrnon-law judgements have allowed searches by private persons for weapons 

or evidence immediately after the arrest of suspects (Stenning and Shearing 1979:62- 

63 )." Cornmon knowiedge arnong Intelligarde security O fficen dictates that searches 

for weapons are admissible but that consent should be obtained to avoid legal difficulties. 

Typically, this consent is forthcoming. As in other jurisdictions (Sarre 1994), a security 

officers' uniform and appearance of authority c m  have a significant impact on eliciting 

This is typicalty done under section 4(2) of the Trespass to Propery Act. 
47 The authors cite Dillort v. O'Brien ( 1  887) 17 Cox C.C. 245, at pp. 249-250. Rqnen v. Antonenko et al. 
(1975) 30 C.R.N.S. 135. For post-Consriturion Act rulings, see Hoskins (1997) and the case of Cloufier v 
Langlois (1990), 5 3  C.C.C. (3d) 257 S.C.C. where the court speIls out that searches may be conducted on 
persons incidental to arrest in order to secure objects that may be used in evidence, weapons that rnay be a 
threat to public safety, or objects that may aid in escape. 



cornpliance from the public. Intelligarde Srcurity officers are instructed to leave al1 

cvidrnce. other than weapons, in the suspects' pockets. Whcn the police arrive. thry arc 

to discrcetly indicatc to the responding officer that narcotics were found on a particuiürly 

picce of clothing or pocket. This alleviates the legal uncertainty of scarches by private 

persons and: 

. . .makes [Intelliçarde look likc] very CO-operative campers in the cycs of the police. We make their jobs 
casier. I'm sure the paperwork and case processing would be much more difficult if a security çuard 
1va1kt.d up to them with some crack in his hand and said 'look what I found.' This way we don? even have 
to tcstifjl - it's entirely a police rnatter and we're more than happy to give thern al1 the credit. (Static 
sccurity officer - Male) 

In short, the most well-wom piece of legislation by lntelligarde staff is the 

Trespass io Properry Act. 1 t provides securi ty personnel with expansive powers of rirrest 

on private property and is the statute of choice among a litany of provisions making it 

very easy for private security staff to arrest citizens in Ontario. While other fcderal 

provisions may be used from time to tirne, the ability to arrest persons on private property 

for engaging in ' prohibited activity ' is wide-ranging. It gives Intelligarde security 

officers the grounds upon which to arrest someone before handing them over to the 

public police. When the police arrive, an entirely new set of enabling recipe rules 

(Ericson 1982; McBarnet 198 1 ) c m  be deployed to process the suspect. 

Private Justice 

Aside from the enabling mechanisrns of the law for the security guard and the 

police officer, Intelligarde offers legal services to its clients as a means of facilitating 

actions against tenants or trespassers. Pursuing an eviction case through the courts is a 

time-consuming and involved process of serving surnrnonses and notices. Often, clients 

are intimidated by tenants and hire paralegals to cany out the litigation. Unfominately, 



paralegals are slso often fearful of entering high crime areas or knoçking on doors of 

potcntial or known dmg dealers. In fact, InteIligarde used to contract out its paralegal 

rnatters but found that the cases were nnt hrindled with duc diligence. Instcad, 

managcnient sponsored a company employee for paralrgal training. For the last threr 

yean most of Intelligarde's routine legal proceedings have been handled by an intcrnnl 

paralegal. 

The actual desiynation of Intelligarde's legal workcr is 'Cornmissioner' which 

allows him to swear affidavits. and conduct oaths. The Company also employs a Deputy 

Cornmissioner with similar r e~~ons ib i l i t i e s .~~  This officia1 standing is used to offset 

Intelligarde's consistent legal expenses. Intelligarde's commissioner c m  appea. for pre- 

trial motions, set dates, and interview witnesses. This capability helps offset the legal 

fees and rnsures that the company is represented during what are perceived to be 

vindictive and unsubstantiated proceedings: 

There have been six cases against us on private counter-charges and we usually present medical records 
showing Our guys were anacked. Many days they'll wait for the last day of the sixth month to lay a private 
information. Twice they waited until the last day.. . During the OCAP scandai, 1 appeared for the ~ u y s  
involved. They have already brought a total of five charges against us but the police hate them rven more 
than they hate us. (IntelIigarde paralegal) 

Given the complicated and laborious process of proceeding with an eviction. it is 

little wonder that the Law Enforcernent Company bas elected to cmploy intemal counsel 

for their clients. The first step in the process involves the issuance of a notice of 

temination which requires that a reason be stipulated for eviction. This may include rent 

in arrears, breach of obligation, illegal parties in the apartment, illegal activities on the 

property. general breaches of the Landlord Tenant Act or contractual violations. If, for 

~ c c o r d i n ~  to the respondent there are approximately 1,000 Commissionen in the greater Toronto area. 
A Commissioner is usually represented by a law firm and is sworn in by the Lieutenant Governor. 



example. a tenant has committed a criminal act, as is so often the case in InteIliparde 

sponsored proceedings, then he or she must be giwn 20 days to vacate the prernises. 

Typically. howver. rhr tenant receives an additional JO days by the courts. 

When thc tenant does not leave. a Notice of Application and an Affidavit of 

Service is filed with the landlord-tenant court specifying the reasons why the tenant 

should be removed. A pre-trial date is set thrce iveeks to a month rifier the submission of 

the Notice. If the tenant does not appear for the pre-trial hearing a default judgement is 

sntered, but if the tenant appears. then the case must be referred to a judge since the 

registrar does not have judicial authority. This first default judgement can later be tumed 

aside because it  has not been issued by a judge. A trial date is thus set a few weeks l iom 

the date of the appearance before the registrûr. If the tenant appears for the trial. thcn the 

judicial process is undenvay. If the tenant does not appear then another detàult 

judgement is tiled that cannot be turned asidr. The judgement is received two weeks 

later by the landlord (or her agents) who then serves the tenant and waits another eight 

days. 

Afier this period, the landlord must go the original court and file a Right of 

Possession, a Requisition to the Sheriff, an information sheet pertaining to the unit 

(needed by the police), and an Affidavit of Service indicating when the judgement was 

served with the court clerk. Finaily, an information sheet is presented to the landlord 

three weeks later and the Sheriff can take action. Even at this stage, the papers rnay bc 

questioned if they contain a registrar's affidavit and not a judge's. An ex parte hearing 

may be called so that evidence and updated information can be filed in support of the 

affidavit. 



Sometirnrs the combined eviction proceedings c m  take up to six months. In the 

cnvironment of prapolicing, the municipal police and paralegals are thus bypasscd to 

hcilitntc sxprdirncy for the consumer. in effect. Intelligarde supplies a vertically 

intcgmtcd and oprrationally autonomous justice systern for thçir clients - a commoditicd 

system of policing that seeks to satiate a risk market. 

Public vs. Private Law Enforcement: A Statistical Comparison 

Up until now 1 have presented the rrader with an inventory of arguments and 

examples, both conceptual and practical, that support an assertion of symmetry betwcn 

public and private para-pol icing functions and operational philosophies. i t does no good. 

however, to simply employ the rhetorics of parapolicing - be they corporate, 

~omrnunitarian."~ or even militaristic - as unassailable rvidence of the congruency of 

private and public law enforcement. I have argued the limitations of such approachcs 

throughout this dissertation. In this section. therefore, 1 intend to provide a statistical 

cornparison of the mobilisations of Intelligarde International and the Metropolitan 

Toronto Police Service as an initial indication of the 'reality' of sirnilarities between both 

policing organisations. Of course, in the section to follow and throughout the chapters 

ensuing, ethnographic data will further support these opening observations. 

The data presented in Table 3.1 are derived frorn numerous sources. Al1 of the 

Metropolitan Toronto Police figures are taken from the 1995 Annual Report 

49 Shearing (1997) contends that the origins of the new community policing rhetorics may, in fact, be 
located within the growth of private security - challenging contemporary policing arnngements. For a 
comprehensive review of cornmunity based policing evaluations, see Rigakos(I997a). 



(klctropolitan Toronto Police Service 1 995a).j0 Intelligarde data is based upon 

occurrence reports files. alarm response frcquencies. barïiîing data. personnel tiles and 

interviews with management. I t  can hardly be ignorrd that the public police and th- 

parapolice do not enpage in identical mobilisations. First. the parapolice cînnot issue 

moving trafic violations or any provincial offences tickets. Second. they do not engage 

in homicide investigations and other major crime analysis. But. of course, nrosr policr 

officers also do ,lot engage in either of these two functions. Most traftk and criminal 

investigations work has been hived off into specialised units. The overall data. however. 

should not 'isolate away ' these operational differences. An Intelligarde omcer is 

cxponentially more likely to make a 'dnig' arrest than a rnember of a rural Ontario police 

service, does this mean that cornparisons are unfair? Of course not. The data simply 

retlect an anticipated outcorne based upon. in this case, the environment beinç policed. 

The data are artefacts of different police mobilisations. This only serves to suppon the 

assertion that the parapolice engage in as much (or in this case more) crime control than 

many public police. In short. the data in its aggregate form is a more or less sound 

approximation of the daily routines of both policing services. 

The data presented in Table 3.1 concems three important policing elernents: ( 1  ) 

business or the rate of mobilisation; (2) the chance of being disciplined, fired, or having 

lrgal processes initiated against public or parapolice officers; and (3)  the likelihood of 

being injured in the line of duty. These categories. in various forrns of analysis, represent 

50 The 1996 Annual Report does not contain the same level statistical exposition provided in the previous 
year. 1 could not obtain the sarne tables presented in the 1995 Statistics Companion to the Annual Report 
from MTP Corporate Communications. In any case, a 7.2% &op in Crimrnal Cade offences from 1995 to 
1996 in Toronto means that 1995 statistics for MTP (Metropolitan Toronto Police Service 199628) may be 



the three ingredicnts central to the police occupational culture identitied by rnany police 

sociologists. Manning ( 1997) views the symbolic nature of danger and sacrifice as 

ccntral io the 'drrima' o f  doing police work. The police in isolltion (as unsung herccs) 

arc ty piticd in Manning's trentment of the police funrral. Others have looked directly rit 

ihr  'rcproducing' nature of police mobilisations (Ericson 1982) or have speci tically 

identified important components of police subculture: danger, authoriiy. and the need to 

look busy (Skolnick 1966). The available sources of information permit comparisons 

across the following operationalised items: ( 1 ) OMPR: the Oqanisational Mobilisarion 

and Processing Ratio: (2) PAUR: Proceedings Against Uniform Officers Ratio; and ( 3 )  

Dangerous Incident Rate per Uniforrn Officer. 

Each of the three items of cornparison needs carehl explanation brfore 

procerding with the findings. First. the OMPR is a mrasure of the amount of officia1 

papenvork tiled about or against citizens being policed. divided by the number of 

uniform officers in the organisation. In many ways, the OMPR reflecis how busy 

(officially) the average officer is in a calendar year. Of course, the OMPR must be 

collected differently for both organisations because of their variable modes of reponing. 

Throughout the process of calculation, however, the epistemic relationship between 

nominal ('being busy') and the operational definitions (OMPR) must be rnaintained 

(Palys 1992:403). The OMPR for the Toronto Police was calculated by adding al1 

Criminal Code charges (n=54,715) with drug charges (n=6,438) (Food and Drug Act. 

Narcotic Control Act), other federal statute charges (n= 1,162). Liquor Licence Acr 

charges (n=2,477), other provincial charges (n=9,823), and municipal by-law charges 

comparatively inflated in Table 3.1 - making the resultant similarities with InteIligarde even more 
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(n=2.429) in 19%. This sum (Z=77.044) was then divided by the number of uniform 

police officers (n=5,059). The OMPR for lntelligarde was a little more difficult to 

calculate. The iota1 number of occurrence reports filed (n r  ! ,703 ) was addcd to thc 

nurnber of total b.mnings ( ~ 2 . 6  17), but not before the occurrence total hod bren reduccd 

by 30.6%: 13.5% for the number of NPEs issued + 17.1 % for the number of outcornes 

indicating arrest and banning. This eliminates overlap with the bamings database and 

reduces the number of occurrences to 1.1 80. This new surn (X=3,797) of bannings and 

occurrences was then divided by the number of InteIligarde uniform staff (n= 1.1 1 ). 

The PAUR item is an indication of the average unifom officer's chances of 

having proceedings launched against h idhr r .  This operational tenn attempts to measurc 

the actual risk of intemal reprimand as an indicator of often noted 'sicge-rnentcility' 

subcultural police mores. Similady, this masure also alludes to use of force and pub1 ic 

hostility against the police. The PAUR for the Toronto Police was calculated by odding 

the number of cases where forma1 proceedings were launched ûgainst uni form officcrs 

through either the Chiers discretion which c m  include criminal charges (n=?), 

disciplinary charges (n=3), and third party counsel or caution (n=6) or proceedings 

launched by Cornplaints Bureau dispositions resulting in some resolution other than 

withdrawal (n= 106). This sum (X=115) was divided by the number of uniform officçrs 

(n=5,059) and rnultiplied by 100 to reflect rach police officers percentage chance of ever 

suffering reprimand, caution, or even criminal charges. Such structured forrns of 

accountability are not in place for security guards in Ontario. There are, however, a 

number of other specialised and non-specialised forrns of accountability. The OPP 

remarkable. 



Rrgistrar is an obvious body ofoversight but actions are typically taken against f i r m s  and 

not individual security ot'frcers. On the othcr hmd, security cornpanies do not have 

immunity from litiyation. both criminal and civil. This dten results in civil suits against 

firms or the laying of 'private informations' against individual xcur i iy  guards. As Iÿr as 

the parapolice of Intelligarde are concemed. this is an al1 too frequent occurrence. i l s  an 

indication of P.4UR for Intelligarde, therefore, 1 added the number of criminal legal 

against the firrn in the last fifieen years (n=jj)  dividrd by 15 to arrive rit a 

yearly average indicator of official sanctions beginning in the public courts. This number 

was added with the nurnber of intemally initiated disrnissals in the last year (n=6)" and 

thrn rounded off and divided by the number of uni fonn staff (n= 14 1 ) mu1 tiplied by 1 00. 

Risk and policing are believed to go hand in hand in the 'police myth' (Manning 

1997:45) of  immanent danger. The DIRU measure seeks to quantify an officer's 

percentage chance of being assaulted. attac ked andor inj ured per response. For the 

Metropolitan Toronto Police this was calculated by dividing the nurnber of offences 

against police officers (n= 1,083) by the number of dispatched calls (n=7 15.768) - this 

quotient was multiplied by 100. Ascertaining the DIRU for Intelligarde required some 

creativity since the nurnber of injuries to officers is not systematicaily recorded. The 

percentage of injuries to security officers gleaned from a systematic random sarnple of 

occurrence reports (2.4%) was multiplied by the total number of occurrence files 

(n=1,703). This was added to the nurnber of assaults against security officers listed in the 

bannings database (n=12) and divided by the total number of dispatched calls (n=2,618 

" AH of which began with private informations. 
'' The rationale for these dismissals incIuded unauthorised use of cornputer equipment, sleeping on the job, 
and warning other officers that a supervisor was in the area 



a1a1-m~~~ + 1,703 occurrences i 2,6 17 bannings = 6,948). The sum ot'assaulis ayriinst 

officers ( T = Z  j was then divided by the total number of dispatched calls and rnultiplied 

by 100. The number derived from these calcula!ims estimates the pcrcentage chance an 

ofticer will bc rittackcd or assaulted when responding to a cal l ,  whsthrr dispatched from 

hradquarters or addressing an occurrence that arises while on patrol. 

Table 3. I : Public versus Private Police Organisational Mobilisation 
Characteristics 

COMPARATIVE 
CALCULATION 

Organisational Mobilisation and 
Processing Ratio (OMPR) 

MTP t 

Proceedings Against Uni f o m  
Officers Ratio (PAUR) 

I 

tBÿscd on Yctropolitan Toronto Policc Servicc Annual Kcpon ( 1995) statistiçs. I 

$Briscd on occurrcncl: report files, ;rlm rcsponse licquenciss, bmning datribase. 
and personnel files. 

lNTELLI- 
GARDE $ 

1 5.23 

The final calcu1ations presented in Table 3.1 yicld some surprising conclusions. 

26.93 

2.27 

.748 
I 

First, the OMPR score for Intelligarde is much higher than that of the Toronto Police. 

6.86 

Dangerous Incident Rate per 
Uni form Officer (DI RU) 

This seems to suggest that Intelligarde officers are more active in processing individuals 

- 1 5 1  

and filing information about those contacts. There are a number of caveats, however that 

should be added to this finding. Police officers may spend a greater amount o f  time in 

the actual act of filing paperwork. Ericson (1997) reports that large arnounts of shiftwork 

" This is an estimate based upon the 4,560 a l m  responses in the a l m  database. 'System crashes' 
resulted in five months of missing or partial information so that only 2 1 months of data were deemed 
reliable. At 7.2 dispatches per night, interpolations suggest Intelligarde dispatches approxirnately 2,628 
a l m  responses pet year. According to one communications officer, however, th figure rnay be a 
conservative calculation. The respondent noted: "on a Monday we may have five but on a Saturday we 



are spent by officers completing mountains of rcdundant papenvork on behalf of a 

nurnber of outside apncies. This may actually help explain why many less serious 

charges are not processed - the police choose to hmdlr them informally. The relatively 

simple rcponing formats of the parapolicc may not require such an invcstment in time. 

Nonetheless, the opportnnity to be busy m u t  br exponentially highrr for the public 

police since the calculations prcsented in Table 3.1 also include traffic violations, and the 

enforcernent of various provincial statutes not within the realm of the parapolice. To 

extend the argument even furthrr. some percentage of official bfetro Police charges mus< 

reflect cases brought to their attention by arrests made by Intelligarde. Al1 these factors 

notwithstanding, the high OMPR figure for InteIligarde International is demonstrative of 

that organisations' impressive social control function. 

1 nterestingly, the public police and Intelligarde omcen are equally likely to h w c  

to defend thrmselves from forma1 legal proceedings launched by outsiders in answer to 

their conduct while on the job. When one adds informal and interna1 dismissals carricd 

out by Intelligarde management, however. the parapolice are three times more likely to 

suffer from proceedings being launched against them. This lends credence to the notion 

that as parapolicing organisations take on more and more responsibility for raiding crack 

houses, arresting dmg sellers and users, and clearing neighbourhoods, they will encounter 

the same civic resistance as the public police. In rnany ways, criticisms of 'gestapo 

tactics,' racism, and beating down the poor have actually helped lepitimise Intelligarde as 

a bona fide police agency, with al1 the troubles and resistance that role rntails. 

may have up to twenty." The other problem with such an estimate is  that Intelligarde alarrn response 
business has reportedly grown in the last year. 



Wiihout doubt, the most striking finding in cornparing Intelligarde to the public 

police is the g r o s  difference in the DIRU. Intçlligarde ol'ficers are tivc timcs more likcly 

to bi. ntinckcd in ihc course of thrir duties than a Metropditan Toronto Police ofricer. 

This has important reprrcussions for understanding the role of policing - espccially the 

comparative 'airs of authority' these two organisations cary.  A lack of legal standing 

may irnpinge on private security O fficers' ûbil ity to cope with non-cornpliant detainees 

and angry observers. Perhaps most importantly, this last tinding meshes perfectly with 

the perceptions of Intelligarde officers who are in constant fear of bcing outnumbered in a 

surprise assault: 

Afraid? Well. I guess if I had to Say, I'd Say the worst thing 1 worry about is beinç outnumbered, Have 
you talked to H? He'll tell you man, these fuckers can jump out o f  nowhere. I know ~hat I can handle one 
guy or maybe two. If I 'm in charge l can talk thern down. .. but sometimes, 1 guess, yeah, t h :  worst thing is 
being swarmed. (Static security officer - Male) 

I fear Irick of  back-up. That the guys won't get thcrc in tirne and l'II be dead. Y ou know, 1 often wondcr 
what would happen if one o f  us died, you know. The cops get this big funeral procession and stuff: 1 
wonder what R would give us? [Laughter] But 1 merin, it's not an unjustified fear - I wouldn't cal1 it kar ,  
i t ' s  more like caution - that you might get jumped. It depends on the security ot'ficer, ! have good re lritions 
with sverybody.. . but then you never know. (Mobile security officer - Male) 

Oh that's easy. Up in this area we've had problems. Not to long ago a guy got swarmed and sorne of thcm 
had weapons.. . so that's what everyone around here is worried about. There are five guys here today but 
what about next month when you'rc up here alone'? That's why you need a good dog. (Static site officer - 
Male) 

I t  is little wonder that 'getting back-up' is such a crucial occupational code for 

Intelligarde ot'ficers. The metal of most rookies is tested by their willingness to handlr 

situations without having to continuously cal1 for assistance - this also applies to their 

ability to bend rules and get to a scene quickly when requested. This contributes to what 

I will later analyse as a 'swann or be swarmed' occupational ethic. 

So, besides arguments about muddled oversight, sponsorship, operational logics, 

and actual tasks, there is now strong staiistical foundation to argue that the parapolice in 

function and in mobilisation, closely mirror the public police. In fact. there are grounds 



to argue that parapolicing is just as relevant to crime prevention as public poliçing - 

transcrnding previous perceptions of the srcurity sector as responsiblr solel y for loss 

prcvention. I n k d ,  the preceding analysis indicates that the job of being an inteIligarde 

ot'ficcr rneans that you are jus: as likely to suffer the consequences of legal proccedings 

launched against you as a police officer and rire five times as likely to be assaultrd in the 

course of duty. I n  philosophy and practice. lntelligarde International is a police force. 

Beyond even the statistics, however, there is no bettrr way than an actual 'trip through 

the sewer' to illustrate this point. 

A 'Trip through the Sewer' 

At around 1 :30 am on a Wcdnesdny night, 1 am driven to an lntelliparde site nrar 

the intersection of Dundas and Sherbourne in the downtown Toronto area. As we turn up 

the driveway leading to the front of the residential building, the mobile officer rsconing 

me points to a dark stocky figure emerging frorn the lobby and srniles "there he is." 

Afier being greeted at the door. we cornplete the obligatory introductions and the two co- 

workers begin to confer about Company gossip. 1 have by now grown accustomed to 

these discussions and decide not to take notes: who is up for what stage of which police 

recruiting process? What is the last major incident involving violence? And who has 

been assigned to what duty? 1 begin my patrol with P. the officer on duty at this site. and 

we make arrangements to meet up with C when he retums from another 'hit.' 

P: So what are you doing exactly? 

Me: I'm studying private policing. 

P : For what? 

Me: It's for my degree. I'm studying what you guys do and how everything operates. You know, how 
you do your jobs and such. 



P: And so.. . what do you think? 

Mt.: WcIl 1 don't know yet, otherwise I wouldn'i need to be hcre. right? 

P: OK, well let me show you around a bit. 

Wr are passiny hrough poorly lit  walkways outside the building, amongst 

yarbage bins and debris strewn across the pathways. P's flashlight points to another 

crack cari.'" I know how to recognise them by now. We talk brietly about double-spcnt 

matches," and the circus of ' welfare night:' 

P: 

Me: 

P: 

Me: 

P: 

Me: 

P: 

Me: 

P : 

You should corne back whsn they get their welfare cheques. This whole back area is covercd with 
people lying around as high as a kite. 

When is that? 

I think the end of the month is this Friday. You should corne on the weckend. (Sm ilcs) ,Man. if 
you want to see what W C  do corne back then. 

Where rire we çoinç now? 

I've gona check on things in this building.. . You see those houses over there. We take c m  of al1 
of them. You know, they now I'm corninç but 1 don't bust thern in exchançe for information 
sometimes. 

What kind of information? 

Anything. Who's coming, who's going, what they're selling. 

Shouldn't the cops be doing that? 

They've got no tirne or they don't care. I know everybody hcre, ruid if I don't know them I ask 
questions. I get to know everybody. There isn't a cop in this city who knows more about who's 
dealing down here than I do. It's not bngging or anything, it's just the way it is. 

We continue walking through a back alley and into the brightness of  street liyhts. 

Only ten yards from the direction we came is another world inhabited by 'crack heads' 

and dealers and policed by InteIligarde. We continue to another building with extemal 

54 A used soda pop c m  is intentionally dented on the end opposite to the drinking hole so that the user can 
rest a crack rock on it for cooking. The indented area is punctured to allow the fumes to be sucked throuçh 
the can and out the spout for inhaling. 
j5 Double-spent matches rnean nvo matches tom fiom a match casing and bumt simultaneously. This is 
apparently the optimum heat n e c e s s q  to IiquiS, and rnake gaseous the methamphetamine 'rock' for 
inhaling. 



balconies and a paved courtyard. The building is not a hospitable place. It  is muçh ioo 

dark and littsr is scaiiered about the property. Graffiti is sprayed on most of the ~ ~ a l l s .  1 

know i would not kel cornfortable hcre alone. 

P: On my third night at this site I had a B and E. Right there (pointing) on the third tloor. 

Me: What happened? 

P: I saw him breaking in, 1 jumped into the hallway and pursued hirn. I called for back-up and three 
guys were coming. He came down here and they got him just outside the propcrty and down ihe 
alleyway. 

Me: How long did it  take them to get herc? 

P: Oh, seconds. Wc've çot about four guys in the areri at any given tirne, not to mention mobile and 
PAT,~'  they like to hang around here too. 

As we pass by a tattered and unlit 'neighbourhood watch' sign 1 begin to chucklc. i 

cannot believe anything resernbling a 'neighbourhood' or cornrnunity could be said to 

exist here. 1 consult rny mragre mental library on faiied police attempts to construct 

artificial nrighbourhoods and the 'lip service' given to comrnunity rhetorics. 1 shake my 

head and continue chortling as the sign vanishes in the darkness behind us. 

P: 

,Me: 

P: 

Me: 

P: 

Me: 

P: 

What are you laughinç at? Are you Iaughing at the sign? 

Yeah, actually. 1s there actually anything like a cornmunity here? Do people really c m ?  

You know something? When 1 found that çuy breaking in, I found him becriuse al1 these people 
ivere hanging off their balconies pointing at the guy. They were screaming. And when 1 lost hirn. 
they pointed him out again so that 1 could tell back-up where he was going. 

You're kidding me. 

Nope. 

But you said these people are al1 drugged up. You made it sound Iike that's al1 they do. 

1 meant it. I wouldn't go ten feet near some of these people if I didn't have to. I swerir to you they 
cari-'t even get up enough energy to walk their fucking dogs. You knock on their door and a wave 
of this smell of dog shit hits you. Most of them are doped up, alcoholics, or just MI." They won't 
even open the fucking door. Animal control cornes down here to take the dog and they can't set 

'' Parking Authority of Toronto car. An InteIligarde security vehicle exclusively devoted to patrolling 
Toronto's public parking lots. It is equipped with an on-board camera. 
57 Mentally ill. 



in. But you can srnell the shit in the hallway. So then we have to take matters further through 
eviction.. . 

Ltc: So they helpcd you çet the guy? 

P: I didn't belizve it  myself. But here are al1 these losers. g u y  we've busted beforc scrramin~ 
dircctions at me. It's almost as if you Gan do al1 the dope ~ O U  want, and seII al1 the dope y u  \vant 
but just don't rip anybody on. .. (Laughter). 

By now we have ki t  the building and are crossing back towards the site 1 was 

originally dropped off at. P stops at another rooming house dong the way. He asks a 

tenant an assortment of questions through a door he only barely opens. The tired older 

white man looks intoxicated. There is ari odour. 

Me: Well,what? 

P: Didn't you fucking srnell that!? 

Me: Oh, yeah it smelled likc a toilet. 

P: You mean shit. Are you not supposed to say that on tape? I just wanted to rnake sure you didn't 
think 1 was puiling your chah. 

Me: How do you work in conditions like these? 

P: Actually. this isn't so bad. This is a tolerable risk factor but there's action. You can make this 
place as busy or as slow as you want. There's always going to be somebody doinç somethinç. If 
you don't do anything about it, no one's going to get hurt. Up at Kipling and Steeles it's different. 
If they sriy they're going to shoot you they probably will. You have to take that sort of thing 
seriously. ,4t lext  once per rotation we're threatened. You sottri make sure everybody knows 
about the threat and who made it. 

Much like the public police, therefore, Intelligarde officers are able to 'make crime' in an 

environment of 'dependent uncertainty and boredorn' (Ericson 1982:6 1-72). They sit on 

a veritable goldmine of potential arrests that c m  be harvested on a whim - to 'look busy.' 

to 'pump the stats' or to alleviate boredorn and create excitzment. This dynamic will 

obviously Vary from site to site. Young gang members in western North York may be 

less willing to tolerate arbitrary arrests than older dmg-dependent tenants in downtown 

Toronto. 



P decides to detour through one of the building's hallways. I notice a number of 

deisteriX strips on the walls and door jambs and ask hirn why h e  is not striking them. He 

has dready completed his patrol. This walk-about is purely for my bcnrtit. A s  wc pnss 

tkrough the second floor hallwiy. P stops outside one of the doorways. 

P: Do you hear that? 

Me: Yeah, what are you going to do? 

He does not answer but knocks repeatedly on the door. The music remains on and thc 

volume constant. P makes a tist and bangs on the door. "sccurity!" Finally. a lean, tall. 

young. shirtless black man answen the door. His eyes are glassy and bloodshot and hc is 

angered by our presence. He looks either dru& or high. 

Man: Too loud? (Murnbling) 

P: Yeah, it's way past i I :00. can you turn it down a bit? 

Man: I respect what you gotta do. 1 do. 

P: If you can just tum it down. 

The man gors back into his room and turns down the music. We walk away. but P stops 

us only a few paces later. "Wait a second," he says. It sounds as if the man has now 

tumed the volume back up again and P shakes his head in disappointment. He asks me to 

confirm that the music volume did go back up again. 1 tell him that 1 think it did and 1 

quickly regret my honesty as P marches back toward the door. I cringe as P begins 

h o c  king again. 

Man: Stili too loud? I need to unwind man. It's been a long day. 

P: Yeah, but there are other people üying to sleep. 

Man: Want me to turn it dcwn? 

58 An electronic patrol checkpoint. More on this in chapter 4. 
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The man stands at the doorway and sucks his teeth. He sways from side to side in 

an intimidath; manner, dropping one shoulder and then the nest ris he moves toward P. 

1-Ir. is ncjt going ro go back into his room. He walks out into the hallway and toward mc. 

1 k a r  he has mistaken me for a security agent. 

Man: You want me to turn i t  down? 

M e :  (Looking over at P )  Yes. please. 

Man: Wait right here. 

As the young man goes back into his apartmenr. 1 begin imagining every possible ensuing 

horror. I ser my own demise. 1 envision him spinning out of the doonvay with a machine 

gun. or an axe. or a knife, or a bat. 1 have watched far too rnany television crime dramas. 

M y  hean is pounding until 1 finally hecir the music go down. 

P: Tnank-you. 

Me: Yrs, thank-you very much sir. 

,Man: 1 respect you. You got a job to do. (Shakes rny hand) 

As we walk toward the meeting place. 1 know 1 could never do this for a living. 

Just when I think my heart rate is back to normal, P stops outside a doonvay to an 

apartrnent with the hinges removed. There are signs of forced entry as the screws look as 

if they have been ripped from the frarne. The door is resting on the jarnb. P begins to 

b o c k  and a crackled female voice is heard in response. 

P: Hello? Are you alright? Miss? 

Wornan: Oooh. 

P: (To me) 1 know this woman, she's a prostitute. 

P: Are you O.K.? 

Woman: (Moaning). 

P: Can 1 corne in? Are you alright? 

Woman: Oh, just fuck of? I'm trying to get some fucking sleep. 
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P: What hrippened to the door rno'arn? 

Woman: I dunno. 

P: Do you know it's broken? 

Woman: Fuck off! 

P: (Under his breath) Fine, fuck you. (To me) l ' I I  fiIl out a report on the door. 

P makes notations in his booklet and we rnove across well-lit city strcets and back 

to the original site. In the lobby of the building we are mct by kt. ,4 check by radio 

confirms C is on his way. Sornc more gossip ensues. 1 am surpriscd that P reports none 

of our adventures to M while we are wai ting, but I soon realise that nothing has actuail y 

happened. I begin to appreciate the routine terror that policing alone, without a dog. and 

without a gun might bring in this environment. and how important meetings with fellow 

srcurity officers become. But these are my interpretations and I want to test them with P, 

M and C. 1 want to ask them how they feel about each other. the kar involved in their 

work. and their reliance they have on one another. 1 look Fonuard to intrrviewing them 

independently in the next few weeks. C arrives. 

C: 

M: 

Me: 

P : 

M: 

Me: 

C: 

M: 

C: 

P : 

Let's do it. 

Are you ready for a trip through the sewer? 

What do you mean. 

It's the underground parking area. We've got squatters. When was..:? 

It's about one week ago. We had people living down there. In the back entnnce, actually. They 
live in the abandoned cars on the very bottorn level. 

Are they still there? 

Are they? 

No. 1 don't think so.. . Did you hear what happened? 

With the rocks? 

Tell George. 



M: They threw rocks at us. 

Me: Rocks? 

1 :  Ycah. the? brought rocks with them and started throwing at the do.  (Laughter) 

As we descend îoward the lowrr levels it gets more difficult to breathe. The air is 

stagnant and filled with dust. There is dust everywhere. It cakes the concrete stairwells, 

the handrails, and tums everything to grey. It is also very dark. Al1 of the light bulbs 

have been broken and there is nothing but a couple of flashlights to lead our way. M 

kicks open a sheet rnetal door and rumrnages through storage lockers. He finds some 

blankets and a bumt mattress. The security officers are al1 familiar with the mattress. 

We enter the parking level. It is so dark I cannot see my own hand in front of my face. 

As the flashlights are tumed toward abandoned cars, eerie shadows are cast, providing 

the illusion of movement. The cars are missing tires, have broken windows, missing 

doors and buried in close to a quarter-inch of grey dust. 

Me: I can't believe this is Toronto. 

M: Pretty bbd, huh? 

1 am reflexive at this point about what we are doing. My sociological training 

tells me 1 am excited and apprehensive because I have vilified the squaaers based upon 

stories and unilattering narratives.59 We eventually find an abandoned car with the dust 

wiped From the rear window. It is in the very far corner of the parking level, in cornplete 

darkness. M approaches the car and shines his flashlight into the passenger-side window. 

There is broken g l a s  at his feet and garbage about the car. The security officers believe 



someone was recently using it as a home. M finds something. I t  is a pair of boots and a 

paper bag wiih n few tins of preserved food. 

hfe: What cire you gaing to du now? (With mcch apprehension) 

M: Nothing. I 'm not going to take the guy's food if that's what you're worried about. If 1 set: him 
here, l ' I I  remove him. Biit 1 don't need any  SPAM, do you? 

This chapter introduced the parapolice hnction as a crime control mode1 and 

problernatized popular assurnptions about the role of the public and private police. By 

reviewing the multiple and overlapping characteristics of the public and private police. a 

clearer appreciation for the modem organisation of commodified policing in risk markets 

emerges. In addition, an examination of sccurity officers' powers of arrest and the role of 

1 ntell igarde in exacting private j ustice. lùrther reveals the organisation's law en forcement 

focus. A statistical cornparison of the mobilisations of the Metro Toronto Police and 

Intelligarde International, as well as an ethnographie account of parapolicing, elicits 

findings that provide evidence of the commodified nature of law enforcement and the 

interchangeable logics of the public and private police. In the following chapter, 1 

examine the recruitment, employment, and training practices of The Law Enforcement 

Company as a precursor to a discussion of the politics of private crime control in risk 

markets. 

59 This may be what police offken do when they commiserate with their colleagues and reconstmct 
ungrateful battered women into 'symbolic complainants' (Rigakos 1995). My position (or 'indexicality') 
governs my perceptions and I wonder how terrified 1 would be if 1 was a sleeping homeless man and a 
group of uniformed men broke through the darkness, silhouetted only by their scanning flashlights. I 
remember that "objects exist only in relation to the interpretative meaning they have for the people who 
behold hem" (Pfohi 1985294, refemng to the work of ethnomethodologists). 



Chapter Four: lnside a Law Enforcemenf Co. 

Intelligarde's advertising circular begins with a prosaic declaration of our times: 

"Demand for policing is up. Police resources are down." At the very outset, The Law 

Enforcement Company positions itself as an answer to citizen feus and shrinking state 

secun ty budgets: 

Every day our news media is full of reports of break-ins, vehicle theft, vandalism, fraud - the list goes on. 
More recently, crimes like carjackings and home invasions are becoming common place. Disorderly 
conduct and the drug culture threatens most neighbourhoods, in cities and towns alike. 

At the sarne time, budgets for police services are being drastically reduced. Responsibility for protection is 
being downloaded onto municipaiities. n ie  number of police officers available to answer calls for help is 
being cut. 

Result? An increasingly concerned and hstrated public is turning to private cornpanies for the sectlrity 
services they so desperately need. Municipalities, business and properry owners, institutions, corporations, 
and individuals are looking for reliable, affordable policing that can be tailored to suit their special 
requirements. 

This is where Intelligarde cornes in. (Intelligarde nd) 

Founded in 1982, the firm has steadily grown from an initial fleet of four cars and 

a dozen secuity officers to 20 cars and 150 staff. Intelligarde sells itself as an alternative 

to complete reliance on the public police. The circular promotes Intelligarde security 

personnel as top calibre, well trained, and highly skilled. Intelligarde considers its market 

advantage to be staff 'empowerment' - in this context meaning that "their up-to-date 

knowledge of the law and their high standard of training.. . Lprepares them to] take charge 

of the moçt challenging situations.. . and rnake arrests when necessary." 

If we are to understand this competitive 'advantage,' therefore, we must assess the 

product being sold (the security officer) and the production process itself (training). For 



al1 intents and purposes, this chapter will reveal the procedures and techniques for 

recruitment. ?re-employment testing, training, and initial deployinent iitilised by 

Intcl ligarde. More importantly, however. i t will demonstrate how t hese teinplates are 

borne out in practice and how they are received by new employees. 1 offer obscrvational 

data from the actual training sessions - 1 went through the process of selec tion and 

indoctrination as an ob~erver -~ar t i c i~an t .~~  Although I did not engage in al1 of the 

training exercises, 1 managed to record instruction sessions throughout testing and 

training. Later in this chapter 1 take up the politically heated issues of race, class, and 

gender in the doing of parapolicing. 

Recruitment 

Prospective lntelligarde employees are drawn to the Company by rnyriad means. 

One of the most common recruitment technique is actually the least expensive. Often, 

interested applicants learn about Intelligarde by simply spotting company vehicles about 

the city. This indicates that the mere aesthetic of an Intelligarde officer or vehicle is an 

attraction to particular applicants. 

We get quite a few that way. They see the car. They like the car. T'hey're like roving advertisements for 
people interested in law enforcement. (Intelligarde manager) 

Uhm, 1 saw a car drive by once and 1 called the number. i was already working with another security 
company and 1 wanted to get involved with a company hat wasn't mickey mouse. So 1 checked them out 
and liked what 1 saw and here f am. (Mobile security officer - Male) 

Another recruitrnent tool is 'word of mouth' or persona! contacts with current 

Intelligarde security officers. One mobile security officer reported that he was 

60 I was introduced to the incoming class by the trainer on the fust day. It was easy to ask questions of the 
recruits because they were the ones who actually initiated contact - asking me about my purpose and 
perceptions of the Company. They were as eager to know about Intell igarde as 1 was to know about them. 



responsible for recruiting five friends away from other security companies. Movement 

between security tïrms is quite common in the industry. Erickson (199324, see Table 7) 

reports thlit 5 1% of licensed security guards in T~ronto have worked for at l e s t  two 

companies within the last five years of their careers. In the case of Intelligarde, 60% of 

al1 uniform staff (for whom such information existed in the personnel files, n= 1 12) '' had 

been previously employed in the security industry before coming to the company: 

1 heard about InteIligarde from a friend. He told me about the company and 1 thought l'd check i t  out. 
(Mobile security officer - Fernale) 

Me and my buddies came over from intertech. We ail decided to give it a try. This is nothing like any 
other security company and I've worked for four different companies. (Static site otTicer - Male) 

The most cornmon way to attract applicants is by placing an advertisement in the 

local papers. In Intelligarde's latest effort to fil1 employee shortages, this has been the 

option of choice. 

1 don? know why but the calibre and rven the quantity of rivailable labour in the Toronto rirea in shrinking. 
I've been trying to get us to expand Our search outside the GTA. ( Intelligarde manager) 

I carne here through an ad in the paper. 1 needed a job.. . Actually, rny background is in the military. (Static 
site officer - Male) 

There have also been more creative measures employed. Some senior Intelligarde 

security officers responsible for staffing visit community colleges that offer programs in 

law and security or law enforcement to cultivate interest. The differences in quality 

between programs, however, is said to be significant, and Intelligarde staff have been 

more selective about the colleges they are willing to visit. 

Erickson (1993:27, Table 9) finds that 80% of security guards in the Toronto area 

have been-recruited through either newspaper advertisements or personal contacts. 

h4y presence may have fùrther legitimised Intelligarde's parapolicing program in the eyes of the recruits. It 
is not often that security companies are studied by a university researchers. 



Similarly. the majority of officers 1 interviewed (n=40) have rnigrated to Intelligarde by 

hearing about the cornpany's reputation. Often, this is facilitated by friends who have 

moved to the tirm or by media coverage of Intelligarde's operations. During the writing 

of this dissertation, a national CBC special on private policing which focused on 

lntclligarde resulted in a spun of new applicants. Intelligarde's most recent applicants. 

however, are being culled from a shrinking labour market - newspaper advertisernenis 

are becoming crucial to recruiting. 

Preemployment Testîng 

Any person interested in becoming a security officer at Intelligarde International 

rnust fil1 out an application. If the paperwork looks attractive to human resources. the 

applicant is called in for an interview. Often, the interviews take place at the time of 

application. Soon thereafter, the applicant is tasked to a training officer. signs a waiver 

and embarks on a mandatory ride-along before proceeding with the hiring process. The 

purpose of the ride-along is two-fold. First, it allows the training officer to assess the 

applicant in an actual job setting. Second, it allows applicants an opportunity to witness, 

first hand, the job environment they will be thrust into. This stage is where most 

applicants decide not to continue with the process. The training officer always inforrns 

prospective employees that they will be retumed to headquarters at any time if they feel 

this is not a job they wish to pursue. 

1 accompanied one prospective Intelligarde employee on such a ride-along. The 

training officer begins the session by verifying that the waiver has been signed and that 

61 The number of cases in the personnel files for which information about previous employment is 
avaitable. 



the applicant is aware of the evening's purpose. He tells the interested applicant that 

while he will be evaluating her. she is alsci to decide whether she wants to continue with 

the training and hiring prbiess herself. It would appear that the major task of the training 

officer is to expose applicants to the gritty components of parapolicing, and to dissuade 

them if they are skittish about doing such work. 

An additional component of the ride-dong is to mess  the applicant's ability to 

write reports, hit deisten, and take notes. The ability to produce information is crucial to 

security work. The applicant is told that her ability to write quickly and take notes will 

be assessed. The notes themselves must be recorded in a specific format identical to 

police note-taking procedure. There is also a great emphasis on a narrative reporting 

style. This differs significantly from much of the report writing done by public police 

officers who are typically asked to fi11 out forms replete with check-boxes. These mobile 

inspection reports are lefi on site for the landowner's perusal. No matter how efficient a 

security officer's ability to patrol, handle crises, and make arrests, this will be al1 for not 

if her actions cannot be justified in a courtroorn or successfully sold on the market. 

Representation, therefore, is of paramount importance to parapolicing. Applicants are 

thus evaluated on their ability to generate a product that will be satisfactory to the client. 

You've got to make nothing into sornething. Even though nothing happens on your patrol when you hit  a 
site, you have to fi l1 up the page. Writing 'nothing to report' is unacceptable. Something did happen. You 
must have seen something irregular. If not, then write where you went and what you did. (Mobile security 
officer - Male) 

Training 

As 1 enter the briefing room at Intelligarde headquarters, 1 notice five young white 

men and one woman already seated. Most of the men have shortly cropped hair. They 

are evenly spaced throughout the room but no one sits at the front table. I catch a few of 



them looking at me curiously as 1 take up a chair off to the side. 1 detect considerable 

tension. There is complete silence as they await their instnictor. Through an office 

adjacent to the briefing room, one cm see at least three hopefuls filling out applications. 

The applicants look in at the trainees as they continue about their business of cornpleting 

the paperwork handed to them by a communications officer. 1 take out my tape-recorder 

and place it on a filing cabinet beside me. No one is talking. My note-taking is putting 

everyone on edge. 1 surmise that they must think I am evaluating them. so 1 stop wri ting. 

Finally, two of the young men in the back row begin to chatter about the cxpected length 

of the course today. By now it is past nine a.m. and we are becoming restless. 

An Intelligarde manager arrives by car. A few of the applicants look over. The 

briefing room is walled by large windows facing the lot and car bays so that the comings 

and goings of staff can easily be rnonitored by the recniits. 1 suppose they are wondering 

who their instnictor will be. A strong, stocky figure marches into the room. He is 

wearing a black Intelligarde uniform with utility belt, handcuff pouch, holster and 9 mm. 

handgun. He is anirnated when he speaks: 

D: 

Me: 

D: 

D: 

Me: 

D: 

So, 1 guess you got approved (Smiies and shakes my hand). 

Y ep. 

You should have gone out and got drunk! 

The rest of the group eyes me suspiciously. 

1 was talking to a nice old lady the oiher day and she was complementing us on our appearance. 
She asked "is that a real bullet proof vest?" 1 said "yes ma'arn it is." And then she says, "it 
doesn't stick out like it does for the police." (He laughs) 

(1 srnite while taking these notes) 

We drink but we don? get fat. 

The recx-uits are smiling in the background. 1 know that D is using me as a foi1 while 

cleverly indoctrinating the group on the differrnces between the police and Intelligarde: 

1 O7 



they are old and fat, we are young and vital. I do not like being used but D has 

immediately set the tone. He continues: 

D: i don't know what kind of a group we've got here, they laugh like girls. (Sniilingj 

l e :  ( 1  smile) 

D: We've got to look tough but we're nice guys. 

Another recniit has joined us. There are now six men and one woman. Soon the 

four men in the back row begin to talk about their previous employment. They discuss 

security work at a Montreal casino, working for the govemment, and finally the 

possibility of doing armed escorts at Maple Leaf Gardens. One of the recruits hopes he 

will see some hockey games while at Intelligarde. D begins the session and everyone is 

given a training package. They will continue to be tested throughout the course. The 

candidates are expected to cornplete reports while the training session continues. They 

will hand them back at the end of the day for evaluation. 

D asks the candidates how they came to the company. Three of them answer that 

thcy responded to a newspaper advertisernent. One says he saw the cars and decided to 

apply. Another cites 'word of mouth' and another says he has a friend at Intelligarde. D 

takes advantage of this to fil1 in the candidates about the differences between Intelligarde 

and the rest of the policing market. 

D: We're not just another security Company. No other security Company compares to Intelligarde. 
We're not police either and we're not trying to be the police. We are a private law enforcement 
Company. We are ourselves. 

D: The cops don't know what community policing is. They will either arrest or not. At InteIligarde 
we build a history and a case. We know our environment. We interact with the people daily. 
Whén a suspect vehicle - a dnig car - is around you may be better off doing intelligence. Who is 
the tenant being visited? Do [ know him? Why don? 1 know him? 

By now the recruits are taking notes and listening intently. This is what many of 

them came here to do - real law enforcement, real police work. Immediately, they have 



been equipped with the organisational rhetorics necessary to argue against Intelligarde's 

detractors. More specitically, they are quickly being told they c m  do much more than 

the public police in maintaining social order. 

D: An InteIligarde officcr can do much more thrin a cop in stopping a noise cornplaint. They have to 
rcIy on by-laws that are not very strict. You can blast your stereo until 1 1 o'clock in Toronto. 
That's just not acceptable. If sornebody calls the police for a noise cornplaint in this city guess 
what happens? Nothing. They don't show up. And if they do show up they'll take an hour. And 
when they do show up, they'll ask the tenant to turn it down and when the cops leave it will go 
right back up again. They have to rely on by-laws. We rely on contract law. They c m  losc their 
apartment much quicker if we're called. So, you visit the cornplainant and make sure he knows 
you're on his side. You empower him. Then you take care of the probiem. And you go back 
again and again while on patrol. 

Talk of private powers captivates the candidates. Many of them are in disbelief about the 

tremendous powers they can exert on private property. They are told "as long as you can 

justiS> it. make the arrest." When D begins his discussion of the Trespass ro Propery Act 

we al1 begin to see the extraordinary powers of arrest at the security officer's disposal 

(see chapter 3). Under section 2(l)(a)(ii) anybody may be arrested for any prohibited 

activity . D lists al1 of the possibilities under federal, provincial and municipal laws. 

D: We take the Trespars fo Properfy Act as seriously as the police take the Criminal Code. The 
Trespass ro Properry Acr is your best friend, treat it with respect. 

This part of the training elicits numerous questions and 'what if scenarios. D handles 

them patiently at first and then hdts discussion later. There is much more material to 

cover. 

D outlines the process of arrest and the legal requirements on the security officer. 

The candidates are told how to escalate detention to arrest. One rnust always attempt not 

to arrest if possible because this places legal onuses on the oficer and the Company. 

Instead, the recniits are told to detain first, and if the suspect attempts to flee, stand in his 

way. In this manner, less serious offences can be escaiated into assault. He then moves 

on to discussing "politically correct" terms for report and note-taking. The recniits are to 



use words like 'restraints' instead of handcuffs, 'dark complexion' instead of negro. and 

the list goes on. The race-relations tutonal continues haphazardly: 

D: You have to be aware of cultural differences. Sometimes you see gubage in the hallways or you 
might see garbage piled up in a garbage room right next to the chute. And you asked yourself. 
"what's the manu wi:h these pcople, are they fucking pigs?" Well, oflen they don't know any 
bener. As silly ris it may seem, they've never Seen shown how the garbage chute works, So 
sornetimes you take have to take them by the hand and show them. It's the same with these Sri 
Lankan women. Their toilet is overfiowing ruid you realise it's because they're trying to flush 
tampons or diapers down the toilet. They've never seen a toitet before. 

D begins to discuss the uniforming requirements in response to a question from 

the candidates. Everyone wants to know when and where they will get their uniforms. 

The candidates are upset to hear that the company does not pay for the cost of uniforming 

but will help finance their purchases - especially bullet-proof vests. Eighty per cent of 

outfitting expenses can be recovered through the federal govemment. D notes that 

Intelligarde has ail the necessary papework for the application. 

D: l ' I I  givr you the address and number of a place where you can get your handcuffs - it's where 
many of the guys go. You have to have your own personally tailored vest and dependinç on how 
big you are, you're looking at around four hundred dollars. You will purchase a garrison and 
utility belt with six cheaters and a six cell mag-lite flashlight. When you buy your handcuff 
pouch, you must make sure it is one that fully encloses over the handcuffs. 

AHer hours of tutoring on report and notebook writing, time management and 

company policies, the candidates are al1 given radios to practise their phonetic alphabets, 

and radio codes. The briefing room comes alive with chirps and beeps as the students 

key their cellular radios. 1 take up a radio myself and soon realise that the buttons and 

digital window baffle me. Eventually, 1 begin to understand how the system works and 

am alarmed by the fact that there is no single communications Frequency. Instead, one 

must key the officer (or district) desired and speak on a private channel. The same 

process is used to call the dispatchers - which means that only one officer may speak to 

headquarters at a tirne. If an officer in distress needs to call for help, however, he may 

scroll to the 'group call' channel that ovemdes al1 other communications. We are told 



that this is an expensive option of last resort - costing Intelligarde hundreds of dollars 

every time it is used. The radio system is a source of much confusion for the recniits and 

much consternation by seasoned officers. As 1 am to find out in upcoming interviews, 

the latter group invariably ridicules the existing communications system (sre chapter 6). 

One of the last requirements of the day is a trip to the kennels. The candidates are 

eager to take a look at the dogs as InteIligarde's canine trainer (F) completes his speech. 

We al1 walk over to two small structures housing over twenty dogs. The barking is 

deafening as we press into the small walkways separating the cages. This trip is 

harrowing for me. The dogs are lunging at us through the wired frames of their stalls. 

Dog training is an essential cornponent of security provision at Intelligarde International. 

WC are told that a dog is offen worth five partners in subduing crowds and keeping a 

secunty officer safe. F is a grivied and experienced veteran of security work. He will 

be responsible for initial canine training and for subsequent continued education. The 

candidates ask nurnerous questions. Each security officer is trained with two dogs. A 

primary and back-up. And every security officer is responsible for the grooming and 

maintenance of the animal. 

The next day of training consists of self-defence and the tactical use of handcuffs. 

Everybody but the lone woman applicant is present. She would later resurface as 

communications officer. The trainees are eager to meet their instmctor as his reptation 

exceeds him. He is a Metropolitan Toronto Police training Sergeant (J), but today he is 

close to ai hour late. While we wait outside an inconspicuous garage, the discussion 

turns to previous ernployment. Everyone has stones to tell. Finally, the recniits ask me 

to cal1 Intelligarde to find out what is keeping J. Nobody else feels cornfortable enough 



to make the cal1 so I oblige. 1 retum with the news that he is on his way and that we are 

to wait for him. When J arrives he is wearing athletic Wear and carrying an assortment of 

pads. He apologises for his iatefiess but was apparently misinfonned about the date. He 

also had to drop his daughter off at school. 

We descend into a church basement. There are mats lining the floor and a 

Portuguese and a Canadian flag on the wall. J begins speaking and everyone strains to 

hear. There is some construction underway upstairs. A heavy Dutch or German accent 

augments his instructions: 

J: Self-defence training is always ongoing. You should be coming back to keep sharp and continue 
Iearning. You must be in shrtpe to be able to capture a suspect. There is always the possibility 
you could get hurt if you are not in shape. Your parmer relies on your assistance. I'm 60 and I 
still work out and look afier myself. It's up to you afier this initial Iaw en forcement self-defence. 

J has an enraptured audierici This is what most of the recruits have been waiting for - 

training on how to subdue a suspect, how to make a lawful arrest, how to be and act like a 

real police officer. J continues his introduction by emphasising that al1 actions must be 

justifiable in court. 

J:  In Iaw enforcernent we counter-punch. We do not strike first ... Always step back from your 
opponent. Distance equals safety. You shouid remain at a 45 degree angle to the person wtth 
your hands up. Especially the lead hand.. . Mobility and stability. 

By now everyone is beginning to undentand that al1 actions must be imagined as 

defensible in a courtroom before a judge or jury. We are to assume that every movement 

may be used against us at a later date. Thus, J equips us with the vocabulary of law 

en forcement: 

J: You have to speak the legal language of defence. Imagine yourself in a courtroom. We don't 
kick, we step forward. When he's down, we step forward to relax him.. . we never say '1 kicked 
him into submission' (Srniles). . . 



The recruits laugh. Some of the trainees are having difficulty mastering some of the take- 

downs demonstrated by J. He is patient and continues wiih his tutorial on justifiable 

behaviour. 

J: The bad guy can hit you anywhere he pleases but we have restrictions, so aim for the central body 
m a s .  No head shots because it makes for lousy pictures. Besides, people can take head shots, 
and the head is hard to hit. Do not strike for the kidneys, kneecaps, groin, throat, or neck area. 
Aim for the stomach. You try to wind hirn with no serious physical effects. 

J teaches the trainees how to rnake a fist and throw a punch. The fist two 

knuckles are to be used. The recruits begin to experiment with the various techniques. 

mixing and embellishing them. Their actions becorne more feverish when the punching 

pads are introduced. J begins to instruct them on the correct way to deliver a kick. %y 

now the trainees are working up a sweat and most of them are panting. There are melees 

undenvay in al1 parts of the rnakeshift gymnasium. Now J bnngs fonvard boxing gloves. 

1 surmise that hours of sparing must improve confidence. The recniits seem to be 

enjoying themselves. The trainees are then given instruction on how to search suspects: 

J: As a private citizen you cannot search for identification. You are empowered to look for weapons 
or tools that rnay aid in his escape. .. ask for consent. if you find something, play stupid until you 
receive consent. Now anything you find c m  be used in evidence. If you fmd h g s ,  leave them 
for the police.. . 

Eventually, l begins to instruct the students on proper handcuffing procedure: 

J: Grab for the elbow to control the bad guy. Do not force a reaction. Once he CO-operates, reward 
hirn with less pain.. . 

The class is told that while this basic handcuffing information is mandatory, subsequent 

handcuffing techniques at the advanced level are not. Al1 Intelligarde officers, however, 

are encouraged to enrol for the extra training. 

J: The law is your tool - like a rnechanic. If you know the law. you can bener do your job. If 1 don? 
have him under this section, 1'11 use another one. As a police oficer, 1'11 place a guy under arrest 
for littering so that 1 can get his name. 



Intelligarde's chief trainer has an arsenal of anecdotes with which to pepper his entranced 

audience. He cites cases where suspects were charged under obscure sections of the 

Environmental Protection .4cf for <haking cigarette ashes ont0 a public sidewalk in order 

to identify them and begin interrogations. In another case. suipects were arrested on 

suspicion of picking worms in the park after dark. 

When we break for lunch, J tells me that he feels the level of legal training the 

recmits are receiving is slipping. They have too many questions by the time they corne to 

him for physical training. He tells me that he has a special appreciation for both the 

public and private side of law enforcement as a police officer and a trainer of security 

officers. The class retires for lunch at a nearby delicatessen. It is here that we get to 

know Intelligarde's top instnictor. As a former Dutch Marine in Indonesia and an 

advisor in the French Foreign Legion, J has seen more bloodshed in his lifetime than 

anyone else 1 have met. His brother, a member of Hitler's Nazi youth, was allegedly 

executed by invading American soldiers. Later J would go on to become a prolific 

soldier. He notes that the Dutch Marines would reward their most effective killers with a 

tiee trip to the whorehouse - he was there regularly. 

When we retum to the gym, J revisits the Trespass to Property Act. The class is 

confused. I decide to retum to InteIligarde headquarten and wish the group well. Afier 

today, each of the trainees will undergo three nights of site exposure and hours OF canine 

instruction. Some might go directly to mobile patrol but they are to typically begin at 

static sites. This is because mobile patrol is ofien considered a prestige appointment by 

management and is usuaily reserved for proven security officers or exceptional neophyte 

applicants. 



'C herries' 

New lntelligarde officcrs can exert a great deal of stress on existing social 

nettvorks. Evcn the terni 'cherry' has a negative connotation which refers to the 

unblemished and inexperienced nature of ncw officers. 0: course, it dso retlects a 

masculinist perception of untested employees - that is, they are inherently virginal until 

they have proven themselves to the rest of their platoon. The rookie security ot'ficer 

presents a number of challenges to the rank-and-file membership because no one is sure 

of his or her character or readiness for duty. This is magnified if the security officer is 

assigned to mobile patrol: 

The worst thing they can do is when they put someone on mobile who doesn't know what they're doing. 
We rely on mobile for back-up. In some places there's no one around except the closest car. It's happened 
before where a car from across the city got to the scene first because the new officer did not know where 
the site was. Thrit's totally fucking unacceptable. (Static site offker - Male) 

There's no point putting someone in mobile who doesn't know where al1 the sites are. niey train them on 
that but sometimes they get transferred into a new district and then we're in trouble. Everybody has to 
keep on top of that and help out. (Mobile security officer - Male) 

But a fear of whether or not a new security officer will find his way to aid his colleagues 

only begins to descnbe the reservations seasoned guards have for cherries. 

A more common fear is that new security officers will be overzealous and 

sabotage years of relations with tenants at a given site: 

Up here in the West end things are rough. They can be pretty scary sometimes. We can't have some gung- 
ho guys trying to kick heads every night. If somebody's doing that my life gets harder. if 1 have to run to 
help out some new guy al1 the tirne, ['rn ninning into danger. (Static site officer - Male) 

When this guy comes around here and thinks he's going to rnake a narne for himself and I'rn supposed to 
cover his fucking ass, that pisses me off. We don't need people like that, and 1 do what 1 cm to get rid of 
them quickly. Because if 1 don't, it could be my life. Many times they see the uniform, they see that I'm 
alone and 1 could end up paying for his stupidity. (Static site officer - Male) 

Rookie security officers, therefore, may compromise a state of social order that has taken 

months or even years to manufacture. This makes veteran officers nervous until they are 

cornfortable their new partners understand the threshold of tolerance at a given location. 





reflect the security industry nom.  Only between 43% (Shearing, Famell and Stenning 

1980: 1 57) to 53% of security guards (Erickson i %3:3O) have undergone any training on 

the lcgal powers of arrest For secunty officers. Similady. only 58% (Erickson l993:M) 

of industry securiiy officers have t&sn instruction on proper note-taking techniques. 

At Intelligarde, self-defence training is a standard one-day course with extensive 

additional training thereafter. but only 38% (Erickson 1993: 18) of secunty officers in 

Toronto report ever having received any self-defence instruction. More importantly, only 

15% (Enckson 1993 :30) of those who have undergone defence training have received 

their schooling at their present employer. Either a few security companies are offering 

self-defence training in an industry with a nomadic employee base or many security 

officers eu01 in martial arts training in the own. Surprisingly, an increasing number of 

security employees are undertaking college education in law enforcement or security. 

Erickson (1 993: 18) reports that 42% of Toronto security guard respondents reported 

some related college training, while close to 70% of Intelligarde officers are currently 

enrolled or have completed law enforcement or criminal justice training. In fact, while 

the overall number of contract security guards with post-secondary diplomas has 

increased from 10% in 1980 (Shearing, Farnell and Stenning 1980: 140) to 47% in 1993 

(Erickson 1993: 16), 67% of Intelligarde staff have college or university diplomas or are 

near completion. Almost 10% of InteIligarde security officers have university training. 

The parapolice of Intelligarde are Young, white males, with some college training 

in law enforcement or security and just under two years of security expenence (see 

Figure 4.2). While Erickson (1993: 15) finds that 34% of security guards in the 



Table 4.1 : Composition of  Uniform lntelligarde Security Staff 

CHAMCTERISTICS 1 n "/. I 
I 

Male 130 1 92.7 

Female I I  7 . 8  

Education L I  
University 

(N= 132) 
L 

License 
(N= 14 1) 

L 

Military or 
Police Exp. 
(N= 123) 

Offences 

White 102 76.1 
Black 13 9.7 
Hispanic/Olive/Med. 9 6.7 
East lndian 9 6.7 
Asian I 1 .7 
High School 45 32.6 
College 80 58.0 
University 13 9.4 
Law En for. or Crim. 66 68.7 

1 

Other I 3 0 31.3 

1 

Within GTA 100 1 75.2 1 

L 

I L 1 

Based on employee personnel files (N=l4 1) .  GTA = Greater Toronto Are* 
P.I. = Privatc lnvestigator, $ based on ernployee self-report item on 
applicatioii for sccurity guard andlor P.I. liccnsing 

Toronto 49 36.8 
Scarborough t 6 12.0 
Mississauga 12 9 .O 
Etobicoke./ 6 4.5 
RexdalefWeston 
East York 6 4.5 
York 6 4.5 
North York 5 3.8 

Toronto security industiy are women, this is not reflected in InteIligarde's staff 

composition which is 92% male. This may be as a result of the dangerous nature of 



Intelligarde security work (see chapter 3), the macho culture this cultivates (chapter 6). or 

general recmiting practices. As reported in other studies, (Erickson 1 W 3 : Z  (8%); 

Sheariiig, Farnell and Stenning 1980: 150 (3%)) very few security officers have been 

previomly employed in public policing. This also holds true for Intelligarde officers (see 

Table 4.1 ). 

Figure 4.2: The Average lntelligarde Security Officer. 

L 

Sex 1 Male 

A!F 
Complexion 

The average age of an Intelligarde officer is 26.2 years, which is significantly 

lower than the industry nom. It is also lower than the local public police service's mean 

age for uniform oficers at 38.7 years (Metropolitan Toronto Police Service 1995b). 

Shearing, Farnell and Stenning (1980) found that 65% of security guards in Ontario were 

over the age of 30 in 1980, while Erickson (1993: 15) has more recently observed that 

security officers' mean age in Toronto is 37 years. There are further differences between 

lntelligarde officers and the rest of the security industry. While it appears that the 

percentage of Canadian-bom security officers employed by contract firms has dropped 

from 57% in 1980 (Shearing, Famell and Stenning 1980: Ml), to 44% in 1993 (Erickson 

119 

25 

White 

Service with lntelligarde 

Previous Security 
Experience 

16 months 

6 months 

t Population varies (n=96 to 14 1 ) dcpcnding upon missing data 
Bascd on cmployee personnel files (N= 14 1). 



1993 : 15). 77% of lntelligarde staff were bom in Canada - a percentage markedly higher 

than the rest of the industry. The second most frequent country of birth for Intelligarde 

staff was hmaica (4%). The repuiation and recruiting of Intelligarde International has 

produccd a well-educated, male, young, white, labour force specifically seeking the type 

of law enforcement activities the company is currently engaged in. In suppon of 

Intelligarde's promotional rhetorics, therefore, the company differs significantly from the 

industry standard. 

Race, Class, Gender 

The demand for security, fear, and the need to minimise risk are political 

processes that cannot be divorced from race, class, fanuid gender. Fundamental to the 

rhetorics of actuarialism is a barely hidden emotional impetus that is actually counter- 

intuitive io instrumental logics. This only fuels further calculation, collation and the 

purchase of security products. Risk markets are not cold, calculated, rational terrains - 

this is only their represeniational form. In this section, 1 intend to expose the more base 

(or 'classic') ingredients for the mobilisation of security. 

Intelligarde is used to allegations of racism levied by both tenants and the media 

against the company. The idea of private stormtroopers harassing young black men 

prompts images of 'Soweto-style' oppression (DiManno 1993a). The reality of 

prejudicial police and criminal justice practices on the basis of race is well established in 

the cnminological literature (e.g. DeKeseredy and MacLean 1990; Lynch and Patterson 

1990; Reiman 1995). In August of 1993, Intelligarde raised the ire of newspaper 

joumalists and prompted scathing commentaries about the company's activities at a 

harbour-front affordable housing complex: 



They've called otT the dogs in the Bathurst Quay Cityhome complex. But not the privately hired security 
guards who chase black kids through the neighbourhood, harass visitors walking their girlfriends back 
home. threaten rcsidents with cviction, and browbeat their way through the community making citizen's 
arrests. (Diklanno 1993a:A7) 

Jakc seethes with rt'sentment at the security guards. "Lat  rnonth, I was ridinç my bike from the park. I 
stopped for a minute on the Cityhome property. I hcse two guarrib jump me, throw me to ihe ground, slap 
handcuffs on me. I get away and I start to run. They chasc me, with their dogs, al1 the bay over to ihe Tip- 
Top building. So now they've got me comerrd and one of them says: 'Don't move nigger, we've got the 
cops with us.' Hey. 1 was glad to see the cops. They took me down to 14 Division. Got a ticket for 
trespassing and they let me go." (DiManno 1993bA7) 

Cleverly, the columnist questions the motivations of tenants who desire Intelligarde's 

presence, arguing that their fears are racially motivated: 

To be sure, many - probably most - community residents would agree with McLeod. They supported the 
security blitz, want the dogs back, and are anxious to get those loitering kids out of sight and out of mind. 
But when you ask these trembling tenants what, in fact, is so threatening, so objectionable, about the 
youths' behaviour, the answers are vague and unsatisfying. "l'vi: seen ihem drinking in the park," offers 
one woman. Golly. But their rcsentment, their fear, their silty linle acts of urban espionage, none of this 
has to do with the fact that these idiing teens are biack, does it? (DiManno 1993b:A7) 

Much like Spitzer's ruminations (1987) and my own second-guessing of 'risk society' 

literatures (Rigakos 1997b).  private security is adeptly observed as constituting not sorne 

calculated principle of governance, but rather the political microphysics of a 

neighbourhood. 

After this episode, Cityhome's acting director sent a letter of' reprirnand to 

Intrlligarde management requesting that the officers merely obsewe and report 

wrongdoings instead of rnaking arrests. Intelligarde was in need of positive public 

relations and hired black activist Dudley Laws to school the officers at the Cityhome 

property in question. When Laws was reported to be under the 'employ' of Intelligarde, 

the Toronto Star was forced to publish a correction: 

Black activist Dudley Laws has been invited to deliver a lecture on racial sensitivity, for a S 150 fee, to 
Intelligarde International Inc. security who work at the Bathurst Quay complex, but is not on the payroll of 
Intelligarde International Inc. as a story implied. (Toronio S m ,  August 23 1993:A3) 

Clearly, Mr. Laws wanted to distance himself fiom an organisation that was publicly 

perceived to be racist in its policing practices. 



There is very M e  doubt that residential buildings heavily populated by black 

tenants pose a particular policing problem for lntelligarde staff. Ofren, resident 

affiliations may extend into 'gang' mernberships or may more commonly reflect loosely 

organised coalitions of convenience in the face of a perceived racist threat." This tension 

ofien exists before Intelligarde's arriva1 but c m  also be exacerbated by the presence of 

overzealous security officers. As 1 patrolled the corndors and exterior of a Nonh York 

apartment building with three Intelligarde security officers. we passed by inflmrnatory 

graffiti: "Al1 niggen must die!" and "Security pigs can kiss my purple ass!" The latter 

message was sprayed on the building's rear extemal wall in foot-high lettering. 

In a more recent case, the company was again levelled by allegations of racism 

and beating up on the poor. On May 24", 1996 a black tenant of 200 Sherbourne Street, 

an Intelligarde secured property, was allegedly tackled, beaten and kicked by two of the 

company's security officers. The case was processed, as is often the case with 

Intelligarde, through a private information to a Justice of the Peace. Mr. C m  claimed 

that he had been beaten by the security officers - the incident was captured on videotape 

and eventually released to the television media. This was a public relations disaster for 

the company. nie judge assigned to the case eventually ruled that the incident was 

precipitated by Mr. Carr when he retumed to the lobby security cage with a coat hanger: 

The lobby is covered to a limited degree by a video carnera. Counsei agree and I concur that the video is 
not perfect, but it is helpful. It shows, and I find, an agitated Carr at the bars of the cage, which is in 

62 This is aiso m e  of non-residential spaces. In North York's notorious Jane-Finch Mail, security officers 
are leery of arresting black suspects in the open. The preferred tactic is to isolate them by asking to 'talk' 
in a more private setting. Here, an arrest cm ensue. Otherwise, the arresting ofker calls for assistance in 
advance of the arrest so that three or four security personnel witl dissuade public involvement. Of course, 
this can inadvertently result in a display of overwhehing force in the face of a rather insignificant offence 
such as shoplifting. 



keeping with the rvidence of  the guards. It also shows Huyton leaving the cage and Cam approaching him, 
in what 1 considsr an aggressive fashion. with a coathanger in hand. 6' 

Judpe Porter goes on to find that Huyton defends hirnself by taking Carr to the 

tloor. and when Carr resists, another security officer cornes to assist. The charges wcre 

dismissed, the Judge noting "there is no doubt that Carr suffered injuries, but 1 find that 

he was the author of his own rni~fortune."~" This case, however, is only demonstrative of 

a general antipathy toward Intelligarde by many members of the communities they 

protect. 

The Ontario Coalition Against Poveny (OCAP), for example, has mounted a 

carnpaign of protest againsr what they perceive as "Intelligarde's assault on the poor" 

(OCAP 1997 (May 8)). They have organised protest rallies and circulated pamphlets and 

posters in support of Roger Cam: 

The Carr case was a focal point for us but we know that once the heat is OR, lntelligarde will resume their 
heavy-handed extremes. Sooner or later thcre will be another situation. (John Clarke - Provincial 
Organiser, personal communication, March 12, 1998) 

OCAP's efforts against Intelligarde are the only such protests targeting a private 

Company. The Coalition's organisers concede that Intelligarde has no monopoly on 

violence against the poor but they engage in their jobs with such zeal that they stand 

alone in cornparison to both MTHA security or the Metro Police. OCAP cites repeated 

difficulties with Intelligarde's use of force. In one instance a man was visiting a friend at 

a nearby Cityhome property when he was arrested for trespassing by Intelligarde security 

officers and banned from al1 Cityhome properties. A problem arose when it was 

discovered that the trespasser was also a Cityhome resident of another building - in 

eflect, he was banned fiom entering his own apartrnent. 

63 R. v. Chraba and Huyton (1997) Ont. Unreported, p.3 



Have Intelligarde O fficen displayed racist attitudes? Have their mobilisations 

been racially motivated? To some extent. this has been the case. Indecd, InteIligarde's 

own management invited black activist Dudley Laws to lecture its officers and there have 

also been allrgations of racial slurs directed at black suspects. Despite my diligence in 

this regard, 1 could find no overt suggestions of racism in security officer attitudes. In 

action, however, 1 witnessed at least two incidents where Intelligarde security officers 

seemed overzealous and confrontational with black suspects. 

On one occasion, I was interviewing two secuity officers in an office at a Nonh 

York apartment building when a mobile security officer arrives to report that there were 

"a couple of black guys drinking in their car outside." The youngest security officer 

leaps to his feet and reaches for his radio. The four other security officers also begin 

collecting themseives for a confrontation. 1 immediately wonder why everyone is getting 
' 

so excited, especially considering that there had reportedly been recent incidents of 

physical battles between the security officers and black tenants. Why would we want to 

start something? The security oficers run out into hallway and through the lobby to the 

roadway key in front of the building, finding three young black men in a white sports car. 

It is afier 1 1 pm and it is raining: 

S/o H l :  

Driver: 

Pas #1:  

S/o #2: 

P a x  #2: 

Pass #1: 

Are you drinking? You can't have an open drink in the car. You're under arrest. 

Oh, man what's your problem? 

You're not police. You ain't no fucking police! 

Get out o f  the car! 

Fuck you man. You can't arrest us. 

What the fuck (Punching seat). You can't arrest us! 

" ibid., p.4 
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S!o 93: (To me) This is what I mean when I say some guys take i i  too far. You should stand up against 
the building because people will start throwing stuff down on us. Sornebody ihrcw a couch on one 
of our cars once. But they m ight throw bottles or knives. You should get out of  the way. 

Me: t lcrc? 

SI'o F(J: Yeah, good. 

After some grappling through the driver's side window, the young men drive off. 1 

question the security officers about why thry decided to attempt an arrest. One confides 

that they "looked dangerous." Another says that "the Iûw is the law." 1 asked why thry 

do not simply cal1 the police and there is no real answer. This is their turf and since the 

incident did not escalate into a serious one, police assistance was not necessary. The 

security officers are adamant that the youths were engaged in prohibited activity on 

private property and that they c m  therefore be arrested. 1 wonder whether the same 

tactics would have been used if the young men were white. 

The intersection of race and class (Schwartz and Milovanovic 1996) is a topic of 

some interest in criminology's theoretical discourse. While most would concede that 

there are surely overlaps between racism and poverty, others choose to privilege class 

ahead of, or as a function of, race (Reiman 1995). This debate need not concem us here. 

It suffices to assert that the two are often linked - especially as it affects Intelligarde's 

contacts with populations they are tasked with controlling. 

One lntelligarde officer relates how his actions ofien come into conflict with the 

homeless: 

C: 1'11 tell you about this one time I was at the Greyhound Bus Station. Well, we took over the 
contract fiom another security Company that, 1 don? know, I guess none of them did anything. So, 
I'm on patrol and 1 come across this sleeper in one of the stairwells, you know in an area where 
people can walk by al1 the time. So 1 tell him he has to go and he goes crazy. 

Me: He attacked you? 

C: No, nothing like b a t .  He just couldn't believe we were telling him to leave. He was angry. Y ou 
know, he's thinking 'this is my home, you get out.' 



Me: Did he leave? 

C: Oh yeah. cgre. But the point is that the guy wrzs living there for something like twa years. It's like 
I walkcd into your home and told you to get out. I don't think you'd want to leave. 

Me: idobody had said anything? 

C: I guess none of the other security guards from the other crappy companies ever told the guy, or 
made him leave. The old guy had set up shop, he had his Iittls radio there, and blankets anci 
food.. . The thing is, they must have had to step around him to do their patrols. (Laughs) 
Unbelievable. 

To be fair, Intelligarde has involved itself with charitable work for the homeless. In 

February of 1996, Intelligarde teamed up with the Canadian military and the St. John 

patrol, in operation 'cold snap.' While soldiers staffed the warm-up area inside Moss 

Park Armoury, Intelligarde patrol officers picked up any homeless persons dong with Si. 

John Ambulance personnel (van Rijn and Stancu 1996). The cornmunity pitched in with 

donated pots of stew, sweaters, sleeping bags, candles, coffee and doughnuts (Stancu 

1996). The operation received considerable media attention and Intelligarde's efforts 

were mentioned in Toronto's largest daily newspaper: 

Intelligarde International security omcers, who are contracted to patrol housing complexes, public 
buildings and transponation systems, have made a commitment to check on people huddled outside. They 
are offering any takers a ride to the armoury, and are giving out candles provided by Acadian Candle Co. to 
those who won't corne. (Stancu l996:A2) 

Some Intelligarde staff defined the operation as sirnply "good P.R." for the company. 

With al1 of these incidents in mind - from the Carr case to newspaper reports and 

OCAP protests - 1 decided to more closely examine Intelligarde's deployment and 

training assignrnents as an indicator of racial prejudice. If the company really is 

prejudicial with populations under its purview, surely these attitudes would also manifest 

themselves structurally, in its intemal politics, and publicly in arrest reports. I applied the 

same test for gender discrimination, a topic that I will more systematically address later 

in this section. 



First of al], there is little doubt that Intelligarde polices the most economically 

disadvantagcd populations in Metropolitan Toronto. This is clear from statistics collccted 

on persons issued NPEs. :f one collapses individuals who reported hûïing no fixed 

address with those who would not divulge their residency or for whom no information 

was listed, 4 1 % of penons banned from properties policed by Intelligarde are homeless. 

There are some additional notes of interest here. Fint, there is no statistically significant 

difference for residency between males and females issued NPEs (x'=?.o 12* Je?, p=ns). 

Table 4.3: Residency Reports of Persons lssued Notices 
Prohibiting Entry.? 

1 N o  Fixed Address 
1 

9 17 35.0 1 

ESIDENCYS 

Gave address 

1 1 

TOTALS 1 2617 1 1 O0 

n 

1543 

Unknown, Blank, Refhsed 

1 1 1 I 

t Bascd on onc-yçar smpling (August 1996 - Scptcmbcr 1997. 
N=26 17) o f  Intcl tigarde bannings databue. 
$ itcrn entcrçd by security officer on Noricc Prohibiting Entry. 

% 

59.0 

There is, however, a statistically significant difference with regards to residency between 

157 

bamed individuals on the ba i s  of race (x2-65.350, dFl O, p<.00 1, not s h o ~ n ) . ~ ~  This 

6.0 

difference is particularly noticeable arnong the Native banned population where 63.4% 

(n=45) reported having no fixed address in cornparison to whites, Hispanics/South 

Amencans, blacks, and East Indians whose reported homelessness ranged between 23.7% 

to 37.9% of their respective banned populations. Only 7 Asians (9.5%) reported having 

no fixed address to return to. Another queer statistical finding is that the mean age of 

65 Caution should be exercised with this finding, however, because 3 cells (16.7%) had expected cell counts 
of less than 5.  The minimum expected count was 3.95. This 2 X 2 table fails DeLucchi's (1983) amended 
Lewis and Burke goodness-of-fit standards. See footnote 8 for more information. 



banned males and fernales also varied significantly (t=6.465, d~1189.174. p<.001, not 

shown) between 3 1.8 for men and 28.6 for women. 1 do not know why such a variance 

should cxist. particularly when one considers that the rnean age for women banned from 

Intelligarde propenies for prostitution is 3 1.9 years. This should raise the overall avcrdpe 

age for women since they monopolized that NPE category. Instead, there is an overal l 

trend across al1 NPE categories showing women are younger than men which also 

translates into an aggregate difference. These latter findings, however interesting, have 

little to do with assessing InteIligarde's possibly prejudicial mobilisations. 

Most persons banned from Intelligarde properties are reportedly white (63.9%) 

while over one in five persons issued NPEs are black (2 1.4%). The remainder of banned 

individuals are either persons described as having a 'medium' complexion (5.4%) or are 

believed to be of East Indian (3.1%), Asian (3.1%), or Native (2.1%) ethnicity. Even if 

we were to know how reflective rhis banned population66 (n=2406) is of actual 

Intelligarde secured populations, we would still not be able to discem bias in policing. 

This is because a large proportion of individuals banned from Intelligarde properties are 

obviously not tenants. In this case, we would be prompted to compare NPE issuances 

against the general population. But this would also be unfair because rnembers of ethnic 

rninority groups frequently interact socially with members of their own community. In 

other words, there is no guarantee that the population visiting, and/or intruding upon 

Intelligarde properties reflects the general population of Toronto. No completely 

de fensible 'conclusions can be culkd from such an approac h because a justifiable 

66 There are 2 1 1 cases for whom complexion, race, or ethnic characteristics are not listed. 
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comparison (or base) population c m o t  be ascertained without long-term systematic 

observation of Intel ligarde secured 10 bbies and properties. 

For this reason. it may be heneficial to investigate Intelligarde's intemal 

deployment of visible rninority and female officers. The first point of comparison we 

might make is that when compared to the public police. lntelligarde is three time more 

iikely to employ a member of a visible minority group - 7.6% of uniform officen in the 

Metropolitan Toronto Police Sewice are visible minority group members (Metropolitan 

Toronto Police Service 1998:fom #c-3.1) compared to 23.9% for InteIligarde. This 

dynarnic does not translate into gender composition. While 7.8% of Intelligarde's 

security personnel are women (see Table 4.1 ). 1 1.2% of police officers in Toronto are 

female. 

Table 4.4: The Relationship behveen Employee Demographics and Job Training. 

I EMPLOY EE DEMOGRAPHICS 

Baton 

IMLEO 1 
*p<.O5, t al1 Pearson chi-square calculations based i 
$ based on employec self-report item on application 
Numbers presentcd in percentages. MLEO = Munic 

White Visible X' valuet 
OthersS d p l  

1 1 

2 X 2 table ( d k  1 ), 
ir sccurity guard andor P.I. licensing. 
al Law Enf. Oficer (Parking). 

When Inteligarde's training practices are scrutinised, there does not appear to be 

any statistically significant difference in employee courses. This holds true for both race 

and gender with the exception that wornen are significantly Iess likely to be qualified in 



handgun certification (see Table 4.4). Across al1 other training qualifications - inciuding 

MLEO. dog handling, and baton licensing - there are no significant di fferences. 

Dcspitc not being statistically significant - both visible minorities and women are less 

l i  kel y to be trained across al1 additional (i.e. beyond standard training) aspects of securi ty 

work compared to thcir white male counterparts. The fact fernale security officers are 

significantly less likely to be qualified in handgun training rnay be a product of gender 

role socialisation. management's reluctance to involve them. or both. 

Tabie 4.5: The Relationship between Ernployee Demographics and Job Placement. 

EMPLOYEE DEMOGRAPHICS 

:'based on ernployee self-report item on application for securky guard andfor P.I. 
licensing. 

k 

W 
E w 
2 

This slight racial and gender bias in training extends to deployment for race only. In 

other words, white security officers are statistically significantly more likely to be 

deployed in mobile patrol than their minority counterparts (see table 4.5).67 This is a 

67 In the 2 X 2 chi-square crosstabulation for gender, one cell (25%) had an expected count of less than 5 
The minimum expected count is 2.77. In the 2 X 2 chi-square crosstabulation for race, O cells had an 
expected count of less than 5. The minimum expected count is 8.24. In order to test the veracify of the 
tables, DeLucchi's (1983) amended Lewis and Burke goodness-of-fit standards were met. He notes: 

'pc.05, t al1 Pearson chi-square calculations based on 2 X 2 table ( d p l ) ,  

Mobile 
 tat tic! 
Comm. 

Male 

(N=128) 
25.0 

75.0 

Fernale 

(N=9) 
27.3 

72.7 

X' valuet 
bfal 

.O28 

White 

(N=100) 
30.0 

70.0 

Visible 
Others: 
(N=33) 

12.5 

87.5 ' 

X' valuet 
dpl  

3.882' 



provocative tïnding because mobile patrol is considered a prestige appointment. This 

rcsult holds true even when we consider the presence of passible differences in  the 

employee pool betwcen white and non-white security officers. For instance, when 

comparing factors such as aye (t=. 164, dp118. p=ns), education (t=.596, Jp132, p=ns). 

previous security experience ( t = S O  1. d p  107, p=ns), or service to the company (t=.693, 

~ ' ' 1 7 8 ,  p=ns) - factors that might othenvisr explain differences in career advancement - 

we find there is no statistically significant difference between white and visible minority 

security officers. Absent employee preference, therefore, one must conclude that 

assignment to either a mobile or static security function can be attributed to extra- 

meritorious factors such as race. 

When these results were put to Intelligarde middle-management, the response was 

that no bias exists. The differences exhibited were as a result of "individual 

motivations" (for training) and job success (for placement into mobile patrol). I would 

have thought that deployrnent practices might be contingent on company needs. A lack 

of minority officers in mobile patrol would thus simply reflect management's purposeful 

deployment of these officers in specific locales - reflecting the ethnic composition of the 

site policed. This, 1 was assured, is not the case. 

Intelligarde officers who are members of visible minority groups reported no 

overt discrimination against them in the Company. Some, however, did note that it is a 

much more subtle process that transcendeci overt actions. In any case, black officers in 

"Summarizing this work on minimum expected values for both association and goodness-of-fit hypotheses, 
it seems that, as a generai nile, the chi-square statistic may be properly used in cases where the expected 
values are much lower than previously considered permissable. In the presence of small expected values, 
the statistic is quite robust with respect to controIling Type 1 error rate, especially under the following 
conditions: (a) the total N is at least five times the number of cells, (b) the average expected value is five or 



particular reported that they are forced by the occupation and the populations that they 

police to confront 'working for the man.' One black officer noted: 

Some of these Jarnaicrin guys, they suck there teeth to disrespect you but that stuff don't bother me. Thtse  
guys cal1 mc 'roast bread fruit' sometimes. It means white on the inside, black on iiie outside. Like an 
orco, you know? But I don't let that stuff get to me. (Static site officer - Male) 

Women, on the other hand. were not hesitant to voice their conccms about an unpleasant 

working environment: 

A couple of guys, one guy in particular, was spreading rumours about me in the Company. He was saying 
that 1 was a dut ,  It got back to me and I dealt with it. I confronted hirn about it and made him stop. 
(Mobile security ot'ficer - Female) 

You always have to watch yoursclf because many of these guys don't think yoti should be here. I'm trying 
to make it into the police force and so are most of thcse guys. They already have negritive attitudes toward 
fernale officers. (Mobile security officer - Female) 

Macho subcultures. like those of the police, do not provide hospitable 

environments for women (Rigakos 1995; Smith and Gray 1983). As men test their 

masculini ty (see Messersc hmidt 1 993) against one another, they m u t  repeatedly re- 

constitute their bravado. One of the methods employed involves the objectification. 

sexualisation or diminishing of women. 

The doing of security work at Intelligarde is also the doing of 'gender' (Newbum 

and Stanko 1994). This means that being a man is a social action that requires a 

consistent re-assertion of that position of rnasculinity. Messerschmidi (1 997) asserts that 

masculinity is stratified, in that more f l u e n t  men are more masculine than poorer men 

and heterosexual men are more masculine than homosexual men. In this way, while 

Intelligarde security officers may be less masculine than the public police because they 

lack peacéofficer s t a t u  and are considered 'wannabes' they are nonetheless, afier ail. 

men and can assert their masculinity against women. In any work environment 

more, (c) the expected values tend toward homogeneity, and (d) the distribution of the margins is not 
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dominated by men, women will be seen to be devaluing that cultural status of that 

organisation because it loses its claim to universal rnasculinity. 

On many occasions this dynamic was operative in casual banter and briefing room 

discussions. With a female trainee presrnt in the briefing room for her first ride-dong, an 

lntelligarde training officer queried why another woman was being assigned to a 

dangerous site. 

You know what's going to happen don? you? The cal1 will corne over the radio, "help me l'rn being raped" 
(taughter). . . 

On her first day of interaction with Intelligarde, the applicant was made aware that 

female security officers are not thought of highly at the company. 

On many other occasions, secunty officers preparing for shifi work would look 

out into the walkway to assess the attractiveness of any female applicants in the lobby. 

They would typically comment on the women's physiques and the type of sexual 

activities they would like to engage in with them - often in the company of female 

mobile security officers who would simply ignore their comments. But the bias extends 

further than this - it is systematic. 

Female security officers are not assigned to dangerous districts unless absolutely 

necessary and do not typically patrol high risk sites unless partnered with a male security 

officer. There is also a heavy bias in placing women on day shift to avoid difficulties. 

Often, female officers are well aware of these procedures but do not voice concem. One 

female mobile patrol O fficer noted: 

1 have to work twice as hard as the male does to earn respect. To prove rnyseif. I've been here for a rnonth 
and 1 'm already mobile and the only reason is because they need more women out in the public eye. 1 
wasn't moved into mobile because 1 was good or had something special to offer. It was just the son of 

skewed" (Delucchi 1983: 168). 



thing where they needed more women so 1 have to work twice as hard to prove rnyself. (Mobile security 
officer - Female) 

In another case, a female security officer was gratehl that she cvas not being thnist into 

more dangerous situations: 

I'm not here to get killed. t'm here to gct a paycheque, and I'rn happy doing hhat I'm doing ... Sure, I 
worry i f  I get moved to another shifl or district. (Mobile security o f i cer  - Female) 

Whether rnotivated by the dangerous reality of parapolicing in Toronto's underbelly. a 

sexist understanding of women's limitations in hostile environments, or a paternalistic. 

indeed chivalrous, attitude towards protecting women, Intelligarde treats its female 

security officers differently than male employees. 

The purpose of this chapter was threefold: to describe the process of becorning an 

Intelligarde officer, to outline the demographic composition of the Company, and to 

discuss the political nature of parapolicing. I began with an introduction of Intelligarde's 

mission statement and tumed to recruitment, pre-employrnent testing and initial 

deployment. Modem risk markets comprise political terrains that fuel fears, insecurities 

and commodifj policing. In the chapter to follow, 1 will tum to describing the processes 

of surveillance and control in Intelligarde's mode of operation. And finally, how thesc 

systems are sold on the security market. 



Chapter Five: A Parapolice Surveillance System 

Tasking private police forces with controlling 'unruly' populations is not a new 

phenornenon. Since the private Marine police of the Tharnes river. under the direction of 

the rarly police scientist Patrick Colquhoun, such organisations were required to engage 

in the rninutiae of public and private order: to pay labourers, prevent losses and 

apprehend thieves (McMullan 1998: 105-6). The Marine police were to enforce strict 

rules of conduct and rnonitor the river's proletariat by implementing dress codes, paying 

'lumping rates,' rnanaging accounting, determining wagelessness and stopping illegal 

activities on London's shipping lane. They did so by applying themselves to the apparent 

trivialities of order maintenance: no frocks, wide trousers, jemmies, or hidden pockets 

were allowed on board boats; any on-the-job takings were forbidden and confiscated. 

Surveiilance thus becomes a decisive economic operator both as an interna1 part of the production 
machinery and as a specific mechanism in the disciplinary power. (Foucault 1977: 175) 

The police were to corne 'to know' their populations by categonsing and administering 

them. Colquhoun (1 800, as cited in McMullan 1998: 108) and other police intellectuals 

(e.g. Chadwick) developed classification systems aimed at transforming transient masses 

into known populations that could be counted and managed. Factory discipline, prison 

administration, poor houses, child support, public health and sanitation al1 lay at the feet 

of a strategically erected pyramidic hierarchy aimed at pastorizing the poor. Al1 networks 

were incorporated within an elaborate top-dom state programme. 



Modem private police organisations ply their business undrr different social and 

structural conditions. While there is little doi!ht that workplace populations require 

monitoring, sun~eillance is embedded within the matnx of doing business: in the 

technology of producing and in the very act of movement. To a lesser extent, this 

involves the same policing dynamic of early 1 91h century England; outsiders must be 

monitored as potential threats, as illegitimate interlopers in the legitimate pursuit of 

profit. But now they are electronically tagged (Lyon 1 994: 1 02) and their movements 

regulated within a labyrinth of technological passkeys and recognition systems instead of 

familiarity and persona1 history. Access is determined by risk categorisation at the 

moment of contact with the production system. Modem security is a function of loss 

;rcvention and access control - neo-liberal economic logics that have profound 

depoliticizing, and therefore ideologically insidious, effects. Within the system, 

confrontation is bypassed, the key either fits the lock or it  does not - in either case nccess 

is a product of your classification, and your stamping is sufficient to warrant official 

disinterest until a blatant violation has occurred. This is the world of 4snowflakes'68 

(Shearing and Stenning l982b) as apparatuses in a network of fluid inaccessibility. 

Where culpability is difised amongst both offender and victim. Under corporate logics, 

both parties are to blame for the loss of hardware, time, manpower, and ultimately, and 

most irnportantly, profits. On the aggregate, the institution knows that security 

precautions (target hardening, routine activities) are central to minimising nsk and 

therefore loss - the two are definitionally inter-linked within b i s  actuarial fantasy. This 

68 See ch. 3, h. 44. 



is the major part, and the overarching ideological rnobilisor. of the modern dominion of 

priwte security . 

Parapolicing. however, has merged the loss prevention impetus of fluid access 

control systems with the gritty chaos of street-ievel law enforcement. Private security 

oficers are not imagined as professionals - at least not in the sense of having ultimate 

accountability and an independent occupational code. But even if they were. this would 

not mean immunity from constant examination and a diminishing level of autonomy 

under the weight of procedural dicta. This has purponedly been the case for doctors 

(Castel 199 1 )  and public police officers (Ericson and Haggerty 1997) within new modes 

of actuarial governance. Like their proletariai brothers. security guards and watchmen 

have historically been Iow paid wage labourers that need constant scrutiny. While the 

factory worker punches a time clock under the watchful eye of the owner and his 'police.' 

the secunty agent himself is also required to make his whereabouts known. He must 

punch a mobile card mounted to a clock dia1 saddled over his shoulders at intermittent 

stations throughout the plant. The indentations leR on the card are then scrutinised and 

the guards' whereabouts known. The watcher is also watched. 

Perpetual Examination 

The means of correct training (Foucault 1977: 1 70- 194) for security personnel 

ensure that they will remain vigilant in monitoring populations they have been assigned: 

white or blue collar workers, tenants, the homeless, prisoners, detainees, and courtroom 

personnel. The fantasy of knowing irnrnediately (telematicism) or of knowing 'in 

advance' of the occurrence is the dream of the new 'police machine' (Bogard 1996). 

Actuanalism and the art of prediction is the epistemological backdrop that makes this 



apparition possible within the logic of modem govemance. It is a fiction, but i t  powers 

apparatuses of social control, in contest with the populations it  is meant to ensnare. I t  is a 

cornplex system of relationships wherein the staie's monopoly over control is ~cplnced 

with a constellation of interests, at once contractually and economically at variance and in 

alliance. A spectre of control within a nuanced systern of unobtrusive management. 

safety, and risk management systems, amplified by technologies of surneillance. How do 

the parapolice become 'known' while producing knowledge about others? How is 

surveillance of the parapolice managed? More importantly, how are these techniques 

sold as commodity? 

I have already established that Intelligarde International is not representative of 

the general private security market. They are, however, harbingers of a new order in the 

private management of populations - that body of organisations specifically geared to 

addressing (late) modem angst and fear of crime and disorder. An enterprising culture of 

companies resolved to step into the receding spaces and fuuncctions of state jurisdiction 

(Rose 1996). The Law Enforcement Company is as interested in crime prevention as it is 

in loss prevention - Intelligarde's mobilisations are testimony to this. Rather than being 

confined to the smooth surfaces and calculated access-points of the modem security- 

i n d ~ s t r i a l ~ ~  installation, the parapolice of Intelligarde are charged with organising the 

chaos of public housing developments, the transient populations of rooming houses. the 

drug-addicted prostitutes of cabbagetown, and the 'gang-bangers' of North York. The 

site and context of private security surveillance radically reverts to its early modem 

manifestations. The mass private property (Shearing and Stenning 1983) holdings of 

69 Or commercial. 



corporate gianis gave birth to the rapid escalation of the private security sector, but thsy 

rnay now be territorially dispersed, in multiple locales, ncighbouring landownen with 

similar order problems and the sarne contract security providers. Each episode of chaos 

is an opportunity for management, for risk eradication, for the purchase of corn fort and 

the ideological dispersal of mistrust and fear. Within these chaotic environments. withoui 

state-of-the-art access control, limited informal face-to-face accountability, and absent 

any tangible sense of community cornes Intelligarde International. They must envision a 

system of surveillance and order maintenance that rnust, in the first instance, discipline 

the security officer within this disordered environment; second, provide the means to 

monitor and 'make known' the populations they are meant to manage; and third, seIl this 

capability on the open risk market. 

This is accomplished in multiple ways. Foucault ( 1977: 184- 194) offers a mode of . 

examination in the establishment of discipline that is highly ritualised, ceremonious. and 

intrusive. Over time, this process is normalised within the routine of management. I t  

becomes perpetual, unobtrusive, and devoid of its previous regalia. This is not to say that 

ceremonial exarnination entirely disappears, but it does mean that as the techniques of 

management are 'perfected,' the exarnination ceremony becomes little more than an 

adjunct to the everyday and more routinised surveillance systems of an institution or 

organisation. As mechanisms of examination become embedded within the very process 

of information production (Lyon 1994; Poster 1 WO), 'closing the gap' between the body 

of doctors; soldiers, or, in this case, security officers becomes paramount. 

The briefing serves many purposes. It keeps everyone up to date about problem areas or tenants - it's an 
information sharing opportunity. It also acts as an opportunity to set problems smight. If guys are slacking 
off, we can deal with it right there. (Intelligarde manager) 



Unintempted processes of surveillance are now the imagination of al1 risk- 

reducing organisations or institutions (Dandeker 1990). I t  is an obsession that fueis the 

contractcd risk-reducing capability of security firms. Perpetual surveillance within the 

Law Enforcernent Company consists ~ f a n  electronic monitoring system that seeks :O 

'wire' the disordered spaces of Toronto's outsider populations, hooking these tcrritorics 

into the circuitry of ordered and accountable society. Intelligarde perfoms this 

seemingly impossible task through a process of documentation and virtual ordering. Ail 

Intelligarde-secured buildings undergo a process of virtual mapping. The site is first 

visited by Intelligarde managers and an array of 'dei~ter 's tr i~s '~ are strategically affixrd 

within and outside the property. The checkpoints are adhered to the inside of fire hose 

cabinets, door frames, roof access points, underground parking supports, and any O ther 

spaces frequented by 'sleepers' and 'druggies' or posing any other possible risk. Fire 

hose cabinets are nototious dmg stash points - security officers are also to report rnisuse 

of fire equipment or poorly charged fire extinguishers in order to minimise corporate 

liability. Strips are even inconspicuously attached to the rear of public road signs and 

railings in large outdoor areas such as Toronto's harbourfront. These strips contain bar 

code information and nurneric digits that are recorded and ascribed positional information 

within a 'deister' database. Each Intelligarde security officer carries a deister gun that is 

comparable to a Univenal Price Code reader not unlike, but considerably smaller, than 

those found in supermarket check-out Iines. As the security officer conducts patrols. he 

is to scan the deister stnps and download this information into a computer upon returning 

to headquarters. 

'O This is a name-brand for an electmnic patrol checkpoint system. 
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Each Intelligarde mobile officer also carnes a small portfolio of deister strips. 

These deister strips represent various happenings: from reporting on or off site to calling 

tor PRO support (see below). investigating drug activity or solicitation. reporting 

dekctive lights. abandoned vehicles, and even effecting arrests." The multiple 

occurrence possibilities are necessary for accountability. documentation. and in order for 

the company's inspectorate to quickly glean why a particular patrol took longer than 

scheduled. Each incident matches a coded chec kbox on InteIligarde's occurrence reports. 

Papenvork needs to be filed dong with important electronically reported occurrences, 

collating the official digital incident. Ironically, ihere are even deister strips within each 

security officer's portfolio to account for time spent writing reports in support of these 

electronic records. 

Intelligarde managers are challenged to order the world of satellite problems with 

satellite employees. This is accomplished by manufacturing a virtual city of patrol 

checkpoints and digitally pre-figured occurrences. Al1 actions within this virtual mairix 

consist of close-ended and pre-coded outcornes within a cornputer mediated system of 

total surveillance. The radio communications system facilitates a similar control 

mechanism - a process of perpenial accountability. 

In this latter case, mobile patrol officers and site officers working in specific 

locales are required to radio incidents to headquarters. Thereafter, appropriate 

organisational responses can be mobilised at the discretion of the communications 

officer. A *hierarchy of communication advances centralised decision-making based upon 

a centralised pool of information. There are no communal or open lines (except in dire 

" see Appendix for an example of an Intelligarde international deister collecter report. 
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cmergencies) - the new Mike system only allows for one-to-one cellular 

communications. most often between dispatch and line officers. Security officers are 

advised to krep their radios diaiied into dispatch at al1 times, in case thry rieed immediate 

assistance, rather than district or neighbouring security officers. This structured 

inforrnational isolationism is a product of management's need to cultivate a dependent 

and responsive (Manning 1996) employee body. It also eliminates wasted single- 

frequency open communications between security guards - an action that often results in 

communications officers having to wait for their turn in the information dissemination 

process. Within these altemate communications parameters, the hierarchy might be 

flattened, opened up, and transparent to other security personnel, ailowing them to make 

proactive decisions on the basis of this candid information flow. Instead, a concentrated 

information hub now manages the movements of dociled officers on the basis of 

organisational procedure - ostensibly cutting out al1 'other' units from the decision- 

making process, and bypassing unofficial or unsanctioned mobilisations. 

The examination system also extends to more antiquated techniques. Security 

officers are scrutinised for the cleanliness of their vehicles, the maintenance of their dogs, 

and their uniforming standards. Papenvork is filed on each of these components. Mobile 

security oficers report that there is very little room for deviation from the uniforming 

code. One security officer noted that he was disciplined in front of his CO-workers for 

wearing an undershirt with coloured lettenng that was visible through his Intelligarde 

work shirt; The officer was reportedly humiliated by his superior and ordered to either 

remove the undershirt immediately or turn it inside out. Another security officer reponed 

that he was castigated for not wearing a tie during a hot afiernoon in the Fall. One 



training officer reported that a security officer had been summarily dismissed for failing 

to wear a ties aRer October I ". Intelligarde policies clearly stipulate when ties become 

optional. In many other instances, security officers attempt to hide the provincially 

legislated "security guard" lettering above the front pockrt of their shirts with eithrr a tag 

book, notebook or NPE book. 

I see what these guys try to do sometimes with the notebooks. They try to disguise the words 'security 
guard' but we do not tolerate that. The first time you're given a warning, the second tirne, you're fired. 1 
don? put up with that. We are a Law Enforcement Company, we do not flout the law ourselves. 1 
understand their motivations, but we are legally iicensed as security guards and have to abide by the law. 
(Intelligarde manager). 

Secunty officers who Wear bullet proof vests or stab amour over the top of their shirts 

must sew a "security guard" patch on the vest in order that it be clearly visible to public. 

Perpetual examination is part of a sometimes formalised, often inconspicuous 

Form of power that requires repetition, uni formity, and consistency : 

Disciplinary punishrnent is, in the main, isomorphic with obligation itself; it is not so much the vengeance 
of an outraged law as its repetition, in reduplicated insistence. So much so that corrective effect rxpected 
of i t  involves only incidental expiation and repentance; it is obtained directly through the mechanics of 
training. To punish is to exercise. (Foucault 1977: 180) 

Hierarchical structure is yet another mode of correct training as it establishes privilege 

and a role mode1 system. In the organisation's attempt to improve the uniform qualities 

of security officers, skills, aptitudes and experience are organised along a distribution 

system of competence and ranking. In other words, Intelligarde supervisors are to be the 

'best of the best,' - oficers who have intemalised company logics and are made 

responsible for ensuring an effective guard force. As one Intelligarde manager put it: 

"we're looking for company men." 

This mission is partially accomplished by CO-opting subcultural priorities and 

making them part of the regimented system. Intelligarde's Problem Resolution Officer 

(PRO) cornpetition consists of timed push-ups, sit-ups, runs, and a regimented application 



system that closely mirrors that of the public police. Upon completion, PROs are de 

fircro capable of passing public police tests and are considcred the optimal candidates for 

recruitment. Within a 'wamabe culture,' (see chapter 6) this status is respected. As 

security officers strive toward professional and well-paying careers in public law 

enforcement, their direct superiors already possess the physical skills necessary for the 

job and are ostensibly well on their way to fulfilling their vocation. The PROs are thus 

closer to both the specific career goal of security officers and simultaneously regarded by 

Intelligarde executives as the best in the company. This new PRO program has been 

implemented in the affermath of a wholesale dismissal or reassignrnent of five previous 

supervisors who were seen as failing to uphold company rhetorics and policies. Atier 

careful re-examination the PRO cornpetition was imagined. 

PROs are to be clearly distinguished from other security officers. They are to 

W e a r  distinctive unifoms consisting of black shirts and tactical pants with cargo pockets 

- bringing them closer in appearance to militaristic SWAT tearn members than security 

officers. Such tactical teams are not coincidentally considered a prestige law 

enforcernent posting by public police officers. In appearance, qualifications, and 

mission, the PRO is to embody the quintessential police professional while enforcing 

Intelligarde policies. When finally assigned to patrol, the PRO can altemately take on 

district watch, simply conduct inspections of other security officers, or serve on special 

assignments and back-up fellow security personnel. It is a freelance position of trouble- 

shooting ahd improving security oficer cornpliance to organisational schemas. 

The final cornponent of exarnination is perhaps the rnost important - the ordering 

of populations under company jurisdiction. Much like their public police counterparts, 



the parapolice must make sense of an O ften chaotic work environment and produce 

knowledge of persons within their scope of intervention (Dandeker 1990; Ericson 1994; 

Mam and Reichman 1987). This is donc: in order to establish a 'paper trail' so chat 

banishments or arrests can be justified with the support of a substantial case history. 

The database does a couple of important things. It allows officers to immediately check a perp's history 
with us, it lets us know if this guy has been doing whatever he's been doing repeatedly so we can tell the 
police that when they arrive and it lets the officers know if the guy is dangerous. OFten many of the guys 
we have records on, the police have warrants outstanding against them. We may arrest them on one thing 
but the police want them for something else. ( Intelligarde manager) 

Inteiligarde accomp lishes this by compiling a database on al1 persons issued 

NPEs. When notices are issued against trespassers, they are filed with headquarters 

along with shifi reports and other paperwork. Part of the regular duties of daytime 

communications officers is to input this information into the bannings database. In 

effect, the Law Enforcement Company dispenses thousands of NPEs and maintains an 

electronic case history of al1 individuals coming into confrontation with Intelligarde staff. 

While the NPEs contain information regarding the names, addresses, and offences of 

bamed individuals, they also record more detailed facts. These include the specifics of 

the offence, including the date and t h e ;  the exact section of the Trespass ru Properiy Act 

enforced; specifically where the offence occurred (Le. in what stairwell or hall way ); the 

offender's gender, height, weight, hair colour, hair style, and even attire. The banned 

individual's appearance is also noted, especially skin complexion, possible ethicity, 

tanoos, markings, and glasses. Perhaps most importantly, since much of the parapolice 

officer's time is spent interacting with the homeless (see Table 4.3)' Intelligarde has the 

most comprehensive electronic registry of illegal or unofficial residences in Toronto. 

These are the particular stainvells, deys ,  and underground parking lots or entrances of 

the megacity. Much like their private police forbears, the Law Enforcement Company 



cornes to accumulaie information on the movements and particulars of a city's 

underclass. Unlike the Thames police of 1 800, Intelligarde. like other late modem 

obsenation institutions. bcnefit Srom the power of computerisatinn: 

Cornputers differ !Yom other machines because they possess 'memory' and because they c m  'taik' with 
each other using telecornmunications ... it does enable human beings to do more casily many trisks thüt 
requires brainwork. Unlike the machines o f  early industrialisrn, which multipiied muscle-power, 
computers crin be programmed to perform fuxtions associated with mental power. (Lyon 1994:36) 

Sociologists continue to ponder whether the nature of surveillance has actually changed 

because of new technologies. While some argue that computers qualitatively transfomi 

the nature of surveillance (Marx 1988:208), others are more reserved but nonetheless 

intrigued by these developments (Lyon 199453-55). But the simple ability to make 

populations known almost irnrnediately by merely employing common Free Text 

Retrieval to comb an organisation's database, accelerates and widens nets of surveillance 

(Cohen 1985). 

In one year (August 1996 to September 1997) Intelligarde personnel submitted 

approximately 56,400 written reports that ranged in importance from major occurrences 

to simple shift surnrnarîes or alarm responses. In this sense 'knowing' rneans 

remembering previous incidents or interactions - and this is accomplished by a 

centralised computer system not unlike that of public police systerns such as CPIC. This 

is also why Intelligarde has repeatedly flirted with the idea of a permanent 'crime analyst' 

position to collate and structure the piles of information filed by security officers daily. 

The position has reportedly been altemately introduced and then dissolved by 

72 management. It is when the information gathered governs actuai mobilisations rather 

than simply recording them that the new 'parapolice machine' will rival its public police 



manifestation in the use of sunreillance technology. The act of information collection 

becomes part of the process of informed decision-making through the use of actuarial 

logics. 

Ericson and Haggerty ( 1997:84) believe that the vcry act of information gathering 

is knowledge production and that this, therefore. makes the police officer a knowledge 

broker. Even without secondary analysis, that is, reflection, collation. or argumentation. 

information is considered knowledge because it is orgaiiised in prescri bed institutional 

formats. I t  serves the knowledge requirements of that institution. Accordingly, we rnight 

therefore conclude that the parapolice too are knowledge brokers. Indeed. the electronic 

bannings database can often dictate security officer actions based upon imrnediate case 

history retrieval - should a suspect be arrested, esconed from the propeny, or issued a 

NPE? This will be rnediated by a radio cal1 to a communications officer who will enter 

the suspect's name (or other particulars) into a digital search field. The result of that 

query will govem immediate parapolice action. On the other hand, this process 

represents a very small arrriy of mobilisations and is only initiated at the security officer's 

discretion. For the most part, the occurrence files, alarm reports, and shift summaries are 

used for disciplining and assessing the quality of security work. Or, occasionally to 

answer client quenes. While there is very little doubt security officers must navigate a 

digitally Taylorized workplace that produces streams of data about their own activities. it  

is unclear whether this information and the movements of the populations they are 

charged with monitoring constitutes knowledge production. In the end, if information is 

knowledge, then what is information? But this need not cloud the more important 

One communications oficer was upset to see me anaiysing the various databases and files because this 
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observation that the parapolice are part of a structured. digitised, and perpetually 

scrutinised crime cnntrol Company that at once observes not only the populations it is 

charged uith monitoring but those it employs to monitor them. 

Hyperpanoptic Fantasies 

Since Foucault's ( 1977) examination of the Benthamite prison. the ideological 

prominence of panoptic surveillance has prompted considerable discussion and 

scholarship. The idea of constmcting all-seeing, all-knowing architectures of observation 

has been extended into the digital fabrics of modem social existence (e.g. Lyon 1994). 

Beyond the physical structures of Benthamite prison design, panoptic surveillance has 

been employed as a metaphor for the general social control apparatuses of state or 

corporate institutions. Poster ( 1990) has argued that 'superpanopticons' consisting of 

digital information networks produce routine knowledge of populations within a social 

ordering increasingly contingent upon information and communication. In this sense, the 

panoptic architecture is virtual. It does not have a physical presence but is exponentially 

more successful in arnassing information about populations and individuals. 

In Bogard's (1996) analysis of telematicism and surveillance, the panoptic 

metaphor is extended M e r  to apanopfic imaginary. This means that the system of 

surveillance is one in which the goal is to know everything, always, imrnediately and 

eventudly even before it happens. This is theoretically possible within a landscape that 

is a simulacnim of some, now only relatively important, reality. If the task of technology 

is to construct it's own more impressive vimial order which is actually more real than the 

reality it was meant to represent, then the gap between reality and simulation becomes 

threatened a planned reinstatement of the crime anal osition for which he was in line to fill. m' 



rneaningless (cf. Baudrillard 1983). In the end, the technologies of present are simply a 

step ioward the ultimate virtual order of hyperpanopticism - it is this imaginary future 

Bogard seeks to theorise. 

. ..instead of architectures of control, walls and floors and viewing locations, we need to taik about 
cyberarchitectures, digital structures, and environrnents; instead of orderings of space and time, vinual 
space-times and coding conventions for displaying them onscreen; instead of visibilities and temporal 
series, about virtual light, programrned images, and cyberloops. (Bogard 1996: 19) 

While 1 do not intend to take a similar ontological leap (see Rigakos in press), Bogard's 

description of a hyperpanopticism and the fantasy of control it envelopes nonetheless 

offers impressive theoretical utility. We need not entangle ourselves with 

epistemological pitfalls to rnake use of Bogard's thoughts for understanding the fiction of 

total control imagined within the Law Enforcement Company. 

In the first instance, the Taylorized and panoptic workplace of Intelligarde 

International is obvious to most who enter it. The architecture of the compound makrs 

the visual monitoring of security personnel effortless. Most predominantly, the 

cornpany's inspectorate occupies an office immediately adjacent to the car bays. The 

office is organised so that the Quality Control Manager (QCM) has hl1 view of the 

comings and goings of security personnel. West of the office, an open doorway leads to 

the main corridor of traffic, immediately opposite the communications room. If security 

officers report late for duty, this is irnmediately apparent to management. It is here that 

mobile Intelligarde security officers must report at the begiming and end of their shifts to 

pick up their run sheets, report fons ,  deister guns, site keys, radios and two batteries. 

Al1 of this material is signed for by the security officer and a record is logged by the 

communications oficer who oversees the dissemination of workplace equiprnent. Al! of 

the equipment mut ,  of course, be returned at shifi's end. The security officers accept 



their daily assignments through a large window separating the corridor from the 

communications centre. This is a design very similar to a police duty desk. 

The east wall of the QCM's office leads to the briefing room. This anti-charnber 

configuration makes it easy to prepare for his summaries and present himself to the 

platoon. Typically, the QCM prints out the deister readings ont0 perforated computer 

paper in his office. and lays out the results across the tables in  the briefing room. The 

secunty officers are not only assessed and briefed before b e g i ~ i n g  their shifts but they 

are also forced to reckon with their performance the previous night. Often. platoon (allies 

are posted so that al1 security officers are aware of the relative 'production' rates of each 

shift. This is done to infuse security officen with a sense of competition in attempting to 

hit as many deister checkpoints as possible. The security employee is made aware that he 

is always examined - both physically and digitally within a hyperpanoptic architecture 

that consistently seeks to 'close the gap' between workers within its purview. Questions 

cm be raised about elongated patrols, missed hiis, and other disciplinary concems that 

corne to the attention of management through run-sheets, reports, deister readings, client 

or tenant complaints. 

Perhaps one of the only places where a group of Intelligarde security officers can 

converse is the briefing room just after signing in and before the supervisor's 

presentation. Even if security officers want to cornplain or cornmiserate, they must 

consider that their conversations can easily be heard by the QCM in the adjacent office. 

This is why there is often whispering in and around Intelligarde headquarten. On one 

occasion I was discreetly signalled by a security officer that he would rather speak to me 

later as I was trying to conduct an interview. He gestured to the QCM's office. On 



another occasion a training officer tned to complain to a fellow mobile security officer 

that he was being unfairly demoted. He was fwtrated that his colleague would not listen 

to hm, as he rnumbled "that's your business, 1 don't want to hear about it" and then soon 

after murmured "later" under his breath. The same demoted training officer indicated 

that he wanted to talk to me in the washroorn, but nonetheless rvhisperrd his corn plaints 

when 1 accompanied him there. 

The elevaied position of the QCM's office also provides a panoptic view of the 

car bays where al1 mobile security officers prepare for duty (see Figures 5.1 and 5.2). 

This position is symbolic but also allows the QCM to see security officers make ready 

their vehicles for the road. The care and maintenance of vehicles is of great concem to 

the Company since they are crucial to its operations. The supervisor takes this 

opportunity to ritualistically re-establish the company's hierarchy and bond with 

employees: 

1 sat here one time and watched this one guy spend close to half an hour cleaning the car because the 
fucking shitheads before him lefl it like a pig sty. The stuff just accumulates and finally this guy decides 
that this car needs a good cleaning inside and out. And 1 know the guy is a good officer. It's not his h u l t  
the car is the way it is. Now this is cutting into his shift and he has to rush around to get his nin completed. 
So 1 decide chat 1'11 help him out. 1 felt sony for him. 1 helped him and other guys wash their cars. It's a 
form of socialisation. (InteIligarde manager) 

This notion of 'socialisation' and bonding best meshes structurally within the dominion 

of surveillance the Law Enforcement Company imagines - in this latter case to oversee 

even proper leisure activity. 

The idea of an oficer's club was coming to fruition as this research project was 

coming to-a close. Contractors had been notified, estimates had been subrnitted, the 

location decided upon, the financing negotiated, and the officers' club management board 

finalised. The oficers' club was not a managzment idea. It began with employee 

interest in establishing a productive means of socialising, lostering an atmosphere of 
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professional solidarity, and perhaps most importantly a convenient place for physical 

training. The two mobile security officers who thought up the club were tircd of paying 

csorbitant fitness club fees and wanted to cstablish an organisation akin to a police 

association but without the political or unionist sentiments: 

This is not a union, it's a club. Like ri military officers' club. It's a place to meet, talk, and relax without 
having to always make arrangements to go out somewhere. (Mobile security officer - Male) 

It's an association of sorts but it's not a union and 1 think that maybe R was afraid of that when we first 
came u p  with it but no it isn't and don't let hirn h e x  you calling it that. (Mobile security officer - Male) 

ARer proposals were submitted and presentations made to the company's management, 

Intelligarde agreed to deduct membership fees from the paycheques of those who might 

join and would also contribute to the purchase of equipment and donate car bay 'a' for 

the structure. 

Not surprisingly, however, Intelligarde management is interested in the officers' 

club for quite different reasons: 

I'm excited by it and want to be involved with it. We want a management member on the board.. . It'll be 
an excellent facility allowing for struclured socialising ... this club will be a constructive way to socialise.. . 
Spotting for example - that develops tnist among security officers.. . These guys probably don7 even 
recognise the potential. (Intelligarde manager) [emphasis added] 

Stnictured socialising, therefore, is a Company imperative not unlike the disciplining of 

workers since the begiming of alienated production. In this case the hyperpanoptic gaze 

extends physically into the leisure activities and developing occupational ethics of the 

workforce. While this opportunity fell into the lap of Intelligarde managers, they 

nonetheless took the opportunity to sponsor and maintain control over a productive fom 

of socialis/ng that was under the scrutiny of management. At a moment's notice, the 

officers' club would fail without the company's CO-operation on space, funding, and 

payroll deduction agreements. Not coincidentally, the planned clubhouse is immediately 

opposite the QCM's office - enmeshed perfectly within the panoptic architecture of the 



facility (see Figure 5.1 ). When completed. this would allow the effortless monitoring of 

both work and play by the company's inspectorate. 

The notion o f  hyperpanopticism, of course, is meant to transcend the phpical 

spaces of observation delineated by Bentham. The communications and monitoring 

systems of today are merely antecedents to a system of total control for the future 

(Bogard 1996). These digital and virtual orderings are in their infancy at Intelligarde but 

their possible future manifestations are part of the mobilising logics for current 

disciplinary techniques. Today, when a security officer is dispatched to an alarm call. 

this information is transmittea digitally from a computer console at Intelligarde 

headquarters to a display window on his Mike radio system. The page is then responded 

to by the patrol officer by radio, announcing his receipt of the message, and his estimated 

time of arrival. The cornmunications officer inputs the address of the alarm into a 

mapping software program provided by Perly's and transrnits a map book page number 

and CO-ordinates to the mobile secuity officer. The officer then checks his own Perly's 

map book and the CO-ordinates and sets off after the alarm. It is not unconunon for 

cornmunications officers to 'talk' mobile security officers directly to a specified a lam 

location by maintaining communication with them as they travel cross-streets toward the 

address. 

This system is problematic, however, because the communications officer is not 

always sure where the closest security officer is located. Often, security officers are on 

patrol in underground parking areas and the page cannot be sent or it must wait for many 

minutes on a cellular transmission cue. Additionally, simply because an alarm happens 

to occur within an officers' district does not mean a neighbouring district officer may not 



be in a better position to respond. Of course, the security officer is expected to arrive at 

the scene of the alarm within 30 minutes or face having to explain hirnself in wnting by 

issuing a 30 minute plus a l m  response report. 

In order to avoid this problem, Intelligarde management is contemplating a new 

GPD (Global Positioning Device) system that would virtually map the location of al1 

units within the megacity of Toronto. GP devices would be affixed to al1 vehicles so that 

their whereabouts would be triangulated by orbiting satellites to within a few feet of their 

actual location. The resultant information would be bearned to the communications 

centre computer so that the entire mobile security force would be under perpetual 

surveillance. This is scarcely a hyperpanoptic fantasy as much as an inevitability given 

the tone of management's testimonials: 

I'd really like to see, you know, and it's a strong possibility we'll be moving into GPDs especially for our 
more inactive vehicles that have considerabte down-time. 1 would favour entirely splitting alarm response 
from mobile patrol duties to Save cos& and then going with the GPDs. (InteIligarde manager) 

1 like the GPDs. If hooked into the cars it'll mesure location but also acceleration, deceleration and how 
many times the engine has been tumed on or off. And by the way, this technology is now becoming 
affordable. l'd like to see it cheaper but it can do some exceptional things. Another thing we have 
problems with is that some guys don? like to use their dogs on patrol. The dog gets taken out and then sits 
in the back of the car for the entire shift. We can hook the GPD into the doors of the cars so that we know 
if the dog's been taken out at that site. (Intelligarde manager) 

Within this new GPD system, al1 pertinent status information is telematic: Born the 

location of the security officer, the distance to his next destination, the mileage and speed 

of the vehicle and an automatic digital registry of occurrences. Given this constant flow 

of information, the communications officer can make deployment decisions based upon a 

vimial landscape of parapolicing mobilisations, in effect ordenng a quintessentially 

chaotic reality. But this is only the beginning for the hyperpanoptic eye. The same 

regimes of surveillance that make the security oficer's world transparent can also be 

used to track the work habits of employees throughout the country or the woild. 



Selling Surveillance in Risk Markets 

The parapolicing surveillance system is inherently a management system for hire. 

It is a risk-reducing. profit-securing virtual network organised around the premise of 

ordering residential and commercial territories. In this sense, risk reduction is a 

contractual arrangement wherein residencies are made liveable and factories made 

profitable. Loss prevention and crime prevention have interchangeable logics and 

mechanisms of cornpliance. The end purpose for a hyperpanoptic, Taylorised work 

environment for hire is its marketability, and its demonstrated intemalisation of late 

modem actuarial practices in the pursuit of securing profits or persons. While 

controlling, it amasses information on, as well as disciplining, the populations it is 

charged with monitoring - which make the parapolice closer to the original idea 'police' 

than their public cornpetitors. 

I have already noted that Intelligarde's electronic compendium of Toronto's 

underclass rivals that of any other social service or policing agency in the city. But 

arnassing information about this population is not profitable in own right absent the 

client's belief that these mechanisms constitute Intelligarde's pre-eminence in securing 

hostile and chaotic spaces. The ability to make your contracted staff endlessly 

accountable to the clients who indirectly employ them is an unrivalled selling tactic 

within Iate modem risk markets. Neo-liberal logics dictate that citizens are consmers 

(Miller and Rose 1997) and that historic state monopolies such as policing are now 

simply produas (09Malley and Palmer 1996) to be bought and sold dependent upon their 

market demand. This process includes not only large landowners and corporations but 

also community groups and private citizens: 



One o f  the reasons we're flourishing is because people do not get redress. They don't feel their police are 
anstvenble to them - not just corporate Canada but the little guy. Residents' and tenants' associations 
demand service. 'The facile assumption that we work for the rich is patently false. Look at out clients - 
Cityhome. the Parking Authority, TEDCO - they're dl mtiiiicipal bodies where the little people are the end 
users and thcy enjoy the most advanced security service in the city. (Intelligarde manager) 

One way that consuners are guaranteed that tiieir police wii 1, be accountable to :hem is 

through Intelligarde's deister system. 

The deister system is a metaphor for the selling of policing services in late 

modern risk markets. I t  is ironic to note that deister strips are fashioned after Universal 

Price Code stickers because the act of striking such surfaces announces clearly its 

commodified nature. Clients are routineiy supplied deister read-outs along with their 

invoices. This billing practice is akin to providing the purchaser with an inventory of 

products being bought but actually represents the internai digital surveillance system of 

the Company. The two are thus interchangeable - clients want to purchasing total control. 

total accountability, and the Law Enforcement Company sets about providing this. The 

next imaginable step, of course, is to place the bar code on the security officer and the 

readers in the building. In this system, surveillance is commodity. 

Clients also want these systems in place for purposes of minimising liability. 

Now there will be irrefùtable evidence that a security officer was in the building, that 

patrols were made, or that the said occurrence could not of happened as reported because 

the security oficer was 'in that hailway at the time.' Al1 of this is clearly recorded on the 

deister read-out. The management of risks, therefore, is ingrained within the process of 

selling surveillance - it is the product. Of course, the digital surveillance system can also 

minimise liability for Intelligarde. On one occasion, deister read-outs were presented to a 

Justice of the Peace as evidence that a security officer could not have been involved in an 

assault because he was in another part of the city. 



The next logical step for a hyperpanoptic private policing institution is to sel1 their 

wares to the public at large - in direct competition with the public police. Since the 

provincial neoconserva!ives uriiier Hams in Ontario made changes to the Poiice Services 

Act, it has become possible for municipalities to contract policing services through 

alternative agencies. In the new municipality of Quinte West. Intelligarde was invited to 

enter a bid for policing services alongside the Trenton and Ontario Provincial Police. 

During his presentation. Intelligarde president Ross McLeod held up the latest gadget in 

security officer surveillance equiprnent, a baton that would replace the aging DOS-driven 

deister system. Throughout, he used the prop to punctuate his central message: financial 

and quality control over your local police service. If only five of the six officers assigned 

to a shifi in a given night report for duty, then the municipality will be refunded the cost 

of the missing officer. Squarely within the dictums of neo-liberal nsk eradication, 

consumers pay for only die immediate surveillance they receive. "Can the public police 

promise you that?' he asked. Given the nature of police unionism, the answer, of course, 

is obvious. 

The Quinte West police board, much like the average Intelligarde client today 

would receive a print-out of the mobilisations of each security officer. Electronic 

checkpoints would be placed outside and inside merchant storefronts, on public road 

signs and at problem areas such as schools or parking lots. The police board would have 

direct control over its officers without the political distance of a provincial police service 

situated at'Queen's Park or the legal autonomy of the Trenton police. While placards 

outside the heated meeting demanded 'local control' and the continued presence of the 

Trenton police, on the inside, Ross Mcleod was introducing the newly constituted police 



consumer to the future of toial control and total accountability under the direction of his 

hyperpanoptic organisation. This is the ultimate evolution in police resource control and 

management. 

With al1 of this talk of professionalism and detachment the public has lost control. The cops Say 'don't 3sk 
11s what we'rc doing' but the people want to know 'is anyone going io rattlr the locks on my place of 
business after dark?' Well, the answer is that we will. (Intelligarde manager) 

For Ross McLeod, the police are seen as "distant technocrats" that are incapable 

of addressing client needs. In the vacuous chasm leH in their wake, Intelligarde steps in 

with the support of prevailing political winds and a discontented consumer. 

Do you know what's happening in the U.S.? They're using cardboard cut-outs of cruisers to slow traffic in 
highways. Some merchants are actually pooling thrir money and buying old cruisers, repainting and 
washing them daily, just so it appears that the police are around. People are starved for the type of service 
we c m  provide for them. (Intelligarde manager) 

Within the digitally pre-figured city of the Law Enforcement Company, these scenes of 

desperation would be eliminated because everyone c m  purc hase an electronic check point 

and someone in a uni forrn will be there to stnke it. And the process of surveillance 

would be open to al1 without mystification. 

But the capability to monitor and make secunty officers accountable and known 

can also be applied to other populations. The surveillance system c m  be widened so that 

workers in disparate locales might also be policed. Here, the nature of private policing is 

M e r  revealed - a surveillance system that is inherently a management system for hire. 

Plans are being discussed to detach and re-sel1 Intelligarde's communications centre as an 

international monitoring business. The digital assemblages of the parapolice surveillance 

system can be transplanted to the most remote reaches of Canada and the world. The 

new system being imagined can receive over 600 check-ins per hour for service staff 

across the country. Each client can leave recordings for their staff as well as news or 



oiher instructions. The service person must check-in from a prescribed phone in a 

designated premise. 

This rippties to home care professionals as well. They have to cail in tiom a pre-determined phone which 
~ i l i  automatically be set in the computer. If someone is not caliinç from where they're supposed to, we'll 
know. (Intell igarde manager) 

Not surprisingly, Intelligarde management is considering assigning elcctronic check- 

point wands or guns to track the rnovements of workers in isolated locales or in 

conditions of limited or no supervision. The employees must hit stations throughout the 

facility and download this information into a console which will immediately be relayed 

for analysis to a computer at Intelligarde headquarters. Any anomalies would alert the 

hyperpanoptic registry so that clients (or in this case absentee managers) might be 

noti fied. 

The Law Enforcement Company is thus a contracted policing service in the full 

and historic sense of that term. It is concemed with the order maintenance of the city by 

knowing the places, spaces, and movements of persons it is charged with monitoring. 

The Company charges itself with both crime control and the hyperpanoptic surveillance of 

those it is entnisted with monitoring - including its own secunty officers. By managing a 

disciplinary regime across its own employees, Intelligarde can successfully flog its risk- 

reducing ability within a politicised and fear-inducing neo-liberal risk market. The 

private police are endlessly known as they know others. In practice, the parapolice 

become the contracted inspectorate for a plurality of state and corporate organisations 

seeking to. purchase both the transparent labour (Lyon 1994: 1 19-1 30) of security work 

and its techniques for pmducing transparency in others. 

In this chapter, 1 have suspended an examination of the multiple modes of 

resistance employed by both the parapolice and the subject populations they are tasked 



with controlling in order to entertain the complete managrrial fantasy of control. In this 

way. the risk-reducing, actuarial practices and their correlative modes of surveillance and 

discipline are revealed. As expected, the properties of social control endemic to policing 

institutions in laie modemity revolve around information collection. and it's proliferation 

as a means of commodifying security. Not only are the apparatuses of surveillance 

c haracteristic of risk society , but simul taneously signal their commodi fied nature through 

the vinual panoptics of the deister system, GPD systems, and centraliscd communication. 

The saleability of these security accoutrements is demonstrative of both the mode of 

production and mode of information in which they are fabricated. In other words, the 

system must produce knowledge about both the populations meant to be policed and 

those doing the policing so that the disciplinary techniques of the Company are attractive 

to the consumer. The security product that is therefore sold retlects an integrated risk 

management system. In the chapter to follow, 1 tum to exarnining how this management 

mode1 can be linle more than 'fmtasy' when the l iwd realities of those irnagined within 

the assemblage is unveiled. 
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Chapter Six: Solidarity, Fear and Su bculture 

Police subculture is a well documented social phenornenon. The early works of 

Skolnick (1  966). Westley ( 1  970) and others (e.g. Manning and Van Maanen 1978) 

demystified the working environrnents and occupational mores of the men who made up 

the 'thin blue line.' More recently, investigations have continued to centre on the 

attributes of police work (e.g. Chan 1996; Ericson and Shearing 1986; Manning 19%; 

Manning 1997; Rigakos 1995) in order to undentand the effect of 'recipe niles,' 'dramas 

of control,' or experieniial constructions on official (and unofficial) police mobilisations. 

So much qualitative data has been amassed about the occupational culture of policing that 

Johnston (1  992: 186) has criticised "sociology's preoccupation with front-line police 

behaviour." He argues that attention needs to be diverted to the top of the policing 

pyrarnid, lest theorists be endlessly embroiled in the micro-sociological minutiae of 

street-level practices. 

A focus on both the imaginaries of surveillance-power und an analysis of the 

forms of resistance and negotiation that constitute dialectics of control, of course, are 

equally valuable to sociologicai theorking. In the previous chapter, 1 described how 

Intelligarde's perpetual system of examination and its hyperpanoptic imagination 

virtualises and digitises the environrnents to be policed, the employees who police it, and 

those falling within its gaze. In this chapter, 1 am concerned with describing the means of 

resistance employed by security oficers and suspects in opposition to the apparanises of 



control constructed by the Law Enforcement Company. 1 also wish to explore the 

embattled, yct resiiient body of parapolice officers with their constituent ' w a ~ a b e '  and 

pugilistic elements. Both the bravado and caution exercised by Intelligarde secuiity 

officers stems from conditions of dependent uncertainty, status Frustration, and the fear of 

being swarmed by angry mobs. This constant risk-taking andlor risk-aversion results in a 

strong occupational ethic of interdependence in the face of immediate or impending 

dangers. This is not unlike the occupational codes of public police agencies - they tend 

to display a heavy emphasis on organisational and occupational mobilisation in response 

to threats or violence against their members. 

The parapolice culture, however, is qualitatively different because of what 1 will 

later describe as its romanticised 'legiomaire' characteristics. Reliance on fellow 

security officers and a correlative intemalising ofsubcultural noms conceming 

rmergency response or risky incidents results in frustration, isolation, and constant 

emotional anxiety. The resultant collective psyche of the parapolice produces 

contradictory and skewed responses ranging from resigned martyrdom, to perpetual 

dread, and fierce fraternal allegiance. Ofien, these mores may act upon a security officer 

variably throughout the completion of a single shift, rotation, month, year, or career. 

Resistance from Within: The Art of 'Ghosting' 

The Intelligarde surveillance system is far from perfect. Despite a hyperpanoptic 

gaze of continuous digital examination, security officers have found ample room to 

manoeuvre within the virtual system. Although Intelligarde's deister system demands 

constant reporting through the swiping of either coded checkpoints or occurrence strips, 

these close-ended and automating duties can actually fiee up security officers for 'non- 



revenue' actions. The ability to evade or fool electronic detection is considered by 

Bogard ( 19%: 100- 1 1 3) when he builds upon the thoughts of de Certeau ( 1986) on la 

prrrirqi<e or 'the wig.' On the one hand, the act of 'iooking busy,' 'looking productive,' 

or 'going through the motioiîs' has been a long perceived quality of police work 

(Skolnick 1966; see also Smith and Gray 1983). But on the other hand, it has never been 

as difficult, nor as involved a it is within a hierarchy of perpetual examination, a 

digitally demanding system of immediate accountabi lity . 

Laperruque is about reclaiming personal time from the monotony of work. It  is 

about fooling supervision, surveillance, or in the case of InteIligarde, the deister system 

rneant to make security officers constantly known to management. It is appropriate. 1 

think, that Intelligarde security officers have termed this practice 'ghosting.' Intelliçarde 

employees have adeptly captured their presence within the matrix of checkpoints and 

close-ended occurrences they must virtually inhabit. The act of being seen is merely a 

simulation of the reul disordered and chaotic streets and buildings they actually traverse. 

Thus, their existence within the virtual and wired city of (InteIligarde's) Toronto is 

spectral in nature, fleeting and indeterminate, and only a representational strategy. 

. . . workers find ways to utilize their workrime to resist the spariul control strategies of their employers or, 
more simply put. io elude workplace surveillance and discipline. These temporal manoeuvres, which rake 
advantage of contingencies within the architectural and poiitical order of the workplace. take place 'out of 
view,' unnoticed by supervisors (or their optical-mechanical surrogates, cameras, listening devices, 
monitors). (Bogard 1996) 

Ghosting is about appearing to be somewhere and doing something necessary to the 

production of surveillance when, in fact, iime is being diverted to one's personal use or 

leisure. Many security offices were reluctant to discuss ghosting on tape but did 

comment when the recorder was turned off. But I also came to observe how ghosting is 



accomplished in the satellite workplaces of the Law Enforcement Company on numerous 

occasions. 

The most obvious method of ghosting is completing 'hits' (or site visits) ahead of 

the aliocated time reserved for such patrols. A security officer c m  ofien complete the 

swiping of deister checkpoints for a small building within two or three minutes while the 

patrols might be scheduled For twenty. Security officers are instructed to stay on sight 

after the last checkpoint has been stmck but this, of course, is not a dictum that is always 

adhered to. A common tactic is to strike half the deister checkpoints at a building, and 

then drive away to visit a nearby static site officer, or rendezvous with another mobile 

secunty oficer. Often, mobile officers will take deliveries of coffee or food to static site 

officers, or might generally socialise with other security officers before retuming to the 

site after 15 minutes to strike the remaining deister strips. For al1 intents and purposes. 

the deister collector report will show that the security officer was on site for the required 

time. Some more daring mobile security officers will actually strike al1 of the deister 

checkpoints and then sign off from the site rnany kilometres away since the 'on site' and 

'off site' deister strips are genenc ones carried by al1 security officers in their portfolios. 

Most security officers are carefùl not to report when they arrive and leave a site to 

the dispatchers in order that they can negotiate their patrol time, allowng for greater 

'down time' and opportunity for leisure activities. A comrnon practice For mobile 

officers is to radio communications oficers with a long list of 'on' and 'off site times. 

Although this is not permitted, communications officers typically ignore this procedural 

dictum because of their close social connections to veteran mobile security oacers, or 

because mobile officers typically take deliveries of take-out food to the dispatchers. In 
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such security officer led al1 others in average deister hits as he was preparing for the PRO 

cornpetition. For their part. management posts deister production numben to 'close the 

gap' (Foucault 1977) between the body o f  aecurity officers. High producers are rewarded 

with praise while low deister counts looked badly on an entire platoon. This is intended 

to increase peer pressure on security officers who are not vigilant in this regard. 

Another mode of surveillance and accountabili ty is the Intelligarde Clear-net 

radio system which, according to the description 1 offered in chapter 5, should promoie 

isolationism. general anomie and a centralised decision-making process over Intellignrde 

mobilisations. If al1 communication was filtered through communications headquarters. 

as was intended, then this would work quite nicely. Of course, this is not how the radio 

system is used in practice. Many security officers refuse to keep their radios keyed to the 

communications centre, favouring instead to communicate with a nearby partner, site 

security officer, or mobile district officer. While the radio system pre-empts general 

radio traffic over an open frequency, it also allows for unchecked levels of 

communication between security officers on innumerable private channels. This results 

in an unofficial chain of'communication between security officers negotiating a wide host 

of unsanctioned mobilisations. 

Rather than relying on communications officers for orchestrating back-up and 

support, many security oficers cd1 district colleagues ahead of an actual incident or 

occurrence. Indeed, one of the most troubling developments about the Mike system, 

accordingto a rnajonty of parapolice officers, is that the lack of an open frequency stunts 

a collective sense of imminent danger and thus stifles preventive actions that might have 

alleviated disorganisation. For example, in the past when a secunty officer was about to 



effect an arrest and was unsure about being outnurnbered, a neighbouring security officer 

could overhcar and volunteer support. As rnany mobile officers withho Id information 

about thtiir curent whereabouts from dispatch, communications officers must caii out to 

a series of security officers in order to ascertain their proximity and ability to assist. This 

is a highly centralised system but inefficient and dangerous in the eyes of many ofticers. 

Thus, unofficial communications take place, wherein a parapolice officer calls ahead and 

checks support and back-up on his own. These mobilisations are accomplished without 

the fonvarding of information to the communications office. 

While a 'group call' function is available to the security officers, they believe that 

it c m  only be used in emergency situations since it is a costly measure. One officer told 

me that "it costs over $400.00 to activate a group call" while another security officer 

estimated the cost in the thousands of dollars. Yet another mobile security officer noted 

that "group calls are a last resort, even [the president] hears the message on his personal 

radio at home." As a result, this security officer chooses to negotiate his own support in 

lieu of official Company mobilisations because he does not want to be held accountable 

for its misuse. Even scarier for many security officers is that only one line to the 

dispatchers can be activated at once. This means that they may very well get a busy 

signal when trying to call for help. This last problem is anathema to the occupational 

code of InteIligarde International since at its core is an ethic of mutual assistance. In this 

way, official attempts to structure and centralise the flow of information has resulted in a 

wholesde~rejection of the radio system and the formulation of a network of unofficial 

information exchanges and mobilisations that are never documented on official report 



forms or broadcast to the communications centre. 1 recorded at least fifteen such 

incidents. 

On one occasioii a mobile security officer lit his vehicle's police light bars to 

make his way through traffic in assistance of a fellow officer. He sped dangerously 

through downtown traffic and shouted "you're not seeing this!" The occurrence was 

never reported to dispatch and had we been stopped by the public police. charges could 

have been laid under the Highway Traflîc Acr for using emergency lights on public 

roadways and for speeding. The Mike system has also facilitated socialising by 

Intelligarde officers because closed frequencies allow For sustained and insulated 

discussions. Inadvertently, the radio system has spawned an expansive informal 

communication system hidden to management. 

The favourite pastime of Intelligarde security officers is to socialise, gossip, and 

exchange police recruiting information in informal gatherings. I was oAen used as a 

rationale for such meetings because when transfemng from district to district, mobile 

security oficers would meet at well manned static sites for the 'escort exchange.' This 

would oken result in gatherings of fwe or more security officers at a given site. There is 

a strong subcultural necessity for such meetings because they serve to create a bond 

between officers and also produce a visible display of authority, solidarity and cohesion 

for tenants and 'bad guys.' This is re-affirming for the site security officer - it  is a 

reminder to loiterers and dealers of the availability of support at the site officer's 

disposal. To be sure, Intelligarde managers are not duped into believing that such 

activities do not exist. 'Ghosting' is not a secret term of the parapolice subculture. 

Intelligarde managea, who have dso spent time in patrol dulies, are aware of these 



practices but add the possibility of more totalising surveillance techniques to their 

rrp~t  idire. These include Global Positioning Devices, a ncw radio system, vehicle 

mnnitors. etc. In the meantirne, current hyperpanoptic apparatuses are buttressed by 

vigilant supervision. This mostly includes the QCM following, or shadowing, security 

omcers on patrol. If a security officer is not nt the same site he reported to dispatch. then 

the QCM c m  seize his run sheets, and deister gun to examine his whereabouts. 

These activities are unpopular with some security officers who note that 'sncaking 

about' is devious and shows mistrust. 

D lives, eats, and sleeps Intelligarde. He thinks everybody else should too. That, for me, is not goinç to 
happen. .. He's been known to sneak up on people on the job, you know. That, for me, is not what a 
supervisor should be doing. There are two ways to make people work for you: they fear you, or they 
respect you. This company is run on fear and constant supervision. (Mobile security officer - Male) 

On the other hand, more security officers reflect the attitude that attention from 

management comes from repeated abuses and that oversight is simply the nature of 

security work. For them, there is a respect for managerial inspection but a weariness that 

actions may sometimes be arbitrary. 

There have been guys fired From this company, just like that [snaps fingers]. You shouid ask around. It's 
unfair when you think about it. Some guys were knobs and deserve it. My opinion is that most of these 
guys did deserve it but what happens if 1 make a mistake? Am I history? (Mobile security otficer - Male) 

1 think D does a good job and 1 respect his position but sometimes he comes on too strong. Most guys here 
1 think respect him but he's also nibbed guys the wrong way too so they have a gnidge. As far as I'm 
concerned, I don't fuck the dog so 1 have nothing to wony about. (Static site officer - Male) 

Another concem for many security officers is that a double standard exists 

between managerial and line-officer accountability. It is believed that the intense 

scmtiny and high standard of performance demanded of the parapolice does not apply for 

Intelligarde management. 

If there's a problem, then there's a chain of command that has to be followed in order to rectifi sornething. 
So, if I've got a payroll problern, 1 have to go through the supervisor, who then sends it to someone else 
and then it gets to payroll. For them. no one is accountable. For me, I'rn always accountable. If 1 fuck up, 



I'm history. What happens if management fucks up, which they do regularly? Nothing, it's just a mistakc. 
(Mobile security officer - Male) 

When a managerial error does arise, the parapolice subculture quickly diffuses the 

incident to oiher line officers. This serves to delegitimise supervisory orders - stories of 

managerial blunders induce employee indifference to directions. On one occasion I 

observed a chain of secrecy and coded communications by a number of security officers 

on a given platoon. The incident they were originally guarding from me consisted of an 

lntelligarde supervisor leaving a handgun, without a trigger lock and outside of the 

lockbox, in the tnink of a Company cruiser. The incident was used as a foi1 for entry into 

a general discussion of the inadequacies of management. While most security officers 

went dong with the complaints, others later confided to me that their colleagues 

sornetimes "whine too much." 

Crime Fighting and the Wannabe Culture 

The subculture of Intelligarde parapolice cannot be understood wi thout an 

examination of the shared experiences of frustrations of its membership. Subcultural 

orientations dictate that it is these shared subjective, avenive experiences that hone a 

necessary logic for deviant behaviour. 

Almost al1 Intelligarde security officers want careers in law enforcement. They 

are Young, energetic, and eager for employment with public policing agencies. Most 

would like to join the Metropolitan Toronto Police Service but others are not particularly 

selective about where they might end up. Some Intelligarde security officers have made 

applications to police departrnents as far away as New York, Boston, Houston, and New 

Orleans. The effect of this 'wannabe' subculture is to instil a sense of collective purpose 

arnong security officen. Everyone wants law enforcement expenence and everyone is 
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undcrgoing recruit scrcening or has information about police departmcnts that are hiring. 

This çoniinuous information cxchange atout physical. psychological. md persona1 

intcn-iew testing provides a çommon social grounding and importxt preparatory 

information. M u i y  officers from the Law Enhrcemrnt Company have rr.«ved into 

careers in public policing - this is reinforcing for those ofllïcers still with InteIligarde. 

Promotions to public police agencies buttress an organisational comrniimen t to 

protessional law enforcement and sends a message tu security officers that thcir &Tons 

are supponed. For their part, Intelligarde managers are not hesi tant to re-schedule shi fts 

and provide off days for cmployees that must undergo police testing during ont: of thcir 

rotations. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that Intelligarde security officers measure their 

success against law en forcement ideals: 'good pinches,' court testimony, and crime 

i was trying to arrest a guy in a stainvell for smoking crack and we got into an altercation and he wouldn't 
leavr so 1 tried to place him under arrest for failing to leave when directed.. . He just went offside and we 
were in a stainvell so I couldn't cal1 to anyone.. . We ended fightinç in the stainvell for a çood five or six 
minutes. And he was huge, probably twice as big as me. And he was throwing me around the stainvcll 
like a dart. 1 had back-up coming but they just weren't gening there quick enough, you know. .. I had this 
guy pinned three times and cvery tirne he broke frce and 1 thought 'man, this is it' because i just couldn't 
handle this guy. .. He took off down Pembroke Street and one of our guys off duty had his radio and spotted 
hirn on Shuter and radioed his position to everyone else. He couldn't get him because he wasn't in 
uniform. But he pointed him out to out guys as two of our cruisers closed in. The guy was hunched ovcr 
and out of breath. We grabbed hirn and he still had $50.00 worth of crack on him. Metro showed up and 
got the arrest. 1 just had court for thar three weeks ago. .. He eventually got six months and two years 
probation. (Mobile security officer - Male) 

Most Intelligarde security officers can relate a story about a 'good pinch' while at the 

Company. One officer investigated and arrested a suspect on Intelligarde property at the 

request of a Metro Police sergeant. In this case, the security officer was being deployed 

in lieu of public police response. 

1 guess my best pinch was one time I was shooting the shit with this Metro sergeant and he gets a cal1 over 
the radio that there's a suspicious person in behind one of our lots on Bleeker Street. So the guy, he's from 



5 1 Division, asks me to check i t  out since it was on one of  our sites. I go around back and find the su:. who 
fit the description - blue blazer, baseball cap. So I arrest him and tïnd a sparkplug he !vas using to smash 
the car windows w ith in his hand. Anyways, the guy was charged with thrc:: counts of possession of stolen 
property and othcr stuff. I've got court for thrit one next wcek. That was a nice, clcrin. casy one. 
(J1obilc;Stritic officer - Mak) 

t fandling dangerous incidents without the assistance of the local public police dre 

considered rsprcially meritorious arrests. The following srcurity officer relates an 

incident where he and his partner may have saved a woman from rape and possible 

murder. 

My partnu and I got called to an apartrnent where there was a yuy living in there who we had ongoing 
problems with. The neighbour had called and said that he heard a female inside the next door apartmcnt 
screaming for help and he thought there was some kind of dornestic going on. So we got therc and WC 

know this guy. i mean he's a crack-head, he's a problem-child, he's done al1 sorts of  crime. So anyways, 
when we got there, we bang on the door and we can hear the female inside calling 'heip,' 'help me,' )ou 
know, 'let me go,' 'he's grabbing me' and al1 sons o f  things. So we banged on the door and announced 
who we were and he told us to Set lost and started screarning at us to rnind our own business and that i t  had 
nothinç to do with us. But we could hear inside that tables and chairs were being thritshed around and 
someone was in need of  hclp. So, two seconds bcforc we were about to kick in the door, he opens the door 
and ri fcmale comes running out with hcr face covered in blood and her prints al1 ripped and goes teriring off  
down the hallway 'he's trying to rape me,' you know 'he's tryinç to rape me.' And he comes out al1 
foarning at the mouth, al1 hypcd up on crack or whatever and he's amed hirnself with a billiard stick. ri 
pool stick. So we tried talking to him and de-escalating but nothing was working. Hc was just intent un 
tightinç with us. Sure enouçh, the pool stick came up and he was about to hit us with i t  so we çot into it 
with hirn, and we were restraining him and 1 was tping ro get the stick out o f  his hand. I knew that i f  he 
got his hand frce, someone was going to çet clobbered with it. I couldn't break his grip - he w3s prctry 
strong and he was pretty hiçh so i ended up having to hit him across the knuckles here with my mas-lite. 
And 1 sot told later on that 1 apparently brokc two of  his knuckles ... I actually got court for that next week. 
He got forcible confinement, scxual assault, assault with a deadly weapon, and al1 kinds o f  stuff. (Mobile 
security officer - Male) 

Whrn 1 asked the security officer why the police were not called by the tenant in the first 

instance. he replied "because we are the police in that area, and by the time they corne the 

woman would be dead." As fa as the security officer was concerned, the woman would 

have been looking at a two to three hour wait uniess it's a 91 1 emergency call. 

"Besides," the security officer adds, "we're just as capable of handling it as ~Metro." 

The ability to effect an arrest before or despite public police involvement 

constitutes the most remembered and related stones. In the following incident, the Law 

Enforcement Company captured a wanted person before the police could on an 



Intelligarde proprrty. The apprehension of the suspect was considercd a success for the 

entire tirm because it involïed two sites and demonstrated the organisation's 

communication capabilitirs and the sccurity oficer's vigilance. I t  was a display of 

organisational sffectiveness. 

One of our best pinches, I think, was when this one lady stabbed a guy on one of our propenics and tled. 
hletro was looking for her and the cal1 went out but we also had a description because we knew what \cas 
going on. Three hours later we mested her on zinother one of Our properties for atternpted murder and 
turned her ovcr to Metro. Because, as I'm surc you know by now, we control a major section of the 
downtown core From Bloor and Sherbourne to St. Hubert and the Esplanade, that's ours. So, she was 
rnaking her way through Our adjoininç sites. (Mobile sccurity officer - Male) 

lntel ligarde security officer zeal to effect arrests sometimes leads them onto unsafe leyal 

footing. In the following incident. a suspect was pursued by Intelligarde securi ty officers 

in what amounted to a car chase through the city until the suspect finally jumped frorn his 

vehicle while it was in gear. Had the incident not ended so fortuitously, there rnay have 

been legal repercussions for Intelligarde. 

About a year and a half ago. We had a guy working Parking Authority of  Toronto and he cauçht a guy 
pry ing a cash drawer frorn one of the booths. He got to his car and took off. So, our guy got into his car 
and took off after him. It was kinda cool. They were headcd West through the city. I was headed east 
through the city and we just sort of kept on going t i l l  we were gonna meet up not really knowing w hat we 
finally got together. Dispatch was on the phone to Metro giving them directions as we were calling thcrn 
out. The guy bailed out of his car, left it in gear and took off down the Street. We chased him down, took 
him to the ground, 'cuffed him. And there was a whole pile of people watching. We got hirn down, kspt 
hirn down, kept hirn  in 'cuffs until the cops showed up ... that was a nice one. 1 think the caps were a little 
jealous. But they were really good, they were patting us an the back, telling us we did a good job and this. 
The sergerint showed up and was yelling 'you shouldn't have been doinç that' and thsn on the side was 
kinda Iike saying 'that was a pretty good arrest on that.' (Static site officer - Male) 

Some Intelligarde stones border on the incredible, as the following tale indicates. 

In any case, the overriding logic of notable Intelligarde interventions reflect 'real police 

work.' 

There's storles up at the Kipling building. Two of our guys found a carload full of machine guns, uzis, and 
a shotgun. Have you heard this one with the machine guns? This one is phenomenal, oh my God, you 
haveo't heard it? They picked up the guns and Say 'whoa, w e  have to cal1 the cops' in the underground. 
Weil, the guys who own the cars are coming around the corner, 'what are you guys doing with our cars?' 
They ended up getting shot at and so one of out guys that was holding a uzi started shooting back at [hem. 
So, this is the type of stuff.. . This was before the second last time we lost it. We aiways Iose that site. 
We're our own worst enemy because we clem it up and they hire some crappy security Company and we're 



back whrre ive started again. We've had and lost that site so many rimes that we jus t  Ieave it on the listing 
now. (Mobile security offlcer - Male) 

r\rc these anecdotes typical of InteIligarde mobilisations? Do the panpolice often grt 

invol\.cd in crime control activities? If so. how often do they effect nrrests absent public 

police interventions'? .An examinaiion of InteIligarde's occurrence report files y ields 

some interesting answers to these questions (see Table 6.1 ). 

Table 6. I : Types of Occurrences on Intciligarde Properties 

1 OCCURRENCE 1 n 1 % 

j8 i 17.1 
TYPE 

Tenant Cornplaint or Info. 

15.3 Violence and Disputes 

1 

12.9 Thef't Rclated 

Prohibited o r  Forced Entry 

l 

1 I 

p g r a n c y  Related 

5 7 

I I I  

IV 

Assist Public Agency 

44 

V 

I 

VT 

8.8 
1 1 

Maintenance Related 

rcpon files RI= 1,703). (at 95% confidence intcrval, p -  05. precision= i 
4%). Items re-categorized from 42 incident types listcd in ordcr of 
frequency: 1 = noise cornplaint, info. from tenant, tound pcrson. found 
property; I I  = dornestic dispute. common assault, assault security officcr, 
sexual assault. tenant dispute. assault wiih wcapon, deaths; 111 = thett 
under, vehicle break-in, attempt theft, fnud, stolcn vchicle; IV = 
previously banned - arrestcd; forced entry, attrrnpt forced cnuy; V = 
loitering, solicitinglpanhuidling drunkeness; VI = firc dm. rnrdical 
cmergency. vchicle accident; VI1 = suspicious person, susptcious 
açtivity, obsccne cal ls, threats; VI II  = insecure door, sal'cty ha;tard, hcalth 
hazard, le&, floods, clevator maint., door maint.. tire hazafd; IX = 
vmdalism, misuse fire cquip.. vandaiize tire equip.; .Y = suspicious dmg 
activity, drug abuse. 

3 8 

38 

Suspicious o r  Threatening 
Behaviour 

/ ~ n t ~  Relared 

First, the most comrnon reason for parapolice mobilisation involves tenant noise 

11.2 

11.2 

36 

VI1 1 

cornplaints or information (l7.1%), followed closely by violence and disputes (1 5.3%) 

10.6 

Vil 

X 

3 0 

-- 3 7 6.5 

8 2.4 



and thrft-related occurrences ( 12.9%). Stopping forced entries. or enforcing vagrnncy 

rclated offcnws tcikes up most of Inteiiigarde's time and represcnts 30.4% of occurrence 

rcpons.With this in mind. on cxamination of what incidents prompt Intelligarde cfliccis 

to arrest and/or cal1 for police assistance is necessary bccausc this will identify important 

mobilisation characteristics of the parapolice (see Table 6.2). While tenant cornplaints or 

information may be the most frequent occurrence it rarely results in lntclligarde (0%) or 

public police (6.9%) arrests. In fact. the most important arrest-producing incident on 

Intelligarde properties rnay involve vagrancy -related incidents ( 100%). On the other 

hand, the police will be called in only 26.3% of such cases. 

Table 6.2: Incidents Prompting Ai-rests and/or Police Assistance. 

Violence and Disputes (N=52) 14 26.9 38 73.1 

The most common reasons to cal1 the police were prohibited or forced entries (78.9%) - 

so that P.0.T.s rnay be issued, violence and disputes (73.1%), thefi (76.2%), and dmg- 

Theft Related (N=.IJ) 

Prohibited or Forced Entry (N=38) 

Vagrancy Related (N=38) 

Assist Public Agency (N=36) 

Suspicious or Threatening 
Behaviour (N=30) 
Maintenance Related (N=22) 

Vandalisrn/Mischief (N= 14) 

Drug Related (N=8) 

related incidents (50.0%). Caution must be exercise with these percentages because they 

Bascd on systematic random samplc (n=340) of company occurrence rcport 
files (N= 1,703). (at 95% canfidcncc interval. p=.05, prccision= I 4%). 
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50.0 
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Table 6.3: Reportcd Results of Occurrences on Properties 
Sttcured by Intrlligardr. 

OCCURRENCE 1 n 1 %O 1 
RESULT 

Arrest or Detain 

No Arrest 
1 

I 

lnvestigate and Report 96 1 18.2 

Arrest, Ban, and Turn 5 8 17.1 
Over to Police 
NPE lssued 4 6 13.5 

Warninglfieep the Pcace 4 9 11.8 
l l 

Assist Police 1 18 1 8.2 
1 l 

Unsubstantiated 20 5.9 
1 ! 

Assist Fire Dept. 14 1 4.1 
1 1 

Assist Am bulance 12 1 3.5 

Suspect Escaped 1 O 2.9 
L L 

Escort from Property 8 1 2.4 

Assist Police in Effecting 
an Arrest 
Verbal Banning 

I 

Stick. Bat, or Blunt 12 1 

Knife 4 1.2 

l 1 

Victim or Other 32 1 9.4 1 
Security Officer(s) 8 2.4 

i n  ystematic randorn samplr (n=3SO) of compmy 
(at 95% confidence 
NPE = Noiicc Proh ibiting 

reflect only reported (or officially observed) occurrences, and not the actual number of 

incidents. It is highly unlikely, for example, that vagrancy would be observed, with no 

action taken and an occurrence report subsequently filed. Not only is this not wonhy of 

reporting but may reveal a security oficer's less than vigilant disposition. 



Statistics gleaned from an analysis of Intelligarde occurrence reports indicatr that 

3 ?.P4 O T occurrences result in arrest and 1 7.1 % of suspects are handed over to the police 

iiticr banning. ,+ln additional 8.7% of incidents involve assisting the public police in 

effwting arrests (sec Table 6.3). By additionally tallying all public agency responscs to 

Intelligarde secured propenies. we find that 3 7.9% of occurrences involve police 

presence, tollowed by ambulance (8.2%) and tire (5.9%) services (see Table 6.4). This 

clearly established the routine interaction between the public police and Intelligarde 

International. 

Table 6.4: Reported Public Agency 
Responses to Propenies Secured by 

Intelligarde. 

AGENCY 
Police 

1 1 

Fire I 10 1 5.9 

Am bulance 

n 
128 

çompany ~currcnci: rcpon tilcs (N=I  ,703). (31 959% 
confidencc intcrval,p=. 05, prccision= * 4%). 
iMTHA = Metropolitan Toronto Housing tlulhurity 
Security. 

% 
37.9 

28 

MTHA 

Previous research in Canada, has indicated that police officers view security guards as 

8.2 

Mickey Mouse' in training, deportment, and mandate. This is particularly evident in 

2 

their understandings and constructions of the private security sector's loss prevention 

.6 

focus (Shearing, S tenning and Addario 1 985 b). Would the sarne attitudes affect relations 

with the parapolice given their crime prevention mandate? Due to regular contact with 

the public police, and the zeal and bravado with which Intelligarde security officers 



sometimes excrcise their crime control duties, it  is little wondcr that they sometirnes 

corne into contlict with public law enforcement. 

Ttwc \+ris this one guy ivho was loaded and 1 tried to arrest him because he was pissing on the propeny. 
So. I go to arrest hirn and 1 apply a very siiiiple procedure on him but he's tlinging at me and when 1 take 
liim down ihc guy is blceding al1 ovtx the place because he bançed his head while going down. lit. cops 
arrive and abK me what happened. And wlien I told [hem they'rc like 'what, you did this to the guy bccriuse 
hs was peeing?' And. of course, now they think 1 went to town on this guy and al1 that happened was that 
he landcd on his head. They said that he could actually charge rnc for assault if I charged hirn. So I said. 
just çet this guy out of here on the trespass. So they ended up lettins him go bccause they thought hc 
already suffered cnough. (Mobile security ofticer - Male) 

Someiimes, however. the professional relationships between Intelligarde srcurity ot'ficcrs 

and some GTA police services border on an auxiliary function: 

I don't know if anybody has already told you this but everybody calls nie the traffic cop. 1 work out in the 
west end where there's a lot of highways. I'm out ihere every niçht and I've done a lot of impaireds. In  the 
last two years ... I follow them on the road and 1 radio the cops and it's very crucial that, you know, its not 
like I 'm an ordinary citizen. You have to know what they're looking for: weaving, changing lanes, 
acceleration, deceleration, erratic driving. They'll ask 'what did you observe?' In the Iast four months. 
i've done about six. I have a lot of down time. The last one I called OPP. I don't want to tic up dispatch 
with non-revenue items. (Mobile security officer - Male) 

Relationships with the public police. therefore, are often contingent upon the 

specific histories with certain services or Divisions. When there has been a consisicnt 

positive association between the police and InteIligarde. personal ties rnay develop 

brtween public police officers and the parapolice, lostering a student-mentor relationship. 

I get dong with them. No problerns. Thc only timc they get upset tvith our guys is ivhcn wc go bcyond our 
job. (blobile security officer) 

Metro many times will instil this teacher-student relationship by looking for what you did wrang. They'll 
point out where you went wrong in the arrest. They won't dwell on it but they'll let you know where 'ou 
basically fucked up. (Mobile security officer - Male) 

Well, I guess because I've been here for so long, they coach us. They tell us how to do things and Set 
around stuff. They say 'if you can't handle it, give us a call.' They help us with how the law works. 
(Static site officer - Male) 

As far as dispatch, we have to deal with Metro dispatch daily, if not hourly. So there's a mutual respect. 
As far as the cops down here, 1 find that I get rides in frorn the bridge and stuff. They're good guys. But. I 
guess in some other areas that isn't necessarily the case. 1 h e u  stories from the guys cominç on or otT shift 
and it's sad to leam that some cops don't give a shit, you know. But others are great. A lot of it has to do 
with youth, 1 think. (Communications officer - Male) 



In other areas. relations bctwcsn the public and private police depend upon the individual 

security ol'ficcrs and police who respond. These transactions can Vary between amicrible 

eschanges to adversarial meetings. 

It varies. I t  dcpends on the officer. It's the same ris if l was Joe Citizen. Everyone has had çood md bad 
experiences with the police. 1 swear to you rhat sornc police ot'ficers turn around and follow us and i f  I go 
one kilometre ovw the speed l imi t  they'll pull me ovcr. They go out of their way to follow the cars and 
sorne will just casually wave. They'll turn around and follow you right up your ass, and ifyou'vc got an 
alarm response, you're screwed. (Mobile security ofticer - Male) 

Uhm. 23 Division has been really CO-operative with us. Whenever we've had arrests, thcy've responded 
very quickly. AI1 of our arrcsts, the majority have been issued P.0.T.s. Provincial Offenccs Tickets. (Static 
site ofticer - Male) 

I t  depcnds on where you're working. Each Division has its own positive or negative views o f  Intelligrirdr. 
For example, 23 Division had a very negative view of intelligarde because we had some real just bad 
instances where security officers over-exceeded their authority or did bad arrests. Thiit sort of thing. And 
it took a lot of work with a steady crew in that area to set up a good working relationship ... because thsy 
had a real sour raste in their mouths after working with some of our officers. (Communications officer - 
Male) 

Açcording to many InteIligarde security officers. the best arrangements with the 

police exist in downtown Toronto. where most of the veteran and professional panpolicc 

interact with Divisions accustomed to their presence. On the other hand. some outlying 

Divisions and police services do not have the sarne professional relationship with the 

Law Enforcement Company. 

We work well with the Metro Police genenliy in the downtown area. When you get out to some of the 
outskirt areas, they tend not to be very usetùl to us. One of the divisions, 1 needed back-up once. They 
came, drove around the parking lot, didn't see anybody and lefi. (Mobile security officer - Male) 

It varies from division to division. The guys downtown we get dong with. There's, I think, a rnutual 
respect there. We do our jobs and stay out of their way. Out in the suburbs, especially out in the West end. 
I think a lot of police, the public police, see us as their rivals like we're trying to cut their lawn. Like we're 
tqing to be them or trying to do their job ... But, of course, we're tryinç to do a job similar to that on an 
entirely different levet with an entirely different set of rutes. (Mobile security officer - Male) 

It depends on their past experiences with us. 1 was working out in 23 Division and I heard that the cops 
were assholes and this and that. But 1 did what I had to do. 1 had the paperwork for them when they got 
there and by the end 1 was playing hockey with them on Thursday nights. Cops know when they corne out 
here, they're going to have everything they need. Al1 they have to do is write the ticket or take the guy in. 
(Static site officer - Male) 



Intelligarde officers report that the public may or may not respect thcm. This is 

dcpendent upon the population bcing policed. the populaiion being police for. and the 

gcneral cnvironmcnt of policing. 

Y ou set some pcople who wiil treat you like a policc officer. You'll get somc people who will trcat } ou 
like you're nothing. Out hcre, in Peel, they're a higher class of people. But they'rc brisically helpless 
snobs that dan't have clue. They'll call and Say 'comc quick, the kids are making noise' and if you'rr a 
couple of minutes over your expected time they'll stan bcakinç at you. l'hcy're reril idiots. It's hrrrd to 
respect their pettiness after coming tiom St. James Town and North York. you know? (Mobile sccurit? 
officer - Male) 

The negative view that a lot of people have about us sets a little frustrating. You're there and you're trying 
to help people and you're dealing with a bunch of people that don't want you to help them. They ser y u  
as making an imposition on their lifestyle or sornething and it gets vcry fnistrating.. . (Mobile securitj 
officcr - Male) 

The store community they really suppori us. Thry [others] criticise us because thcy think we're arrcsting 
someone because they're black. ! have to watch for the crowd because they'll corne and try to hclp him. If 
1 think that it's going to br: (i bad mest  or that there are too many people in the area.. . I f  you call for back- 
up you're gonna çet a riot. You're going to get a lot of people who are going to help this one person who 
maybe stole sornething from K-Man. And then you've got guards tighting or holding people back. So, the 
best thing to do sometimes is just to let it go ... In the three years I 've bcen here, we'vt: had about f ive  
severe swiirmings. (Static site officer - Male) 

These comrnents are in line with previous research public perceptions private 

security. Shearing et al. (1985c:227) note that "private security has not establishcd itself 

as a stereotypic cultural object about which people have clear and distinct images.'' I t  is 

also true, however, that Intelligarde cames a reputation of swift and severe action against 

populations it is charged with policing (see chapter four). This is illustrated by a security 

officer who argues that he benefits from InteIligarde's 'no nonsense' reputation. 

1 don7 know if they respect us as much as tear us. lntelligarde has the reputation where you don't screw 
with us. Or if you do, you'll have six cruisers there in about five minutes. And like look rit me, I'm not the 
most intimidating guy. I'm not six feet, 200 Ibs. 1 like when I 'm doing my patrol that 1 can hear guys 
saying don't screw with Intelligarde because you're ~ o i n g  to have six guys here in five minutes. So that 
works for me when 1 do my patrols because it's not like 'oh, he's just some numbkey [?] security guard.' 
(Mobile security oficer - Male) 

Despite al1 of the bravado, however, Intelligarde security officen are also a w e q  

lot who feel they get little respect from both the public and the police. This was evident 

to me on one occasion when responding to a cal1 for back-up with a mobile security 



officer. When we rirrived at the site - a dountown rooming house - we noticed t ~ o  

black rniddle-aged men outside the residence, yelling üt a beleaguered security officcr. 

Soon o1it.r we arrived. anotlier vshicle and iwo foot pütrol officers frorn a nearby site 

joined us. The incident had staned because the sccurity oftïcer began making inquirics 

about the occupants of the rooming house. One ofthe persons should not have bern there 

because of a previous baming. 

The suspect fled whrn more officers amved. As we stood about the front of the 

house, the resident who had invited the banned individual inside and had reîùscd to allow 

hirn to leave by challenging security, was now being conciliatory. "Thanks man, ive cool 

right. we cool?" he asked. The officer found out that the residrnt did not want hirn there 

rither but had put up a display in order not to appear to be betraying his 'Triend.' The 

man shakes the security ofiicer's hand and thanks him. 

S i0  ;t I : See the type of shit we have to put up with? That guy wanted h i m  out too but was çivinç rnc a 
hard time. He wris belligerant and wouldn't provide a name. 

Me: Yeah? 

As we tum to leave, a older man staggers towards us as he passes by the front of 

the house. He begins to yell over the top of the fence. 

Man: Hey, why don't you go home you fucking wannabes? 

S/O #2: Sir, don't you anything better to do? 

Man: You guys are al1 just a bunch of fucking wannabes! 

S i0  t: \ : Hey, you're dmnk, just go home. 

Man: 1 may be drunk, but at least I'm not a fucking wannabe. 

S/O #2:  (To me) This happens every hcking night. 

Man: W-a-n-n-a-b-e! ! 

S/O # 1 : Why don't you corne here and say that? 



Man: Why. so )ou can arrest me? I may br: drunk but 1 ain't stupid. I'm on public property you tiickinç 
wannabe. You corne here. If you so much as touch me 1 crin sur: your riss. 

Si O 3 I : Just corne here. 

Mc: Sir, just go home. 

S.Q ~ 2 :  Ok, çuys just forçet it. 

Man: Fucking wannabes! 

S i 0  G 2 :  Yeah, we're wannabes. We want to be something, do something. What about you? What art: 'ou 
gonna fucking do you old dmnk? You wan' another drink? Huh,  asshole? What do you 
wannabe? A fucking alcoholic? Now fuck-off old man. we're trying to do our jobs! 

The man sraggers away but not before yelling out a few more parting remarks. Thc sratus 

frustration the parapolice experience in performing their duties was aptly summed up by 

one officer when he noted: 

Our major obstacle when dealing with the public is the 'security guard' patch. (Mobile security officcr - 
Male) 

Resistance from Below: Safety in Numbers 

Whether tasked with instilling order. collecting debts, or apprehending fugitives. 

collective resistance against the private police73 has been a historic practice amid the 

populations they have been charged with governing. In early 1 81h century England. 

debtor's sanctuaries such as 'the Mint' outside of London facilitated routinised ctirninal 

activity and a resilience to 'lawful' intrusions (McMullan 1996: 121). These collective 

protectorates were havens for thieves, burglars, and prostitutes. Brewer (1 980) notes thai 

any official who ventured into this area, did so at their own peril. They ran the risk of 

being thrown into tubs of urine, covered in filth and tossed into the open sewers that lined 

the city streets. In 1705, it took four justices of the peace with 2 1 constables battling 

3 At this stage in English policing, it was comrnon for constables to be paid replacements for more afff uent 
citizens. Typicaliy, many Justices of the Peace and Marshalls (as in the case of Jonathan Witd) ran private 
thief-taking organisations alongside their public duties. 



numerous 'shelterers' to apprehend a bankrupt and his wares. Two-hundred and nincty- 

two yerirs later. n parapoiice officer relates the following: 

Y: 

Me: 

Y: 

Me: 

Y: 

Me: 

Y: 

Me: 

Y: 

Me: 

Y: 

,Me: 

Y: 

$le: 

'This one çuy krpt saying that he's here to visit his aunt but he was alrcady banned. So me and my 
partnsr tell hirn to go up and see her but that he can't hang out in the lobby. So he's giving us lip 
and stut'fand we tell hirn to leave and he refuses to do so. So I arrest hirn for failure to Ieave.. . 
W r  attcmpted to put hirn in restraints and he beçan to struçglc with us, so we took him to the 
ground and tried again and he kcpt on struggling. Then we look up and ser six guys coming rit us. 

Where did they come from? 

Outside mostly. So we try to get him in restraints and cari only get one a m  so we handcuff hirn to 
the doorknob in the lobby there. So, within a matter of seconds there was twelve guys on us. and 
by now we're shitting our pants. 

Twelve? 

Well. actually by the tirne we had hirn up against the wali and cuffed to the doorknob there ivcre 
about 36 of them. It's like a pack of hyenas. One person would come in, throw ri punch and the11 
duck out. And then another one would corne in.. . 

How long did it take for help to arrive? 

The response time from our Company was approximately thret: minutes until back-up got tiere. 
From the moment when we notitied them that we'd be placing someone under arrest, we knew wt: 
had back-up corning. And then we radioed that hc was resisting arrest and then eventually it \vas 
10-33 [etnergency], so we had MO çuys running frorn another site down the Street. We al50 hrid 
District 1 I corne from the West end. 

So I guess you made a group cal1 on the Mike system? 

Group call, yes. So then there were about four or five districts here and then ail of a sudden klctro 
rolled up. It took about hventy minutes for 23 Division to show up, because. for some reason, 1 
don't know why, 1 guess they had another call. So then we handed hirn over to MTP and then we 
did up statements for thern. And tfien we had to go to the hospital, because, rnyself, 1 suffered a 
concussion throughout the whole ordeal. 1 got rny head slarnrned off the floor and the pillar when 
they were on top of us. So 1 didn't know what was going on so we went to the hospital and my 
other partner suffered a broken hand, strained back, and almost a blown out knee.. . We've had a 
couple of other srnaller s w m i n g s  but nothing as big as that. 

Was 23 Division CO-operative when they tinally showed up? 

Very CO-operat ive. 

What did they say about the guy being handcuffed to the doorknob? 

Well, they understood that under the situation, that was the best thing we could have done. He 
was under arrest. Once you arrest someone you can't let him flee. Because we're not proper 
authorities to let hirn go, we can't issue a P.0.T .... They said we did a good job keeping him 
there because there were guys trying to kick the doorknob off. They actually rolled in a couple of 
units which helped disperse the crowd. 

How did ail of these people descend on you? 



Y :  Most of the people we deal with live on the second floor or some of the lowtir tloors so they can 
sc1I thcir drugs and they can get down the mirs very quickly. The lobby has a camera with 
rnonitors in  everyonrt's apartrncnts so they c m  scc who's buzzing in so thrit's how they knew. 

Mc: 30 they S ~ W  it on thsir CCTV monitors and ran down. 

Y :  Y rp.  

Me: So the CCTV in that case worked against you guys. 

Y :  Yep. That's right. And it was designed to çet the community involved in their own safety. I t  
didn't work out that way. (Laughtcr) 

T h e  irony of social order  a n d  resistance in  this attack dcmonstra tes  h o w  technologies o f  

surveillance c m  be  t u m e d  against  the watcher. Rather than utilise the CCTV sys tem to  

ass is t  the  officers o r  cal1 the police. The 'community '  of dealers  instead, employed  the 

survei l lance sys tem as an opportunity to resist the  parapolice. 

The possibility of racially-motivated swarmings is an ever-present deterrent to 

parapol ic ing overzealousness:  

I f  you take down one guy. the way that we work is that you take him down fast and thcn çet out of thc 
public sight fast. Because, otherwise you'll have about fifty guys on ... (Static site ofTicer - Male) 

The gang-sty le 'rumbles '  that  occasionaily ensue when InteIligarde security officers 

a t t empt  arrests on black suspects put  black security officers in an interesting position. yet 

they mainta in  thût their decisions are not tainted by skin  pigmentation. O n e  black officer 

notes:  

Well, you see, the thing about me is that when I'rn doing rny work I don't see colour. i try to blind my eyes 
to colours. 1 don? deal with colours when i'm doing my work. You're black, white, or whatever, if you 
rire doing something that's wrong I'rn gonna çive you the full length as I'm trained to do ... They scorn me 
just like they scorn anyone around this place because they think we're al1 the same pack. You have the 
average black guy who might say 'hi' to me and not say 'hi' to B [a white security officer], right? That 
doesn't mean that they're gonna be looked at different if they do sornething wrong because ['rn going to 
kick their ass just the same. (Static site officer - Male) 

Another  black officer has s t rong feelings about the role of the  Law Enforcement  

C o m p a n y  :n predominantly black neighbourhoods,  arguing that  whi le  y o u n g  residents put 

up a front of resistance, they are actually happy that the parapolice are there. 



1 çan tell >,ou that this not a racist company. I'm sure that there have bern a couple of idiots in the pas! that 
arc: no longer with us who have said things they shouldn't. But I go to sites and 1 talk to young guys. Kids 
that act tough around their friends because they live ihere. I understand that. ' n e y  Say to me. you know. 
'I'rn &cl )ou guys are here.' Because they know if we were çone. black or white, thcre would be no ordrr. 
Nc5oJy wants to libe like that. (Mobile seciirity officw - Male) 

In one Nonh Yoih rnall. a near riot broke out when srcurity ufficers rrird to ûrrest a black 

suspect. 

Wr got çwarrned up here once. One of our guys lost his billy stick and was grninç hit in the side of thc' 

hcad with it. Just chaos. And it \vas free swinging. There were about ten of us here that showed up. 
Whcn it was al1 over, ive just srit by the water fountain trying to catch Our breath. Wc pointcd out dl of the 
guys who were still in rcstraints or who the police cornered. I t  was like 'he assaulted hini, that guy 
assaulted me, that çuy tried to choke me, and on and on.. . ' (Stritic site officer - Male) 

The Intelligarde unifonn is unwelcome in many quarters of downtown or nonh 

Toronto. The parapolice officer's patrols and mobiiisations are thus cnveloped within the 

very real possibility of violence. The fear of being swarmed is palpable whén entcring 

building lobbies or patroiling malls govemed by the Law Enforcement Company. 

' ~ 1 ~ s " ~  and 'Swanings:' The Dialectics of Fear 

Thief-taking and the art of private poiicing has always been a dançerous business. 

Eighteenth century descriptions of the self-proclaimed and charisrnatic 'Thief-taker 

General,' Jonathan Wild, reveal a strong, stocky man who was irrevocably marred by his 

dralings with London's criminal class: 

By 1725 he had two fractures in his skul1 and his bald head was covered with silver plates. He had 
seventeen wounds in various parts of his body from swords, daggers, and gun-shots, contractcd in the 
innumerable affrays, set-to's and riots he always seemed to be engaged in. His throat had been cut. 
(Howson 1970245-246) 

The threat of imminent danger, of constant risk, is part of the occupational hazard of 

doing parapolicing in Toronto. In chapter three, 1 describrd how Intelligarde security 

officers are five times more likely than their public police counterparts to be attacked 
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while on duty. Despite the low probability overall (Le. only .718% chance pcr rcsponse - 

scr Table 3.1 ). storics of ' swarmings '  are ingrainrd within the subcultural fabric of 

Intclligarde Intcrnationril. 

One speçific incident was repeatrdly retèrred to by numerous officers while 1 \vas 

in the tield collecting data. This illustrates the inirneasurable impact of  subcultural 

narratives on the çenrral parapolice workforce. 1 finally met the securi ty o fticer inwlvcd 

in the swarming and he told me about the attack: 

I guess the things that frighten me are ... I guess multiple persons. When you're conti-onting 
multiple persons and you're a solo of'fïcer with maybe a canine. l ' I l  give you ri little story, just 
very quickly. About a year ago, just over a year ago, i was working static rit a place we do at lane 
and Woolner. It's a place we cal1 'the corridor.' We got a cal1 - myself and my partner. It's a 
really, really bad area. 

Y eah, 

Anyways. we Set a cal1 that there's some guy dealing crack behind one of the buildings. We trikt: 
a stroll back there and we see one guy so we go up and we stan talking to him. Another guy 
shows up, he's saying to let his buddy go, stop hassling him. We try to kcep the two separateci.. . 
the second çuy that shows up pulls a gun on us. We take him to the ground and within five 
seconds we were swarmed by about 25 guys. We were beaten to a pulp. WC linked arms and 
basically stayed down. 1 got kicked, punched, 1 had an X-acto knife stabbed in m y  neck. I had a 
champagne bottle smashed over my head and the çuy just kept sticking it in my herid and literally 
tore my scalp to shreds. 

Holy.. . 

Thc last thing I saw w a  this çuy standing over me triking 3 two by four to my face.. . L'hm. and 
then it was lights out. Yeah, and 1 guess you don't even have tirne to be scared in a situation like 
that but that's what everybody feus happening to thtm. 

And you're still doing it? 

1 was back a week later. My nose wasn't even busted but i still had black ryes. Uhm. it's.. . 

How did you guys deal with that situation? 

We went unconscious, basically. 

No; 1 mean afier.. . 

Afterwards? The manpower up there was stepped up a little bit, and then we essentially went back 
to doing what we do evety day. Uhm, that's my job. (t's one of the grim realities of doing my 
job. And that was the second time 1 was swarmed. I've been s w m e d  three times so far in this 
Company. That was, by far, the worst. The other time I was arresting a drunk driver on our 
property, and 1 got swarmed by about twenty people who just kicked and punched. Uhrn, there 



wcre no wsapons invofved. I got out of that one relatively unscathcd. I had back-up v e p  quickly 
with canine and they were able to keep the group off while I made the full rirrest. 

I :  So. I mcrin. StufTtike that is a grim redit?. We could go into a stainvell rtghr now and run into 
rhrer or four people who rire smoking crack or shooting heroine. rhey're completely 
unprtldictrible. They could have an open-ciipped syringe that's got 1-lepatitis B or C or t [IV on it 
2nd if they stick you with thrit it's over. You're done. Yet you're still required to stop these guys 
and put thrm into custody. We don't have the use of force options that Mstro Police have, ive 
have our hands, and we have a flashlight, and we have Our mouths. .. 

J's partner took considerably  longer to  return to du ty .  Like most,  the  sffects of thc 

assaul t  had a more pronounced psycholoyical effect  o n  him. Although. he did w c n t u a l l y  

return t o  work and is current ly  assigned t o  Toronto 's  d o w n t o w n  bus terminal. 

These tales of serendipi tous  gang assaults on Intrl l igarde secur i ty  officers a r c  not 

considered rare  or insular.  They are cons id r red  part of the  possibility. if not  the 

prohubiiity OF patrol  work. 

I don't like dealing with a large group. mat ' s  the biçgest fear I've had. That never really h i t  untit I 
worked at our Kipling and Steeles site, that's where we got swarmed ... This one was in May. We Iiad the 
site for three days. And we were making an arrest on one person and it ended up with 36 of thern un top of 
us. (Static site ot'ficer - Male) 

I'rn afraid when I'm arresting someone because 1 don't know how the people rire going to react. L'hm. if 
i t 's  the one person 1 c m  handle. It's the people around him. I'rn like everybody else, nobody wants to be 
swarrned. We patrol some very political areas and rinything c m  hrippen. (Static site officer - Male) 

I t  is hardly  surprising.  therefore, to find quick response and a more of mutual  aid central  

to  the occupational c l ima te  of parapolicing. If  one ingredient cm be isolated away as the  

most important  for the general  subcultural  ethic of Intelligarde secunty officers. it is this 

code of mutual assistance.  

The worst fear is getting jumped and having Iâx back-up. In Peel, there's no back-up. There's one other 
officer but he's usually closer to the Etobicoke border. So, if I'm out at Winston Churchill, l'm screwed. 
(Mobile security off?cer - Male) 

I fear not being able to cal1 for back-up. Sometimes we're on the third level of an underground parking 
area and if something happens down there I'rn al1 alone with a flashlight and body amour. The radios 
don't work through five feet of concrete. Some sites actualIy have repeaters but that's still not enough. If 
they have weapons and confiont me, what am 1 supposed to do. You can't run. Everybody has that feu.  
AI1 you have is your radio, your dog if you have one, and your p m e r .  (Mobile security ot'ficer - Male) 



One particularly eloquent officer summed up the plight of lntelligarde security employees 

by referring to th;:: isolationism. constant anxiety. and lack of respect from the policc 

and public. Tlie resul tant rornanticised construction of the parripolice ht: harbours is 

telling of the occupational culture he inhabits. 

(Sigh). It  dso  gets to your head whcn you spend 12 hours of your day patroiling undcrground lots and 
shitry stainvells across the city. You only see crap and you get crappcd on by the dealers, the druggies. the 
pros~itutes. and some of the tenmts. You know, you're on patroi and people ihink you're just a wannabc, 
or a fucking racist and it gets to you. The worst thing of al1 is when on top of al1 of that. the cops. who 
should sympathise and understand, thcy shit on you too after risking your life in some fucking dark a l l q  at 
2 am. lt's disheartening.. . Foi ihe money we make. sometimes 1 think we're the last true, bona fide. and 
unsung heroes of the city. And the only people that know that arc our fellow officcrs. That's why we can't 
let cach othrr down. Because no one is gonna help us. The tenants pile on top of you in a swarming, the 
newspapers think you're 'Intelligoons,' and the cops arrive atier half an hour. If I don't rush over there to 
help an officer, who else is? I know it, he knows, we al1 know it. (Static site officcr - Male) 

The corollary of not çetting support in dangerous situations is not being able to 

provide it or failing to get to a scene quickly rnough. InteIligarde security officers who 

have been in swarmings know exactly how long it took for their colleagues and for the 

police to arrive. No one wants to be the last one to arrive in relief ofa fellow officcr. 

And no one wants to fail their fiends on thrir platoon. This is why Intellignrde officcrs 

often break the law and activate their vehicle's emergency liçhts to ge\ through traffic in 

support of an officer in distress. 

I'm afraid al1 the time, actually. The whole thing is running on adrenaline.. . Yeah, I 'm absolutely afraid of 
swarming, but honestly the thing I'm most afraid of is not knowing where to go when somebody else 
needs my help. I mean that f k k s  me up. When they put me out there, you know, they put me in the wcst 
end district not knowing of the demographics of the sites, not knowing the type of people there, which they 
definitely need to do. So, that's why in the briefing today 1 was asking for a new site Iist, 'cause my old 
one is shit - it didn't have al1 of thern on there. (Mobile security officer - Male) 

i guess my biggest worry is not being able to get somewhere and help out one of the other officers who 
needs my help. As a mobile offlcer, you're the back-up to ali static sites in the area. If they get into the 
reai deep shit, my biggest worry is being able to get there in time to help. (Mobile security officer - Male) 

My biggest kar, bar none, is dropping a call.. . That means not getting people there quickly enough or not 
being aware of what's going on. 1 couldn't live with myself if someone got hurt because 1 fucked up. 
(Communications officer - Male) 

Of course, fearing the possibilities of failing to assist or being outnurnbered are only the 

most powemil anxiety-producing incidents. There are, of course, oihers: 



The scariest thing Iritely has been the d a m s  where )ou don't know what's going on. Especially motion 
alarrns in secludcd arcas. You have to check ihinçs out before callinç Metro. You have to go into 
back)ards bordering ravines or wooded lots in the niiddle of the niçht. Who knows what's brick thcrc? 
Thc othcr ihing, ofcourse, is bcing ournurnbered. Especially if back-up 1s miles away. But being swarrned. 
thnt's high or1 c\en.one's licf. (iblobilr: security ot'f?cer - Male) 

Anyone tvho's on cirugs or alcohol is  a problem. That scares me. ! cm trilk my way out o f  most 
altcrcritions but where 1 am therr's hardly any trouble. I'rn looking aftcr the cars of affluent people in the 
Yonge-Eglinton area. You knotv, constant motorised patrol. So, it's not like I'rn in riny imminent danger. 
(Mobile security offlcer - Female) 

One of the more common resentments stems from overzedous 'cherries' (ncw officcrs - 

sec chapter four) who continuously 'cry wolt7 atier getting themselves involved in 

dangerous situations. Some veteran officsrs are w e q  of new recruits whorn they have 

fcw social ties with and ivhorn they generally do not trust to size up the potcntial 

dangerousness of incidents. This, t here fore. also irnperils them. 

A lot of times I ' r n  ;ifraid some of thesc stupid and çung-ho younç guys are going to get me killed. Thcy 
can also fuck up an entire site because they want to kick some as and they malie i t  dangerous for you in 
thc future. I'rn older, but I've got to go when called to a site. They're playing with rny hcalth. (Mobilc 
security officer - Male) 

The thing that's the worst is whrn new guys are q i n g  to make a narne for thernselves or don't know what 
the fuck they're doing. My biggest fear is not getting myself beatcn up under uncantrotlable 
circumstances. I want to go home in one piece. I have a family, a girlfriend to go home to. If there are 
thirty guys there who want to drink and party, I ' I l  back down, you know, 'OK guys you win, we're 
leaving.' But then 1'11 bc back with seven guys and four dogs to disperse them. There's no point trying to 
be a hero and gettinç your head kicked in every night. (Mobile security officer - Malc) 

This latter respondent raisrs the possibility of pre-ernptive back-up. which is not an 

uncornmon parapolice practice. Perhaps the most well-known, and organisationally 

sanctioned, practice of deploying numcrous officers is the Trespass Interdiction Program 

(commonly referred to as TIPs). 

TIPs are designed to engage multiple suspects with many security officers and 

canines. The purpose of the TIP is to arrest drug dealers, trespassers, and offenders in a 

single sweep of a building, lobby, or other structure. 

They just did a TIP recently. We get fîve or six guys in a van and ciosed in on them. The property was 
slipping and we didn't have the presence there that we would have liked so in we go. Everybody was 
notified ahead of time. I 'rn not sure how the billing works. (Mobile security off?cer - Male) 



I f  we sver p d o n  any special duties or special TIPs we try to inform them tirst. They don'! like surprises. 
(Mobile security ot'ficer - Male) 

The logic of a TIP crnanates tiom using collsctivr action to dissuade drue dealers. 

prostitutes, or other 'undesirables' Rom using lntelligardr sccured propcrtics for their 

business. lntclligarde maintains that by making i t  increasingly difficult for offenders ro 

ply their merchandise on their sites. they will sirnpiy move to another location. 

Cfowever they are rationalised, TIPs are simply swarmings orchestrated by the 

Law Enforcernent Company. Officiaily p l a ~ e d  TIPs involve site surveillance and thc 

videotaping of suspects before collective action is implemented. Wi th the consent of the 

property owner, ten or more Intelligarde security officcrs descend upon a site in vans 

with guard dogs and arrest predetermined suspects congregating in the lobby areas or 

clear squatters from crack houses (see Girard 1 989; Pratt 1 995; Pron 1 989a; Pron 1 989b). 

Ot-ten these actions are highly visible and are greeted with cheers from residcnts. But 

they are also highly dangerous and olten brutal. I t  is possible for suspects and 

Intelligarde ot'ficen to be injured in these altercations. While these interventions are 

deliberate and planned, they are just as intimidating to Intelligarde's enemies because 

they are swift, brutal, and unexpected. 

Less talked about are unsanctioned TIPs that are mustered by security officers 

without the management's consent. After the s w m i n g  involving J (above), Intelligarde 

management decided that reprisals would only escalate rnatters. Frustrated by the bletro 

Toronto Police Service's inability to investigate and bring the offenders to justice, a few 

Intell igarde leaders orchestrated an informa1 TIP of their own. This involved gatherinç 

up six officers and a few dogs for a patrol in  force of the site. Al1 of the officers took 

time out of their patrol runs to get involved. Although the deployment did not produce an 



altercation. i t  \ras important for symbolic purposrs. A s  one vctrran mobile seçurity 

ofticcr put it, "nothing happened but if we saw any nf thosr guys ourselves. ive would 

have takcn [hem down." But 3s it happened "there was no way thcy'd poke their noses 

around therr so soon after the incident. 1 know that thçir friends and look-outs pot the 

word back to them that WC were there looking for them and that's cnouçh." 

The ability to rnuster more people. more quickly than the enemy is a constant 

challenge to lntelligarde security officers. This is true whrther these are officia1 or 

unofficial mobilisations. It  is no wonder, therefore, that the parapolice cd1 for assistance 

before they attempt an arrest in public areas or under circumstances that might elicit 

collective resistance. In 1 997, mobilisation records demonstrate that there is a 

statisticûlly significant difference between the mean number of oficers responding to 

incidents involving the public police or arrests. In both cases. the average number of 

ofticers present is significantly greater (see Table 6.5). 

Table 6.5: The Reliitionship Btttween 
Arrests, Police Presence, and Security 

Officer Rcsponse. 

-*p<.oo 1 
Bascd on systcmatic random simple (n=340) of 
Company occurrence report files (N= 1,703), (at 
95% confidence interval, p= 05, precision= * 
4%). 90s = security oîtïcrrs. ARREST also 
indudes detained persans issued Norice 
Prohibiting Entry. 



To a certain extcnt. these findings are hardly surprising. I t  is only logical that more 

officrrs w u l d  respond to more volatile incidents. But when thesc statistical tindings are 

wddcd to the cthnographic observations presented above. a picture emçrges of 

serendipitous TIPs and swarmings that are tantamount to what has rlservhere bcrn tcrmrd 

'tire brigade policing' (Smith and Gray 1983). In el'frct. thsse findings support the 

conclusion ofa 'swarm or br  s w m e d '  occupational ethic which invariably brerds î'car. 

unrasiness, and perpetual reliance on mutual assistance. 

When Tony Geraghty ( 1  986) describes the history of the French Foreign Legion. 

he focuses on the mercenary lore of the Regimenf Etrangeres as fostering a tierce 

regirnental loyalty. Considered not quite as good as France's 'true' army. looked down 

upon by rnany Frcnchrnen and political figures. and deployed in the most hostile (and 

O tien suicidal) theatres of war because of their 'expendable' nature, the legionnaire has . 

had to look within to constnict some meaning for his existence. At the obvious risk of 

romanticising the rnonotony ofsecurity work in Toronto's underbelly, 1 tind similar 

attributes arnong Intelligarde's men and women. Ofien looked down upon by the public. 

attacked by angry rnobs, treated with indifference or disdain by the state's 'true' police. 

and asked to patrol areas where most would not tread, htelligarde security officers can 

iook only to each other for support. 

On the other hand, fear and group solidarity can often result in negative effects. 

S kolnick (1 966) refers to the construction of 'symbolic assailants' in order to explain 

why police officers respond differently to various members of the public. A person 

whose clothes and mannerisrns suggest that he or she will cause trouble is a more likely 

candidate for harsher treatrnent. The subculture teaches officers how to identiQ 



dangerous situations. Stories of resistance or, in the case of Intelligürde. swarmings act 

to dcvclop a cultural narrative of the 'typical' violence-prone suspect. For lntelligarde 

ul'ticcrs. this is clrarly a young black man, usually of Jamaican descrnt. On one Icvsl. 

thcsc pcrccptions are mrrely the product of doing police work - onc makes decisicw on 

the basis of previous experience. both individual and organisational. As one lntelligardc 

manager put i t  "your longevity is based upon your ability to apply labels." On another 

level, however, a pre-drtrrmined course of action based upon the 'look' or skin colour of 

a suspect is clearly prejudicial and smacks of systemic racism, whatevcr the rationalc. 

I t  is not surprising to leam that Intelligarde security dogs have a reputation for 

lunging at black people. 

People sometimes say to us "you train your dogs to hate black people." My answcr to that is "no W C  don't. 
they train themsclves." Wc nevcr train Our dogs to react on the basis o f  clothing or skin colour or an>ihing 
like that. Our dogs are there to protect the security offker. If the officer is tcnse or roused, so will the 
dog ... In this business, dogs quickly become systemic racists because they don't have to rationalise tlicir 
actions, they act out of instinct and past expericnce. (Intelligarde manager) 

Much Iike their handlers, and often indirectly cued by them, the dogs retlect their own 

socialisation towards particular populations. When the handler is roused. so is the dog 

that is trained to protect him or her. 

This chapter has dealt with resistance and subcultural mores among the 

Intelligarde parapolice. As expected, multiple modes of resistance were found to be 

operating in opposition to the techniques of hyperpanoptic control delineated in chapter 

five. The managerial logic for deploying disciplining techniques leads to counter- 

productive and unforeseen consequences when applied to the general guard-force. Tiçd 

to Our knowledge of parapolice resistance is an appreciaiion for the subcultural priorities 

that shape it. Crime fighting and the wannabe culture, as well as the environment of 

limitless nsks that must be policed, breed uneasiness and the urge to maintain a strong, 



unofficial. collective resistance strategy in the face of these threats. The result is the 

dialectic reproduction of more threats and fcar. both for the popularions being policcd and 

the parapolice themselvrs. 



Closing Remarks 

I t  was near the end of my time in the tield that 1 was cscorted over to a propeny in thc 

lntelligarde territory of St. James Town. As we walked toward the site, I noticed that the 

wening pedestrian traffic on tliis private roadway was strangely polarised. For some 

reason only the south sidewalk was being used for walking but there were numerous 

persons idling about the lobby and front entrance on the north side. When 1 came to the 

lntelligarde building, 1 asked the site officer why it was that nobody was congregating 

about their property but at least twenty people were on the other side of the roadway. 

The simple answer. according to him, was that the building opposite was not secured by 

Intelligarde. 

As 1 sat against a landscape wall, the Intelligarde officer looked over to the othctr 

building as he puffed on a cigarette. As h r  as he was concemed, the 'dealers' would not 

dare ply their trade on his side of the street so long as he was on duty. We sat under a 'no 

loitering' sign posted to empower site security officers with the ability to arrest for 

'prohibited' activity on their patch. Only a few moments later, and older woman who 

was walking her dog came across the street to stnke up a conversation. 1 stopped rny 

interview and listened to her query the security officer about what a handgun laser-sight 

might look like. She reported that while walking behind the other building, someone had 

shone a red dot on her leg and on her dog. This tenified her. nie  woman began 

complaining that she could not even walk her dog without fear of being shot. The 

security officer asked her to report the incident to MTHA secunty because he was not 
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responsible for the property in question. The woman moaned that they  would not do 

anythinç for her and soid she would cal1 the police. 

Soon after. IWO other women carne across to us rcporting the same occurrence. 

hgain. thc security ofticer asked them to rcport the incident to MTHA security but this 

only prompted the women to deride thern as being 'scared.' "They're not like you guys." 

one woman added, "they're afraid io approach these guys. When are you going to corne 

to our buildings'?" she asked. The security officer smiled and said "talk to your tenant's 

association." 1s this the future of policing? Territorially bounded services for hire? :\ 

series of organisations poised to till the emo tional and material voids of security within 

emerging risks markets? In this final chapter, 1 intend to review the theoreticai 

rissumptions. research questions and centrai findings presented herein. as well as offer 3 

discussion of some of the political implications of this reseuch. 

Parapolicing Risk Markets 

At the b e g i ~ i n g  of chapter two, 1 distilled two central questions that rmanatr 

from the perspective I proffered in the theoretical set-up for this dissertation. Before 1 

summarise the shon answers to these questions from the information presented in this 

investigation, we need to take stock of the theoretical assumptions that produced them 

and the data this problematic elicits. 

The cyclical properties of a 'Rsk society' produce a constant spiral of fears and 

the necessity for thrir management. The very act of securing properties and persons is a 

visible, physicai reinforcement of this reproducing pattern: more security breeds more 

insecurity. This is most clearly evidenced in the dialectic of TIFS and swarmings 

between the parapolice and subject populations. Much like policing institutions in the 



public sphere, the Intelligardr parapolice producr information about risky populations 

made knocn through the disciplining pract ices of surveillance. Thesr practices are 

noncthslrss politically chxgcd and contested when applied to the chüotic rnvironmenrs 

thcy arc rneant to order. I t  is no coincidence that 35% of persons banned from proprnies 

secured by I-itclligarde are horneless. and that the populations most likdy to engage thcm 

in strcet brawls are Young West lndian malcs. The actuarial practices of pol icing can do 

nothing more than perpetuatc existing inequities. 

The nature of parapolicing presented brings into question the dichotornous 

constructions of private and public and the connotations they elicit about the nature of 

security provision. One of these assumed differences has been the conceptual division of 

loss and crime prevention to describe the private and public police. respectively. This 

dissertation has argued that such divisions are increasingly problematic, and in the crise of 

intelligarde, altogether unhelpful for understanding the deployment practices of the 

parapolice. Both ethnographie and statistical data support this assertion. The 

interchangeable logics of the private and public police have much to do with the fact that 

both forms of security provisions are commodified under capitalism. Thus. private and 

public c m  refer to tittle more than the official designations of the policing service in 

question - and this tells us very little about their operation. Perhaps the reason state and 

corporate police services are increasingly behaving in similar ways, and cro~vding each 

other for the same risk markets is because of the very fact they constitute similar roles 

under unfettered (neo-liberal) capitalism. IF Intelligarde's management gets its way. their 

parapolice will soon acquire special constabulary or provincial offences officer status 

making the already muddled distinctions of 'private' and 'public' even more rneaningless 



for pol icing. And this only funher reveals their inherently analogous 'commodi fied' 

nature. 

The only rcal 'alternatives' to current policing practiccs. therefore. comprise prt- 

capital ist. non-cornmodifkd security arrangements where each citizen is duty -bound to 

proiect his or her own collective. This means that the labour of security produces no 

'surplus-value' and that each person who provides such labour constitutes his or her o \ w  

'natural production unit' ( M m  1972: 130- 139). Today, this rnay be found in 

uncompensated citizen patrols or even vigilantisrn. Only in this way does the 

fundamental organisation of secunty provision rnaterially transform itsrlf. Otherwisc. the 

nature of security provision is characterised by the selling of commodified social control 

to fear-induced risk markets. 

In answer to the two orienting questions for this dissertation, therefore. the short 

answers become rather obvious: 

1 .  How is discipline und surveillance crchirved orgcrnisa~ionully und sold exrernull~. r« 

risk markets? Through the embedded process of su~eil lançe within the actual act of 

symboiicaily producing commodified security. in the case of the Law Enforcernent 

Company, this means that the very techniques utilised for amassing information about 

suspect populations and for controlling their own workforce is depicted in a digitally 

cncoded 'product' for the client. This includes both the 'deister' management systern 

and the production of reporting formats (and the knowledge this elicits). 

2 .  How do bofh securiiy agents and those ihey are tasked wifh policing resist sociul 

confrol? Within the very techniques and virtual temptates of social control 

constmcted by managers. While electronic checkpoints, video surveillance and the 



constant monitoring of srcurity officers may imply total control within a digitally pre- 

figured workplace. the reality described in this dissertation is quitr diffèrent. For 

almost e w r y  tcchniqur of hyperpanoptic management. there cxists a means for 

circumvcnting it. Intel ligarde ofticers employ many ingenious methods of ' yhosting' 

their presence within mificial, digital representations of their labour. As a result. 

managers are tasked with purc hasing even more comprehensive tools of surveillance 

or developing additional techniques to discipline their staff in a dialectic of control. 

On a much less nuanccd level of resistancr. the parapolice themsclves are forccd to 

confront proups of suspects who. on many occasions. physically attack and 

collectively defend themselves. 

Finally, it cannot go without re-emphasis that the subculture of the parapolice (as with the 

public police) piays a vital role in defining occupational rules and organisational 

mobilisations. Given this theoretical frarnework and the data presented in this 

dissertation. û. nurnber of interesting political implications arise. 

Some Political Considerations 

If it were up to anarcho-libertarians, such as Friedman (1973) and Rothbard 

( 1978) both the provision of policing and the law itself would be little more than products 

in a systern of laissez-faire cornpetition. The best police, the most popular, would be the 

most successful, the most profitable. People should have the ability to choose between a 

multiplicity of police services, as they now do between bras and books. If you wanted to 

ban alcohol, you would buy a strip of land and ban it there. If you wanted to outlaw 

loitering, you would hire a law enforcement Company to enfome these provisions. There 

is very little doubt that the organisation of policing is historically and politically 



contingent. I t  is no coincidence that the recent arnendments to the Police Services .-lcf in 

Ontario that make it possible for private thms to enter into cornpetitions for tertiary 

policing duries \vas implementrd by a neoconservative rrgime. It  is jlso not surprising to 

tind Intell igarde's president Ross McLrod quo ting 1 i beral economic dogma in support of 

his attempts to sel1 his security product to institutions. corporations. and even the police. 

On January I ?Ih,  h e  sent out a circular to al1 Ontario municipal police chicfs itcmising. in 

econornic terms, why they should speak to him about contracting sorne services from 

InteHigarde (see Appendix). Mr. McLeod also presented before the Standing Committre 

on the Administration of Justice (Tuesday March 18. 1997) in regards to amending the 

Police Services Act in this manner. He argued that private police agencies should be 

granted a limited range of powers to supplernent public police services. Of course, the 

New Democratic Party (social democrats) representative from Hamilton Centre, David 

Christopherson, was resistant to the idea. 

Mt. Christopherson: Thank-you for your presentation. Before I comment, to be fair, I'm not reril 
keen on the idea of the proliferation of private policing as we're seeing in the 
States. I offer that up front, before I ask my questions. 

You said it's cost-effective. The first question is: Are you proposing that these 
officrrs would have the full powers of a police officer? 

blr. McLeod: No. You can have a range, from the powers we largely now, which are no 
additional powers to the average citizen o f  the age of majority, right up to 
special constable status. The special constable status can be a warrant limited to 
a time, a place, while in uniform, working for a narned company, and oniy for a 
listed number of offences, for instance, noise bylaw, environmental, stoop and 
scoop, that sort of thing. It can be delimited to a very, very set number of low- 
level offences. 

Mr. Christopherson: It c m  be sirnilar to a security guard, so clearly not offering private policing per 
se, which is the impression that was certainly lefl with me. 

Mr. ~McLeod: 1 think "private policing" is an unfortunate name that sumrnons up al1 sorts of 
different images with different people. What we're talking about here is a sort 
of value-added security service; it's a bylaw enforcement service; it's 
community-based policing. I'rn not talking about a totally privatised law 
enforcement effort, as we see in srnall American cornmunities where the police 
force is totally privatised. I'm talking to a para-police fiinction that assists and 



s e p s  into and is uscd by the public police who still maintain thcir esclusike 
access to al1 Criminal Code enforcement. 

Mr. Christopherson: 1 think the concern is that it's a slipperj dope. 

Social (lcrnocratic govemments (such as the NDP) would bc hard-pressed to 

justify such measures. '' Indeed. critical policing experts. sucii as the Left Redist school 

of Britain have repeatedly sought to makr local police more accountable (sec Curric. 

DeKeseredy and MacLean 1992 for a review). These initiatives have revolved around 

the production of knowledge about crime and the resultant community interest this 

galvanises - including the police themselves. Local crime surveys. wi th their correlative 

unearthing of attitudes toward the police. fear levels, and actual victimisation data, 

attempt to make the public police answerable to the community. Thesr initiatives led to 

only limited success (Currie, DeKeseredy and MacLean 1992293) in the Borough of 

Islington. Despite decades of critical scholarship and public outcries about the lack of 

police accountability in western democracies, little has managed to change the status quo. 

Perhaps the greatest irony here is that the most concrned and penetrating assault against 

the institution of public policing has been mounted by neo-liberal idrology. The very 

political economy they fewently supported in the past might ultimately lead to the 

undoing of the public police in its present form. Even more arnusing is that there last 

great appeal for legitimacy might have be airned at the social democrats and critics they 

disagreed with throughout their history. 

Thlis, crime prevention, much like loss prevention can be purchased and no longer 

resides exclusively within the rnonopoly of the modem state. Cornmunities may buy 



confrontational or 'social' policing, (Intelligarde or MTHA ) dependent upon their oeeds 

(Carder 1994). This requires that we reassrss our current understandings of private 

policing and community. Both are dynarnic and multi-faceted constructs that do not 

rüsily lend tht.mselves to definitive assertions. First, some private policing agencies 

engage in similar activities as the public police. Second. they are altemately vilified or 

glorikd depending upon the 'comrnunity' you query. Who makes up the tenant 

association membershi p? Who are its sui table enemies? These are the same questions 

critical scholars have levelled against public police agencies and recent community-based 

policing rhetorics. It is not surprising to find them resurfacing as private police 

organisations take on the functions of the public police. How will private police 

organisations be accountable? Are current mechanisms comprehensive enough, or will 

new foms of accountability need to be irnplemented as the private police becorne more . 

involved in crime control and private law enforcement? 1s the market the best mode of 

accountability? Who will the private police be answerable to? What is the community? 

1s the rate-payer, the landowner, the tenant, the merchant. or the trespasser equaily 

capable of obtaining redress? This becomes increasingiy important as forensic 

accounting firms and corporate security senrices take on responsibility for private actions 

that are also Criminal Code offences. 

Future Research 

Despite the impressive accomplishments of the Toronto school (i.e. S hearing and 

Steming et al.) and large-scale Amencan s w e y  research (e.g. Hallcrest, Rand). the 

" See Johnston (1992: 2444) for a thoughtful examination of the links between private and public state 
functionings and their correlative political rationales. 



sociology of privatr policing is still in its infancy. There remain many areas of 

exploration open to nerv scholastic endeavour that this dissertation has only beguri LO 

touçh upon. The most significant is private policiiig subculture and çorporate ideologics. 

1s the 'white slave [rade' (Shearing, Famell and Stenning 1980) of srcurity uork being 

transformed into a more professionalised sector? Or is The Law Enforcement Company 

ar, exception? Has this had an cffect on both security managers' and srcurity officers' 

self-perceptions? 

The parapolice are everywhere, doing both low-level and highly-ski lled pol içe- 

work. While the Intelligarde parapolice may be satisfied with providing second tier 

policing, private forensic accounting firms and corporate investigators conduct complcte 

internai investigations before turning information over to the less capable public police. 

Often run and stûffed by cxperienced police managers, the constellation of interactions 

between firms such as PEW, FIA Inc.. and KPMG with the public police will be 

qualitaiively different than those described for InteIligarde and GTA police services. 

More research is needed on these specialised and often secretive organisations. 

Similady, few have bothcrcd to investigaie the technologies and practices of 

private security surveillance and its marketing as cornmodity. This is one Spitzer's 

(1  987) main entreaties when he examines the cornrnodified nature of security provision - 

we need to more closely examine the demand side of the economic relationship between 

policing service and consumer. What is it about inhabitants of gated communities that 

legitirnise their pursuit of physical fortifications and a constant unifomed presence? 

 more specifically, how is that risk market developed? 



I t  is through a critical ethnography of risk markets and private police 

organisations that most of these questions can be best answered. I t  is hoped that the 

theorcticül considerations and descriptions of the parapolice offered in this dissertation 

migh~  tincourage hrther research in an area of considerable transfomation. 
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George S. Rigakos 
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August 20, 1997 
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This letter services to confirm that lntelligarde International will be 
participating in a study of private policing conducted by George S. Rigakos, 
a doctoral student at York University. We understand that as part of his 
study, Mr. Rigakos will conduct ethnographie, interview, archival and 
questionnaire research at our firm. 

Yours Truly, 

Ross A. McLeod, M.A., C.P.P. 
President, lntelligarde lnternational Inc. 

55 Unwin Avenue. Toronto. Ontario MSA 1 A2 1 -800-387-0000 Tel: (4 1 6) 760-0000 Fax: (4 1 6) 469-4255 



INTELLIGARDE SECURITY OFFIQZR 
PERSONNEL SUXMARY SEEET 

CASE # 

SURNAME AND INITIAL: 

SECURITY GUARD LICENCE ISSUE P I  - SG -DUAL 

LICENCE DATE OP ISSUE (D-MO-YR): 

SEX: - M -  F 

DATE OF BIRTH (D-MO-YR): 

COUNTRY OF BLRTB: 

CITY OF RESIDENCE: 

CANsDIAN CITIZENSHIP: - YES -HO 

EEIGET : WEIGET: COMPLEXION r 

EDUCATION: (circle  year) 

BIGH SCHOOL: - YES N O  YEAR 9 10 11 12 1 3  1 4  COMPL 

COLLEGE : - YES - NO YEAR 1 2 3 ( 4 )  COMPL 

UNIVERSITY - YES N O  YEAR 1 2 3 4 M PED COMPL 

ANY OFFENCES? Y E S  N O  

LIST OFFENCES: 1 .  
2 .  

NUMBER OF MONTES EXPERXENCE I N  SECURITY BEFORE INTELLIGARDE: 

TRAIN1 NG: K-9: - YES N O  LEVEL/TI ME 
BATON : Y E S  -NO LEVEL/TIME 
GUN: - YES N O  LEVEL/TIME 

SECURITY OFFICER CURRENTLY EMPLOYED AS: - MOBILE 
- STATIC 

SECVRITY OPFICER QUALIFIED FOR: - MOBILE 
- STATIC 

€or codinq 

STRING VARIABLE 



Interview schedule 

**Note age-sex-r~ce-mantal stanis- hourl y rac 

HOW did YOU corne KI Intelligarde? How did o u  hear about the corn pany? 

Descnbe for me your function at Intelligarde (at ibis site). M a t  level site/officer? 

Do you have friends in the company? Are they clme friends? What do you do 
together? 

How d o  feel about your training and prepantion for security work? 

What do you think of the media coverage ihat lntelligarde gets? Have o u  seen the 
v ideos? 

How would you chanctenze your interactions with the Metro Mice? 

How would you characteriz your interactions with MTHA officers? 

In your opinion, d œ s  the puMic respect an InteIligarde officer? What d o  you taik to 
the public about? 

What do tik best about your job? 

What do you like least about your job? 

What do p u  think of the management of the cornpany? 

What do you think of your supervisor? 

Have you ever used force in the line of duty? (Descn be - follow up). 

What do you consider a dangerou situation? When are you afraid? 

What are your oveer aspirations? 



COMMUNITY FORgMp 
A 

. . . .  . . . .. * .  . - DI - .. 4 . .-. . 

The trial o f  two 
InteIligarde officers charged 
with assault began Friday, 
June 20th. Tenants of 200 
Sherbourne testified to  an 
unprovoked assault, the use 
of racial slurs prior to  the 
at tack and a visit to a 
woman's apartment a t  3:00 
in the morning t o  question 
whether she was planning to 
ac t  as 2 witness a t  t he  trial 
From what we hear these 
are not isolated incidents, 
but part of a larger pattern 
of routine harassrnent and 
intimidation. 

The 
Against 
to  hold 

Ontario Coalition 
Poverty (OCAP) planc 
a community forum 

to  deal with the complaints 

LOCATION TO BE 
ANNOUNCED 

If you want more; 

. - 

or want to speak'i . .'. 

- -  - . 

people have around Intelli- 
garde. We don't think i t ' s  right that this Company should 
be providing "security" in places like City Home. O f  course, 
there is a real need for safe and secure housing and these 
concerns must be addressed. St i l l ,  lntelligarde is obvi- 
ously not the answer, and has got t o  go! 



Yuppie residents have made it  their mission to attack the poor and homeless in the 
i r e a .  More intereskd in their pmperty values than they are in h u m  life, two resi- 
dent groups (Toronto East Downtown Residents Association - TEDRA and Seaton 
Ontario Berkeley Residents Association - S O B W  are trying to shut the doors on 
vi ta1 gervicrs in the neighbourhood. The already massive cuts ta welfare and afford- 
able housing have left tens of thousands of people 4 t h  no alternative to hostels a n d  
h o p - i n s  like the ones in this  neighbourhood. N o w  these residents groups would see 
the  &op-insida) shelters driven €rom the area and people left in utter destitution. 
This attack, backed by some local politicians, is clearly part of a Larger pattern to 
force the poor from the downtown core in order to make room for yuppie condo- 
miniums'and retai! development. 

On -4ugust Sth, the Ontario Coalition 
\gainçt Poverty will be leading a 

+ . , l d r t h  ta the homes of these yuppies 
to chal lenge their plans! i f  they find 
the face of poverty so unpleasant that 
t h w  want  to d r i v e  i t  h m  the neigh- 
bourhood ,  we will take i t  right to 
t h e i r  doorsteps and deliver the me+ 
zage that t h e y  keep t h e i r  hands off of 
our  services! Join us on the 5th and 
q i v e  these residents a taste of their 
o h  n medicine! 



INTELLIGARDE'S ASSAULT ON 
THE POOR 

May 8, 1997 

During 1996, the Ontario Coaiition Against Poverty (OCAP) had to dcal with two major 
situations relatcd to the antics of the private security outfit, Intelligarde. It bccame clear to us 
at the timc (and cvcnts this year have reinforccd this Mew) that we an dealing witb an operation 
that is, to say the lcast, involved in a heavy handed drive to intirnidab wholc sections of the 
community. This means that rcsidcnts of certain buildings in poor neighbourhoods livc in fea.. 
It also means that othcrs, cspecially horncless people, arc being 'encouraged' to considcr various 
locations off limits to thcm. Thc mcthods used arc oftcn brutal and qucstionabk Born any lcgal 
standpoint. We attach to this bricf an article bom the Aprii '95 cdition of Toronto Lifc' that 
con fms  a rcadincss to 'push things to the limit' that is ail the more striking bccausc it is Mtten 
hum an openly sympathetic point of v im.  

WC dividc what follows into t h  parts. Fhtly, we ouiline somc of the situaiions that 
have corne to our aîtcntion. Sccondly, WC idcntify somc d e f ï t c  pattern that emerge. Finally, 
we draw a fcw conclusions h m  the evidcncc. 

in April of 1996, reports started coming into Our office of Intelligarde 'officca' (a tcrm 
wc shall continue to use bom hcrc without the WC quotation marks) clcaring homclcss people 
out of the bus terminal at Bay and Dundas. The pattern was the samc. Homclcss people secking 
a place to shcltcr werc bcing photopphcd and givcn trespass notices baaning thcm for life kom 
thc property. In some cases police were king callcdto lay f o n d  charges after the peson had 
becn placcd undcr a m s t  by InteIligarde. in several instances, people reportcd they had bccn 
bcaten as part of the procedure of convincing thcm to scck sheltcr clsewhcre. 

In ordcr io invcstigaic the reports we had nceived, Gaetan Hcroux from OCAP, obscrvcd 
by Suc Colfis and John Clarke, visitcd the bus station and sat in the waiting area with a garbagc 
bag full of clothing. He was soon placcd under m a  and givni a notice that hc was banaed for 
lifc from the prcmises. 'Ihc offices tried to dcny, in fiont of the media, that such a notice was 
cvcr issucd when wc ntumcd a few days later in a public action. Howcvcr, Gactan was able to 
corne fomard with the wrincn p m f .  



On May 24 of last year, a man by the name of Roger C m  came to one of Our 
membcnhip meetings. He infonned us that hc had becn beatcn by Intelligardc offices in his 
City Homc building at 200 Sherboumc. A few nights before, hc had intervened whcn officcn 
came to thc apartmcnt of a woman neighbour and told thcm to stop bothering her. The night 
bcforc our meeting, they had rctaliatcd by beating him badly in the lobby of the building. The 
incident involved racial namc calling as wcll as assault. Roger had d l e d  the police but thcy had 
refused to lay a charge against the Intelligarde oficers dcspite his obvious injuries. A Justice 
of the Pcace would not lay a charge because hc did not have the names of the officcn. Neithcr 
intelligarde nor City Home would providc this idonnation. Vigourous intervention by OCAP 
obtaincd this and the two offices werc, in fad, chargcd with assault. 

The matter is now bcforc thc courts (it will be:hcard at the Collcge Park Courthouse on 
June 20) and intelligarde has countcr charged. 

This incident is containcd in a report completed by nurses at the agency 'Street Health'. 
The only fact that is not in thc report is mat the woman p s t ,  Tma, was a h  handcuffed thcn 
kickcd so thai shc fell facc downward onto the flwr, causing bmken iecth. 

d. Past a FI-!, . . 

This incident is one wherc the individual did not wish to be idcntificd. WC includt a 
mention of it, however, because it is one in which (sec the Toronto Life article) the activities of 
this Company sccm to include a readinas to go beyond policing a property Iotclligardc has a 
contract with and to saily forth onto the Street. 

h January of this ycar, a young homeless man reports to us that he was waikkg p s t  a 
building on Sherboumc Street, whcn thrcc Intel1iga.de officers accosted him with the allcgation 
that hc was a 'crackheadl and a 'fucking goof. He was takcn into the building and bmught to a 
downstairs office where he was handcuffcd and bcattn. 

An active member of a tenants' cornmittee in thc Parliamcnt and Wellesley arca informs 
us of ongoing problcms with the Intelligardc offices who patrol the property he Lives ai. In 
April of ths ycar, an incident took place that points io some of the assumptions and attitudes that 
underlie the problcms'we are dcscnbing. Late at night, hc noticcd an htclligarde vehicle aniving 
outsidc his building. An officcr let a guard dog out of the car and it proccedcd to dcfccate on 
the lawn. He wcnt out to challenge this behaviour and found that, contrary to an assurance he 
haa rcuived from City Home, the officcr had no identifying numbcr or name plate. The offker 
would not comply with rcpeated requcsts for his namc. 

C ~ m i n g  back into his apartmcnt, the committce mcmber called the lntelligarde offices. 



Later the next day, after a number of calls, hc was able to spcak to a rcpresentative of the 
cornpany who infmncd him thai hc did not consich tbat thcrc was any obligation to havc his 
staff identify themselvcs and, for good measure, he volunteered the opinion that, "City Homc, 
hircs us to keep you animals in line and that's exactly what we're going to do". 

Last month a man came into Our office who had just bccn rcmovcd from a local City 
Home building by Lntclligarde. Somc timc prior to this hc had visitcd a fiiend ai another 
City Home location. He was stopped in the lobby by an intelligarde officer who told him he 
could not enter the building. He rcfused to acccpt thjs as hc was a lcgitimate visitor. Howevcr, 
officers soon came to the door of bis fiend's apartment, told him he was under arrest and put 
him in handcuffs. The police wcrc callcd and they, prcdictably acccpting Intclligarde's account 
of things, issued him a trespass ticket and escorted him from the building. 

On the second, rccent occasion hc was removcd from a City Homc building, intelligarde 
ran his name through their cornputer and thcn infornicd him thai, bascd on the earlicr ixidcnt, 
hc was barred h m  al1 City Home pmpcrties. 

ûn May 10 of this year, Liban Adam was entering his building at 191 Sherbwmc Street. 
An InteIligarde officer callcd out to him, "Hey, hey, hcy!" but hc kcpt on walking. The officer 
then came ovcr to him and an incident occurred in which, as hc made his uay up to his 
apartment, Liban was callcd an 'assholc' and a 'nigger', his sleevc was nppcd and he was punched 
in the jaw. The officer continued both to insult him and tell him he was under arrcst. 

On reaching his apartment, Liban's wifc opcned the door and he wcnt inside. He was 
unable to close the door, howevcr, as  the o£ficer was blocking it. At this point a second 
intelligarde officer anivcd and, whilc the first held the door, the newcomcr tried to kick it open. 
In the coum of this, the couple's cighteen month old daughter was stmck on the hcad by the 
door and Liban calicd for his wift to dial '911'. 

When the policc arrived, two officers talkcd to the security guards whilc two othcrs twk 
Liban and his wife into separatc mms to scarch and question them. Liban was then taken to 
the 51 Division, whcrc charges werc laid against h h .  

The above incidents, along with numerous othca that havc becn reportcd to us, offcr us 
a picturc of the kind of operation the Intclligardt cornpany is running. Rivatc property owncrs 
and public housing authorities can obtain the services of InteIligarde if they are none too 
prnicular about thc mcthods that will bc uscd to 'keep a lid on things'. Low incorne residcnts 
will be 'kcpt in linc' and 'undesirables' (as defmed by InteIligarde) will be kept out. In thc course 
of this, several patterns of behaviour emcrge. 



The cases that have bccn rclatcd s3ongly suggest that the Company and its ~presentativcs 
arc rcady to use thc most heavy handcd tactics in carrying out their 'sccurity' work. In two of 
the cases that WC gave outlined, rasist insults were linkcd to the assaults. Such allcgations 
against them havc becn vcry common in the grievances we hzvc dcalt with. 1% strongly suspect 
that racial prejudice is a factor Li singling out those who are bcing targctcd by Intelligardc. 

Again and again wc bear nom people who tell us of unwelcome visits by Intelligardc 
offices to their apartmcnts to haras and sometirnes remove gucsts. The attachcd magazine 
article bcgins with Intclligardc offices 'push[ing] into' someone's nsidencc. Even with a reporter 
in tow, the rcadincss to 'push it to the limit' remains intact. This, of counc, raises the most 
disturbing questions around the rights and quality of life of tenants who happcn to &de in 
buildings subjectcd to the Lntelligarde rcgimc. 

From the abovc cases, it is clcar that Lnttlligardc goa well beyond a rcasonablc vigilana 
based on Icgitimate sccurity conamis. Normal social & d o n  is bcing blockcd and gucsts 
harasscd and bamd b m  buildings bascd on the dubious assumptions of this company's 
rcpresenta tivcs. 

This is not the place to expound on the kind of crackdown mcntality in Iow incorne arcas 
that the police arc morc and morc rcvcrting to. It d m ,  however, necd to bc noted that, as the 
police thcmsclvcs adopt a harshcr approach, thcir rcadincss to accept the exwses  of Intclligarde 
becorne cvcr more obvious and glariog. The kind of activity that Intclligarde is engaging in 
would be irnpossiblc if the police werc not rcady to ~m a blind eye to their heavy handedness 
and be invariably rcady to acccpt the company's version of evcnts over the cornplaints of low 
incornc tenants or homeless people. in two of the cases of assault WC have deait with, the victim 
either had his story discounted by the police or was deemcd the perpetrator. 

The tenants of those buildings wherc Intclligardc operatcs arc aimost unanimous in tclling 
us that they fully support the notion that they want safc and secure housing. NO one is trying 
to dismiss this consideration. Howcvcr, for these same tenants, the body that they might havc 
hopcd to make thcm feel safe has proven to be a t h a t  to their well king. XecpEg you animals 
in lhc' as opposcd to swing a community secms to bc the rcality. 

When it cornes to homeless people secking temporary shelter, Intciligardc offes us a 
dismal picturc of where things are Icading. The day shelters are full and peoplc have fcw options 
when it coma to hding a place to stay wami duxing the day. Intelligardt'offc~~ the privatcly 



owaed public w g  phcc the ~ h a ~ c c  to rcnt arr hpcshg dctcnent. The fact that the growing 
nurnbers of homelas may have no othcr alternative but to warm up at places likc the bus station 
is of no concem to its guardians. 

The pattern that emcrgcs is of a company that is ready to try czd intimidate people into 
kecping away frorn the locations they patrol or elsc to cowcr in their apartments, a h i d  to havc 
a gucst drop by. Wc arc dcaiing with a gwn squad for hire and the public bodies that have 
clcctcd to use thcir deplorable services nccd to be forccd to reconsider. Bodies Iike thc TTC and 
the various housing authoritics should be prevcntcd £rom contrachg with Intclligardc. In this 
regard, the rolt of City Home has to bc viewcd as king cspccially nprehensiblc. 'Ibey nevcr 
ceasc to piously promotc themselves as 'caring providca' of housing for low income people and 
yet they knowingly continue to rcly on Intelligardc's h i n d  muscle. They steadfastly ignore al1 
cornplaints and appeals horn their tenants around the abuses they suffer £rom this company. This 
is a mattcr wc will bc taking up in the months ahcad. 

In the meantirne, until this oumt has bccn rcmoved from the positions it presently holds, 
we dcmand of the police that they stop th& collusion with intelljgarde and discontinue their 
pnsent praaicc of tuming a blind cye to their appalling behaviour. A low income tenant or a 
homeless person has the samc ri@ to havc his or her amunt of an incident takcn seriously as 
d o s  the aprcscntativc of a sminty company. Wc will challenge the faa that the police arc 
shamclessly biascd in favour of Intdigardc. 

We also urge the Crown to rcconsider the evidence in a numbcr of cases bcforc the courts 
wherc charges have bcen laid against victims of Intclligardc assaults. Any semblance of 
impartiality on the part of the law hingcs on such a review. For our part, we will bc doing di 
wc can to expose Intclligarde's antics and the dcgrce to which the authoritics arc complicit in 
thern. 

People want safe cornmunitics and a serious discussion of secunty considerations is not 
to be avoidcd. 'The wholc mcthod of InteUgardcts opeations, howevcr, means that their nmoval 
from the sccne is an indispensable elcmcnt of any stmtegy towards the goai of safe and secun 
wmmuxitics. 

0-0 C O D O N  A W T  POW- 
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POLICE COMPLAINT INFORMATION 

PART 1: GENERAL INFORMATION 

1. Pfease give a general idea of.what Iiappened with the police.* 
For example: "They thought 1 was selling drugs and they 
arrested me", "1 called tliem because my landlord changed the 

I I  locks, they told me 1 should ... 
t- 
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2. Can you describe what the officers did (or didnyt do) that was 
wrong? (Eg: stopped me for no renson 1 called me n m e s  1 
threatened me 1 hit me 1 requested or demanded sex 1 took 
things of mine 1 liandcuffed me I strip searched me) 



3. If you were searched, was it by an officer who is of the same 
sex or the opposite sex? 

4. Were you injured? If so, were you treated for your injuries? 
.. 

W .  p S F ~ . . .  --"4-=~( 
5. Were there witnessess? . If so, do you know their names? " - 

\ la*  . . 1 . . 

6 .  Did the police charge you with anything? What? Did they 
charge anyone else? With what? If you have an Y3.1 
Appearance Notice" (a ticket), can we make a copy? . . 

e&Ky + 
7. M e n  did this happen? (Please give the date, day of the week, 

and time of day) 

8. Where did this happen? 

9. How many officers were there? .a , 
10. If you got the officer(s) name(s); badge number(s), or car 

number(s), what were they? I 
- 9  . ." -i , .* . . - . ".. 

11. Do you know what division or unit the police were from? 
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ITEM 
If you am planning an amalgamation or the extension of pur  polio department3 
qwia tn new a m ,  you a n  competing wlth another polies s e ~ c e .  Geîdrtg a 
mfm inteliigarde on supplying remnd der oerviœs wiil allow you to 
-nüy bwer ywixatal cort p;idagP and s b q t h . n  your cmpeukm position. 
2:s &;$-z. 
.aa~*:. 
m r g i &  
W I P .  is rnarîwting to your polio service board to replaœ pra police f o ~ ~ e .  
f@J@@a m n g  finanaal disincanrivs to sudi a course of action. Sounlng 
' . ~ A ~ ~  services fmm lntelligarde a n  help to ansure Mat in addaon to various 

,7---uments in favour of retaining yw rnunlupal poliœ seice,  yours Is also 
- . - .-;.. 
r -7.-p 
*---y 

REM 
In!&gardems s e m d  kuwiceo ain be bmught h on a fast mir-up basis, or 
qraduated over thie based on nabiral anntion. Whkhever method h u W ,  tM 
bottom line will be the slm; namely. the freeing up of signniunt budget for new 
equipment, speciaî un& or a g e m l  expansbn of pdicing s#vic8s. 

ira 
if thete is i seasmrl fWn O your pdldnp needs. bringlng in se- tier suppon 
setvices lmm IntelIlgarde can hdp smooth out yaur human raswrcis curvea. If 
you have rwnrner or winter idbms. fesüMls or rpedml events. a SM (em 
wntrad with IntilligaM wlll brtng yw the tralned and exparienad people ta won 
under the supsruldon of youi awn ofnœrs. K-9 mms where appropriate cpn 
aa~~mplbh the wal< bat waild ~ q u h  mard ngubr f lcers. 

ITEM 
I am avalable t c ~  consun wioi you In amfidence and with no obligation hD yoursetf or 
your board. 



Quinte West 

October 21, 1937 

Mr. Ross A. McLeod, M.A., C.P.P. 
President 
lntelligarde 
55 Unwin Avenue 
TORONTO, Ontario 
M5A tA2 

Dear Mr. McLeod: 

RE: Quotation Reauest 

This letter will sewe to clarify my sarlier correspondence of today's date in which I 
conveyed the decision of the Police Services Task Force for aie City of Quinte West to 
seek a quotation h m  p u r  firm relative to the provision of twenty houn of fooVbicycle 
patrol in the existing Village of Frankford. The resolution of the Task Fone plso stated 
'Ihat lntelligarde be requested to provide a cosüng for the areas currently knovrn as 
Township of Murray, Township of Sidney and Village of Frankford based upon a thirty (30) 
minute response time for non 'Crimes in Progress" incidents.' 

We look forward to your quotation, to be rewived no later than noon on October 31, 1997. 
Should you have any further questions please do not hesitate to d l .  

'fours truly, 

TRANSITION BOARD 
CITY OF QUINTE WEST 

Chief Administrative Officer 

cc: Bob Lockwood. Chair, Poliw Sevices Task Force 





SIDNEY TOWNSHIP 

QUINTE WEST 




